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ONE SHILLING NET.
Entered at Stationers' Hall.

NEW STUDENT'S

MICROSCOPE
Wnii rack coarse ami micro-

meter sciew fine adjustments,

1 evepiece, 2 objectives—

j" and i", double nosepiece,

iris diaphragm, in oak case.

£5 10 0.

Catalogue post free.

C. BAKER (^h't^:)

244. HIGH HOLBORN,
LONDON.

MAKERS Of NEW TKI-KX OHK^. OBjEcl
GLA^^K^ KYE.LENSKS. PKI.-^MS, and other

\sTROn6-M 1£A1. APP-^^KAT US. Klc.

BROADHURST, GLARKSON & Go.

CHEMICAL WEATHER GLASS.
A simple, cheap, and
efficient instrument
for indicating various

CHANGES IN THE WEATHER.

Post Free, 3s. 6d.,

with printed instructions.

A F.R.Met.Soc Ji'nV«:—

" From very careful records I find the

change of weather Uikes place 12-24 hours

,iUer (he indication, making this instrument

V er>" valuable lo Fanners, and, in fact, anyone

c:iga=ed in outdoor life, whether for business

or pieas'.ire."

63, Fappingdon Road.
( ,-L- vfcjrsatjS. Br- "

London. E.G.

Healers iiT second-hand tf,le>-

COPES MICROSCOPES, LANTERNS, an.l

XcCEsiORlES Also PRISM and ORDINAR\
FIELD GLASSES, Etc., Etc. A L,iroe and varied

St-tk l>v the Best M.'.ker- .i/v.iy- '- ^'--

LIVING SPECIMENS
FOR THE

MICROSCOPE.
Volvo.\ globator, Desiniii,. Diatoms. Spir04yra

AmtEba, Actinophri-s. Spongilla. Vorticella .Stentor.

Hvdra Cordylopohra, Stephanoceros, Meliceria,

Polyzoa and other forms of Pond Life, Is. per tube.

with printed drawing, post free, Thon>as Bolton,

Naturalist, 25, Balsall Heath Road. Birmingham.

(( The Energy Maker."

PURE

^oeoa
"ALL PURE SUSTENANCE."

300 GRANDS PRIX, GOLD MEDALS, Etc.

CHRISTMAS PRESENTS.

Write for particulars of Barometers.

Thermometers. Telescopes, Opera and

Field Glasses, Lanterns, Sc. suitable for

Ihis purpose and permanently appreciated

h> recipients.

NEWTON & CO.,
^ - dric Instrument Makers by appoint-

. . : ; :, H.M. the King, and the Government.

3, FLEET STREET, LONDON.
r./..i,'rj,:.~; .V.-^fot.rr. Lo-i./O...' Tflcfhonc : «:.>! C.-,.(r.7l.

PLATINUM
Crucibles. Scrap, llensils. Wire, Foil, Residues, 4c

Purchased at Highest Prices or Taken in Exchange,

Supply : Platiaum Sponge. Sheet and Vt ire,

Allnvs. Crucibles. Dishes. Tubes.and Apparatus. I

THE'LONDON refining & METALLURGICAL WORKS

32, CLERKENWELL ROAD, LONDON. E,C,

nkers: London City and Miiilapt. Telephc eSSSHolborn.

13th Year of Publication.

The Scientists' Reference
Book and Diary

FOR 1911.
\n exce«linglv convenient form of Diary for the

Analytical Chemist, Science Teacher or Student,

combining two books quite d'stinct, but joined to-

gether by an ingenious method and consisting of:—

(1) A DAILY DIARY CONTftlNING, IN ADDITION

to the usual Postal .ind : Jaily interest,

a list of Scientific Soci.;t;.'.. -\ - - :
- -vid Institutes,

First .\id to the Injured, First .Vid m Poisoning Cases, &c,

(2) A REFERENCE BOOK CONTAINING:—
various Notable Facts, and includes
Useful information and Data in Astronomy and Meleor-

oloT, Weights and Measures, Chemical Terms, .\tomic

Weights Ph>-sical Constants, Formulae and Solubility,

Factors for Chemical Analysis, Alloys, Chemical and

Scientific Terms, Thermometry, &c Laws and Definitions

in Chemistry, DxTtamics, Electricity, Heat, Light, Sound,

&C. Botany, Human Physiologj- and Hygiene, Chemical

Composition of Foods, and \-anous other information of

scientific value, ...... ..,. , .

PRICE, hound in straight paste gram leather with patent

self-opening memo tablet, and £1,000 Insurance Coupon,

lie.

Fjihlished tv

JAS.W00LLEY,S0N84Co.Ltd.,Manchester.

Awarded Grand Prix Franco-British Exhbn., 1908: Nine

.Medals al the Paris Exhibition, 1900; London. 1862;

Paris, 1867; London, 1885; Philadelphia, 1876.

Portable Anemometer
with Wind Vane and

Luminous Compass.

With special adjustment for

use on Dirigible Balloons.

Aeroplanes, etc

jasTThicks,
Scientific Instrument Maker

To H.M. Home, Indian and

Colonial Governments, many
Foreign Governments, and the

Principal Observatories, Uni.

versities and Colleges through-

out the World.

MANUFACTURER
Standard Meteorological

and Scientific

Instruments

of every description,

including

Descriptive Circular
post free.

CLINICAL THER.MOIWETERS.

8, 9 & 10, HATTON GARDEN, LONDON.

BOTANICAL MICROSCOPIC
SLIDES FOR STUDENTS,

Including Four Series. 50 Slides in each. Price i,\ is.

per serieJ; illustrating Mitosis, Leucoplasts, Thyloses,

Root Stem, and Flower Deielopment, .Anomalous

Stems, Embryo-sac Structure, Pollen Tubes, Algp,

Fungi, AnthocerQp, Pilularia, Marsilia Isoetes, Sela-

gineUa, Pinus, etc. Catalogue Post Free.

A, PENISTON, s, Montpelier Terrace. Leeds.

NATURAL HISTORY
WORKERS

FIND TELEPHOTO LENSES OF GREAT VALUE.

Large pictures of flying birds and insects,

and of plant and tree life can be easily obtained

with small Cameras, There are many types of

DALLMEYER TELEPHOTO LENSES
each suited to its particular purpose,

A call at the Dallmeyer Showrooms will give an

opportunity of inspecting Special Cameras for

this work. ,.

The Brothers Kearton, Mr. Oliver Pike, Mr. VV.

Bickerton and other distinguished workers use

Dallmeyer Lenses.

AWti Catalogue free from

J. H. DALLMEYER, Ltd.,
(Establiihid iSao),

2, DENZIL WORKS, NEASDEN, LONDON, N.W.

Showrooms: 25, NEWMAN ST., OXFORD ST..W,

"Knowledge" may be obtained through any Bookstall or Newsagent.

Offices:—42, Bloomsbury Square, London, W.C.
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CITY OF LONDON COLLEGE.
ACTING IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE LONDON CHAMBER OF COMMERCE.

WHITE ST., & ROPEMAKER ST., MOORFIELDS, E.C.

(Near Moorgate and Liverpool Street Stations).

Principal-SIDNEV lIUMPHkiES B.A., LL.B. (Cantab.)

EVENING CLASSES IN SCIENCE. Well equipped

LABORATORIES f.r Practical Work in CHEMISTRY,
BOTANY, OEOLOOY, ami all branches of PHYSICS.
Special Courses for Conjoint Board, Pharmaceutical and other examinations.

Classes are also held in all Commercial Subjects, in Languages, and Literature.

Art .Studio. All Classes are open to both sexes.

SATURDAY CLASSES for Chemistry and Physics.

DAY MODERN SCHOOL. Preparation for a COMMERCIAL or BUSINESS
career or the CIVIL SERVICE.

Prospectuses, and all other intormation, gratis on application.

DA\'I13 SAVAGE. S,-ae/„n'.

BIRKBECK COLLEGE,
BREAMS BUILDINGS, CIIANCEKV LANE, E.G.

DAY AND EVENING CLASSES.
COURSES OF STL'DY under Recognised Teachers of the University of

London (or Degrees in Science, Arts and Economics.
( A. McKknzie, D.Sc, M.A., Ph.D.
\ G. W. Clough, B.Sc.
(A. Griffiths, D.Sc ; D. Owen, B.A., B.Sc;
I B.W. Clack, B.Sc. ; H. R. Nettletom, B,Sc.

, H. C. I. Eraser, D.Sc. ; E. Lee, .\.R.C.S.
. H. W. Unthank, H.A., B.Sc.

J. W. Evans, D.Sc. ; A. Moklev Davies, D.Sc.
. E. H. Smart. M.A. ; C. V. Coates, M.A.
. F. A. Wright, M.A. ; G. S. Robertson, M.A.

J. H. LuiiBAN, ]M.A.
. J. H. G. Grattan. B.A.

V. E. Kastner, B.es.L. ; J. S. Westlare, M.A,
. J. BiTHELl., M.A.

J. F. Unstead, M.A.
. T. Seccombe, M.A.
/ G. Akmitage-Smith, M.A., D.Lit.

( G. C. Rankin, M.A.
G. H. J. Hurst, M.A.

Assaying. IVIetaiiupgy. Mining. G. Patchin, A.R.S.M.
Prospectus free. Calendar M. (post fire 5i/.), from the Secretary.

Chemistry ..

Physics
Botany
Zoology
Geology
Mathematics
Classics
English Literature

,, Language
French
German
Geography
History
Logic 1

Economics '

British Constitution

GLEW'S
SGINTILLOSGOPE

(Patent)

t HOWS a mag^nificent display of scintillations,
showers uf spatks, direct from the mineral
Pitchblende, Radium, Polonium, Uranium, Thorium,
or any radio-active substance, even an Incandescent
tias Mantle contains sufficient Thorium to excite the
very sensitive screen iji the Scintilloscope, which is far

more sensitive than the Spinthariscope. The ScinLilloscope rivals the
most delicate Electroscope as a detector of Alpha rays.

The eye sees an inexhaustible shower of stars of white Hght, givin.^ a very
realistic idea of the ceaseless activity of these marvellous substances which are

producing the terrific bombardment causing this beautiful display.

GLEW'S .SCINTILLOSCOPE, Superior Lens, with Extra-sensitlve Radium
and Pitchblende Screens, giving brilliant effects, Complete, 7.s. 6d., Post free, U.K.
Foreign Postage extra, weight 2 ounces.

Pieces of Pitchblende mineral, ground flat and polished, with Sensitive Screen
attached, for use in Scii.tilloscope or with any strong pocket magnifier, from
7s. Gd. each, according to size.

F. HARRISON GLEW (Patenteki, 156, Clapham Road, London, S.W.

— FLATTERS, MILBORNE —

s

AND McKEGHNIE, Ltd.. |

Scientific Photograpliers & Microscopists

Microscopic and Photomicrographic work in every branch of Nature
and Commerce. Preparers of lextile Fibres and Fabrics, Paper and
Paper-Pulps, ^^c. for Microscopic and Photomicrographic Analysis.

Lantern and Microscopical Slides in every Branch of Natural
Science a Speciality.

All Requisites fur Mounting and fur Pund-Iife Work.

CATALOGUES ON APPLICATION.
*'THE MICROLOGIST,*' Is. 6d. Quarterly.

I
I

I

ABRAHAM FLATTERS, F.R.M.S., 8
S/'t-ciaiist ill '' Mic7-p-Teclinology" to the Manchcstir

Chaiiihcr 01 Coiuiun ii\

16, 18, & 20, CHURCH RD., LONGSIGHT,
MANCHESTER.

|
I

Brussels Exhibition Grand Prix and Gold Medal.

BAROGRAPH
l'\ir gi\ing a contiiuiuus itcord of

atmospheric pressure. Best finish

and best movement.
Size ... 8i X 5 X 5^.

With botlle of Ink and
charts for one year .. £5 5 O

Simple Form of Barograph £3 15 O

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE

Part II. Post Free.

ASTRONOMICAL TELESCOPE
On Table Stand,

3-INCH OBJECT GLASS,
2 EYEPIECES and Tinted Glass,
TERRESTRIAL EYEPIECE,

magnifying x 40
ASTRONOMICAL EYEPIECE,

magnifying xeSO,

JS5 5 O
Pine Case for Telescope, 1 5/-

Qarden Tripod, 25/-

ILLUSTRATEO CATALOGUE
Part I. Post Free.

Equatorial

Mountings,

with divided

circles and

tripod,

£10 10

£15 15

JTM CLT'FlJI/ADn Optician to the British and
• M^, iJ M. HtW jt\.M\.mJ^ Foreign Governments,

406, STRAND; 457, WEST STRAND, LONDON.

WATKINS and

DONCASTER,
N ATURALI STS
and Manufacturers of

Cabinets and

Apparatus ::

COLLECTORS OF INSECTS. BIROS'
EGGS AND SKINS, MINERALS,

PLANTS, Etc.

SPECIAL SHOW-ROOM FOR CABINETS.

N.B.—For ExcelUnce and SupeHoHty o/ Calinets
and Appa7-atui rt/ercnus arc Permitted to distifi'

guis/ied Pair-ins, A/useu/ns, Coiicecs, &^c.

A LARGE STOCK OF IN5ECTS,
AND BIRDS' EGGS AND SKINS.

SPECIALITY.—Objects for Nature
Study, Drawing Classes, <Sc.

Birds, Mammals, etc., Preserved and Mounted by
First-class Workmen true to Nature.W All Books and Publications on Natural

History supplied.

36, Strand, London, W.C.
(Five Uoors from Charing Cross).

I*" NBW CATALOGUE POST FRBB,
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"The best thinkers of the day on matters of vital

importance and profound interest." -i/verpoo/ Posr.

HARPER'S LIRRARY

OF LIVING THOUGHT
Foolscap 8vo. Gilt tops, decorative covers, richly gilt backs.

Per volume : Cloth, 2s. 6d. net ; Leather, 3s. 6d. net.

.Vou- Ready.

Prof. F. W. MOTT, F.R.S., M.D.
The Brain and the Voice in Speech and Song.

illustrated.

Sir OLIVER LODGE, F.R.S.

The Ether of Space. illustrated.

Sir WILLIAM A. TILDEN, F.R.S.

The Elements : Speculations as to their

Nature and Origin. Illustrated.

Sir WILLIAM CROOKES, O.M., F.R.S., LLD.
Diamonds. lliusnated.

Prof. ERNEST A. GARDNER dniversitv of

London). Religion and Art in Ancient Greece.

Prof. PAUL VINOGRADOFF Oxford Unieisty)

Roman Law in IVIediaeval Europe.

Prof. W. M. FLINDERS PETRIE
Personal Religion in Egypt before Christianity.

ALGERNON C. SWINBURNE
Three Plays of Shakespeare.

LEO TOLSTOY The Teaching of Jesus.

G. H. HAWES, M.A., and HARRIEH BOYD
HAWES, M.A.

Crete, the Forerunner of Greece. Maps, etc.

Prof. WILLIAM WREDE Iniv. >itvof rSreslau

The Origin of the New Testament.

Prof. C. H. BECKER Colonial Institut,

ilamiur, Christianity and Islam.

Prof. SVANTE ARRHENIUS Xobei institute,

Stock iiolni)

The Life of the Universe. ^ Vols. Illustrated.

Prof. ARNOLD MEYER University of Zunch)
Jesus or Paul ?

Prof. D. A. BERTHOLET r.iversity of Basle;

The Transmigration of Souls.

Prof. REINHOLD SEEBERG fi niver.ity of

Berlin) Revelation and Inspiration.

Prof. JOHANNES WEISS (University of

lleid iber- Paul and Jesus.

Prof. RUDOLF EUCKEN (University of Jena)

Christianity and the New Idealism.

rUi oj inis sencs.

H.\RPER & BROTHERS. 45 .A.lbem.\rle Street.

LONDO.N. W.

SCIENCE
IN

MODERN LIFE.
Prof. J. R. Ainsv\^orth Davis, M.A.,

IVilh the co-operation of the following el-jen tintnent Spi,:ialiits :

\. C. D. CROVIMELIX. B.A., F.R,.\.S.. of the Royal Observatory, Ureeiiwich.
'

I. T. lONKS. M.A.. F.C.S., of H.M. Ceological Survey.

J. P. .MILL1N(JT0X, .M.A., B.Sc, formerly ScholaV of Christ's College,
C"anihridge.

]. H. SHAXBV, B.Sc, Lecturer in Phy.sics in University College, Cardiff.
H. J. FLEURE, D..Sc., Lecturer in Cieo]og\- and Geography in University

("ollege. .Vberi-stwvth.
H. SPENCER H.\RRlSON. D.Sc. formerly Lecturer in Zoolow in University
College, Cardiff.

' '

I. M. F. DRU-MMOXI), il.A., Lecturer in Botany in the .\nmtrong College,
Xewcaslle-upon-Tvne.

J. TR.\yiS JEX'KIXS, D.Sc., Ph.D., Scientific Superintendent of the
Lancashire and Western Sea-Fi.sheries Committee.

.lAMES WILSOX, il.A., B.Sc, Professor of .\griculture in the Roj-al College
of Science. Dublin.

BEXJAMIN IIOORE, M.A., D.Sc, Professor of Bio-Chemistry in the
University of Liverptwl.

;. W. FRENCH. P..S.. K,lit.,r ,.f M,,.l,.r., P,.u,-r.i;r.,<.r,,l,.r« ."tc

SCOPE OF THE WORK.
The work sums up in an accurate and yet a readahle fashion the

present state of knowledge in Science—The Nature and Cause of
Sun Spots ; Origin of the Solar System ; Origin of Mountains

:

The Ice .Age ; The Nature of \'olcanoes and Earthquakes ; The
Nature of Matter; The Kontgen Rays and Radiography; The
I'ropetties of Radium ; Electrons and their Work ; The Physics of
Soap Bubbles ; The Spectroscope .and Spectra ; Dispersal of Seeds
and Fruits ; The Eggs of Deep-Sea Fish ; Serum Treatment of
Diseases ; Progress of Sanitary Science ; The Importance of Heredit)'

;

The Theory of Natural Selection ; The Finsen Light and X-Rays ;

The Cradle of the Human Race; The Races of Mankind; The
Submarine ; I'lant Associations ; Strange Extinct Animals ; Evolution
if tlie Animal Kingdom; The Progress of Scientific Agriculture;
The Village Community ; The Life History of the Eel; The Stone.
Bionze. and Iron Ages ; .Aeroplanes and Dirigible Balloons. Briefly,

the object of SC'/£XC£ /X MODERX LIFE is to give 'a
connected account of present-day science, with special reference to
its influence on modern life. Man and his needs : this is the alpha and
"inega of the book.
SC/EXCE /X MODEK'X LIFE will be completed in six large

i.iid sumptuously bound volumes, meastiring lo in. by 7 in. The
first volume contains two large folding maps, 19 full page plates,

and 30 oliit-r il]n-.rr.itions antl diaer:im^.

PRESS AND PUBLIC PRAISE.
"Knowledge" says :— " A luerai) .vuJ ^ciciuiric iniLlicaiiou of considerable

interest makes its appearance with the tirr-t \oIunie of '.Science in Modern Life.'
Kvcellent alike in matter, treatment, and illustration .... the complete
u.:>rk should be one oi standard value /o?- ri-ft-yenct:."'

In reviewing a further volume *' Knowledge' ' says:—''The work as a whole
i^ valuable not only for the excellence of its parts, but for its co-ordination, which
..i'Ms at showing both the lievelopment of knowledge and its relation to the evolution
)t the planet.*'

Mr. E. B. Anderson, of Cambridge Road, Rathmines, Dublin, writes:—"The
wiirk is really very splendid, and most useful to a person who, although a specialist
in one branch of science, wishes also to have some knowledge of the other sciences.
In this connection your book supplies the want.'
Mr. E. E. Bucklar, of Shamrock Villa, East Park Road, Leicester, writes:

—

'
I beg to state that I am ver\- plexsed with the book, which I certainly con>ider to

be the best of its kind. AVilhout doubi it supplies a long existent need. As a
medium for imparting scientific information in a simple manner it is unique. !Most
i '-riainly you may send on the remaining volumes. I shall await their advent with
c.iuerne>s."

A FREE BOOKLET.
\\ itli Special Purchase Plan. No Instalments. •

j To the Gresham Publishing Co.,

34-7, Southampton Street, Strand, London, W.C. ;

; Life"' together with particulars of your special plan enabling readers of ;

J
' Knowledge" to acquire this work in return for an outlay working out at but a •

: few shillings each month without recourse to the instalment method. :

i Name
, \

: (Please send this/onn in halfpenny envelope or I'.C. to same effecf). I

\ Address :
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THE "LONDON MICROSCOPE

("REGENT "

Model).

This inslrunient i.s suinuwhat

similar. thou*;h larger, than the

larye "Lundnn" Model. The
sl()\v motion is ahout four times

as fine, woiking in the most per-

fect manner hy means of micio-

nieter screw and a syslem of

levers. The limh is provided

with a handle for lifting. Still

more room i.s allowed for the

rack and pinion, centring and

.substage. The substage swings

out laterally. An iris diaphragm

is set in the thickness of ihe

stage, and remains in position

when the suhstaL,'e is swung (UU.

Case, 'ith Mech;No. n32p Stand

5 \u. (14 nim.) Object Glass. S2°

I in. (4 mm.) Object Glass, 110' ..

-^.2 ill. (2 mm.) Oil Immersion, 1*3 n.a,

Heck Achroinatic Condenser, 1* n.a.
Dii^t-ti^ht Triple Noseplece ..

,t:2.i

Particulars of « Oif Ua DEwKy L.TD.
68, Cornhill, LONDON, E.G.

CANTOR LHCTLIk(-:5 on the THhOkY OF THE MICROSCOPE,
by Conrad Beck, Price 1 /=.

Technical Books
Engineers and others, when in London, should make

a point of Visiting the Retail Department of

E. & F. N. SPON, Ltd.
57, HAYMARKET, LONDON, S.W.

Il' lltl.llii..' Ill Xi.lllS Sll.i II.

Where every Modern Engineering Book in the English

Language may be seen.

NO OLD EDITIONS STOCKED.

If unable to come to London, write for Catalogue and
order the books through your local Bookseller.

THE Proprietor of the Patent No.
398 .\. 1 ). 1907. rclaiiiiL; u< " Improve-

ments in Telescopes, applicable in

particular to Theodolites and Range-
finders," desires t(i yiant iiuiimhu-luiilig

licenses lo inleiested pailies. A(i(lie.ss :-
C. Leak, 231, Strand, London, W.C.

Will you let us send you
a free speciinen copy

OF THE

EHGLISH MECHANIC

WORLD OF SCIENCE?

It is a \eritahle storchduse of information and

is brimful of intcrrst t< i all who are interested in

The Sciences.

It is pubhshed every Friday, price 2d., and its

correspondents and contributors are distributed all

over the World.

Send us a jiost card witli \iun' address at once.

Che tnglisli IHcchanic S World of Science.

5, EFFINGHAM HOUSE, ARUNDEL STREET, STRAND,

LONDON. W.C.

JUS']' 1T1;I Isiu., h.

JOURNAL OF THE ROYAL
ANTHROPOLOGICAL INSTITUTE.

\"..|. XL. |A.\L'AU\ -jTM':. igiu. CtVi/c^ts:

Presidential Address. Prof. W. Kidgeway.—Some Technoiogical Notes from

the Pomeroon District, British Guiana. Part II. Dr. Walter E. Roth.—
Rajputs and Mabrattas. W. Crooke, B. A. —Notes on the Tribes inhalming the

Baringo District, East Africa ProtecUirate. Hon. K. R. DfNUAS.—A List of I he

Tribes of the Valley of tlie Amazons, Including those on the Banks of the Main
.Stream and of all the Tributaries. .Sir Clements Markham, K.C.B.—A Coniri-

bution to the Anthropology of the Sudan, A. Winifred Tuckcr and Charles S.

Myers. — The Origin of the Australian Phratries and Explanations of some of the

Phralry Names. Rev. John Mathew, M.A., B.D.—Dinka Laws and Customs.

Capt. H. O'SuLLivAN, R.M.—Some Eoliths from Uewlish, and the Question of

Origin. C. J. Grist, M.A.— A Neolithic Site in the Anglo-Egyptian Sudan.

C. G. Seligmann, M.D.~The Kababish. Some Remarks on the Ethnology of a

Sudan Arab Tribe. H. A. MacMichael.
2^2 I'AGF-.S, with 25 IM-A'I ES AND MANY M.LlSTRATIONs IN THE TEXT.

Price 15/- net.

L-.m.mn: THI' KO^Al, A NTHRni*(H,0( ;[CAL INSTITUTE,
^.tll. RissKII Si., \\",(\, OK illROir.ll AN".' I'.OOKSELLhR.

EXCEPTIONAL OPPORTUNITY FOR
NATURAL HISTORY COLLECTORS.
'llic uiM-le .iHiU-uls >.t" Lln: uidch-kiuAVii .lud icm.uU.ibk Natura

History Museum at Thale (Har/j, liermany, unique of its kind, i^

on ace'iuiit oi otlier arrangements, to be sold for ^2500 cash, delivere<

free in vans at Hamburg. Catalogue of collection sent gratis or

:ipi)lication. Inspection permitted at any time. Address Mr. Paiu

RiNGLER, Thale, Harz.

MlunO'ODjLuTSfor Mounting.
q D..ubl\ -^r.iiiiol ilni.uii. a\ St^Ltioiis,

i3 Miscellaneous Specimens, 6 Insect Parts,

Is. Id. per Series, with full instructions, post free.

WT See Micro. Edit07-s remarks,, Jan., 'OQ.

Practical Hints on Mounting, with specimen,
6 stamps.

R. G. MASON. 78, Foxbourne Road,
Upper Tooting, London, 5.W.

Weather Instruments and
How to Use Them.

By D. W. IIoRNKR, F.R. Met. Soc, ^LB.A.A.

Free from Technicaiities. Illustrated from Photon ra {> Its.

Crown 8vo., paper covers. 6cl. net.

BOOKS!

WITHERBV & Co., 326, High Holborn, London.

Bnoks on Scientific, Technical,
I'.ducational, Medical, all other

Ml'.).;, Is. and f... .ill Kxams.

SECOND HAND AT HALF PRICES!

New, at 25 Discount.
Catalogues Free. State wants. Books sent on

approval.

BOOKS BOUGHT—BEST PRICES GIl'EN.

W. & G. FOYLE. 135. Charing Cross Road,
London, W.C.
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THE WEEKLY JOURNAL FOR SCIENCE WORKERS AND STUDENTS.

All Scientific Work
dealt with in a lucid

manner by Leading

Men of Science.

A New Volume
the 85th began
with the issue for

November 3rd.
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With which is incorporated Hardwicke's Science Gossip, and the Illustrated Scientific News.

A Monthly Record of Science.

Conducted bv Wilfred Mark Webb, F.L.S., and E. S. Grew, M..\.

DECEMBER, 1910.

SIXTY YEARS OF CHEMICAL PROGRESS.

Bv E. S. GREW. M.A.

Last month (Friday, November 11th), the Chemical
Society held for the third time in its history a

Jubilee Banquet, entertaining thereat, as guests of

the evening. Professor ^^'iHiam Odling, F.R.S.,

Sir ^^'ilIiam Crookes. O.M..
F.R.S.. Dr. Hugo Miiller.

F.R.S.. and Dr. .A.. G. \ernon
Harcourt, F.R.S. The fifth

guest, Sir Henr\- Roscoe,

F.R.S., who, Hke the other

four, has been a President of

the Society and a member
of it for fifty years, was,

unfortunately, unable to be
present.

It is nearly seventv years

since the Chemical Society

was founded (on March 30th,

1841), and its two previous

Jubilee Banquets commemo-
rated its foundation and
the granting of its Royal
Charter of Incorporation bv
Queen ^'ictoria. on Novem-
ber 2nd, 1848. At the ^ir William Crookes

first of these banquets. Dr. \\".
J. Russell.

F.R.S., who died a vear ago (November 12th,

1909), presided ; and among the speakers on that

occasion were the late Marquis of Salisbury and
the late Lord Playfair. At the second Jubilee

Banquet no fewer than si.\ of its past Presidents

who had been members of the Society for fifty years

were the guests of the evening. Their names were

Professor J. H. Gilbert (of the Rothamsted experi-

ments). Sir Edward Frankland, Professor William

Odling. Professor A. W.
Williamson. Sir Frederick

Abel, and Dr. J.
Hall

Gladstone. Lord Playfair

was to have been the re-

maining guest—the first in

point of seniority: but he

died before the Banquet

took place, and it was post-

poned from June to Novem-
ber in consequence. At the

time of his death, in June,

4898, he was the last sur-

vivor of the seventy-seven

chemists who had joined the

Society as original members
on its foundation.

Of the other past Presi-

dents at that banquet, all now
are dead, except Professor

in his' Laboratory-. Odling. whose perennial

vouth of spirit, may, we hope, preserve him to science

and education for rears to come. Professor Odling

was born in 1829", and is still Waynflete Professor

of Chemistry at Oxford University-. He has made
his mark as a teacher and as a philosophic chemist

of the highest rank; and he is known throughout

463
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the world as a chemi.st who has alwaxs been
in the highest degree accessible to new ideas.

No one has done more than he to champion the

modern development of Chemical Theor\- : and the

words which Sir James Dewar spoke of him twelve

years ago are as true to-dav. "Ever_vone must admit,""

said Sir James Dewar. "the debt of gratitude we owe
him for his iconoclastic labours in clearing out old

and vague notions, and for the courageous manner in

w hich he has supported the newer ideas of his time."'

Sir Henry Roscoe"s fame as a teacher of chemistry
is world-wide. His tenure of the Professorship of

Chemistry at Owens College, Manchester, did more
than anything else to ele\'ate that institution, and the

University of Manchester by which it was succeeded,

to its present position as the foremost School of

Chemistry in Great Britain. Sir Henr\- has alwaxs

laboured to establish what we may jierhaps describe

as the official recognition of Chemistr\- : his bene-

factions to Chemical Institutions—and not least to

the Chemical Society and its Librarv—have been
great and numerous. His work on the relation of

Chemistry to Public Health, and his researches on
the .Atomic Weight of Carbon, on \'anadium, and in

Spectrum analysis have given him a place of the

highest rank among chemists.

Sir \\'illiam Crookes. O.M., Foreign Secretar\- of

the Koyal Society, is a chemist whose work has
extended tmm the domains of pure chemistr\- and
industrial chemistry to that of physical chemistrw
and has been of the greatest significance to physics
and the fundamental physical conceptions of matter.
It is sufficient to enumerate some of his investigations

to indicate the range of his work. His discover\- of

Thallium, in 1861, was one of the first-fruits of the
then new science, spectrum anah'sis: his researches
in the rare earths and the genesis of the elements
have followed in logical sequence. Phxsics will

always commemorate him for the "radiant matter,'"

the " fourth state of matter," to which he was the
first to give these cognomens ; and his " Radiometer

"

and " Spinthariscope." toys though they have been
said to be, have none the less furnished material
illustrations of the fundamental relations of matter
and energv.

Dr. Hugo Muller was the only one of the five

guests who was not born a Londoner. He was born
at Tirschenreuth in Bavaria, and he is one of

several great Anglo-German chemists whose dis-

coveries have been at the service of his adopted
country. His early researches on the replacement
of hydrogen and chlorine are the basis of much of

the modern synthetic methods. His work on
cellulose and on other subjects produced bv plants
is of the highest importance. It has been said
of him that what he does not know regarding
the chemistry of ])aper is not worth knowing.
He is even better known as a mineralogist
than as a chemist, and some of his modes of
extracting, from minerals, products \aluable in

medicine are models of simjjlicit}- and accurac}-—as

in the extraction ol litliiuni s dts from triplnlline.

Dr. A. G. \'ernoii Harcourt is well known to Oxford
men as one of the most enthusiastic teachers of

Chemistry who ever laboured in that Universit\', and
his researches on the rate of chemical change marked
an epoch in ])hilosophical chemistrv. In more
utilitarian fields, his publications on Chemistry, on
Education, on Coal Gas, and Photometr\-, on
Chloroform and its anah'sis, and its safe administra-

tion as an anaesthetic have added to the fame of the

Oxford School of Chemistrw as well as to his

individual reputation.

l)Ut that, perhaps, which is most imi)ressi\'e and
conspicuous at a banquet of this kind is less indixidual

achievement than the conception of the accumulated
knowledge during the period w hich has been covered

by the work of the chemists. In the sixt\' vears of

their joint exjierience the faces of chemical theory and
of chemical practice have alike been changed. It

would be impossible in the space of one article to

summarise with e\en approximate adequacy the

features of chemical progress in sixtx' vears: but a

very brief sketch of the change has been tentatively

furnished bv Professor Odling himself. The
greatest change of all has been in the advance of

the theories of chemical constitution. Following

on the acce[ited theories of Dalton came the

doubts awakened b\- newer in\'estigations. and the

assumptions which had to be made to reconcile

theor\' with iinestigations. Laurent and Gerhardt
working at the relative reacting unit weights of

bodies ; Liebig w ith his compound radicles : the

work of Dumas in chlorine solutions : Graham's
researches on the pohacidic acids : Williamson on

the compound ethers : \^'urtz and Hoffman on the

compound ammonias : and the extension by Caniz-

zaro of the work of Wurt/. were all steps in the

stairwav which led to a clearer comprehension of the

units of chemical constitutions and their types.

Thereafter the air w as further cleared by Frankland's

pol\-combinations and Gerhardt's tj-pes of dissocia-

tion. The re\-ision of the atomic w eights led through

Newland to Mendeleef—and to Mendeleef's concep-

tion of the table of the elements. Lyon Playfair

and Kekule carried the work on till Lebel and Van
t' Hoff furmulated the doctrines of isomerism and
rotating polymerisation. . . . Each of these men is

a link in a great chain ; but the work they do is

never-ending, and on it can never be written the

word "Finis."

That is true ot an\ chemical researches: yet. if we
were to seek in a review of chemical progress over

sixtv vears for positi\e features they would be easil}'

found in the work done by those who—from

Berthelot to Emil Fischer—ha\-e pursued the syn-

thesis of organic bodies: and in the great branches of

knowledge which have sprung from the parent growth

of chemical dissociation—such as the fundamental

doctrines of Ampere and Avogadro : the theory of

solutions; electroh'sis; and the state of matter at high

temperatures with its corollar\' of spectrum analysis.



INTERNATIONAL UNION FOR COOPERATION IN

SOLAR RESEARCH.
Hv w. shackli:to.\. f.k.a.s.. a.k.c.s.

Thk fourth Conference of the International Union
for Cooperation in Solar Research was held at the

Solar Observator}- of the Carnegie Institution, Mount
Wilson, California, from Aug. 30th to Sept. 3rd,

and several representa-

tives from this countr\-

were present. Previous

conferences have been
held at St. Louis, Oxford
and Paris. The meetings
are now triennial, and the

next is arranged to take

place in Germany.
Great Britain was

represented bv Rev. A. L.

Cortie, S.J., Professor F.

W. Dyson, Professor A.

Fowler, Major E. H.
Hills, Sir Joseph Larmor.
Professor H. F. Newall.

Professor A. Schuster and
Professor H. H. Turner.

Other distinguished as-

tronomers and ph\'sicists

from Germany, Russia,

France, Austria, Holland,

Italy, Switzerland and
Sweden were also present,

together with a large
gathering of the American
astronomers.

The proceedings of the

conference consisted of

the discussion of the re-

l)orts of the various com-
mittees appointed at the previous conference, at

Meudon, in 1907, to investigate solar radiation, sun

spots, solar rotation and standards of wave-length.

The International Eclipse Committee also met. and a

new committee was appointed to consider the

important subject of the classification of stellar

spectra, as, obviously, solar research can be materially

assisted by a study of the manv stars with svhich it

is so intimately related spectroscopicalh-.

These proceedings, when published, will form the

third volume of the "Transactions of the Inter-

national Union for Cooperation in Solar Research.""

Hn route to Mount \\'ilson Solar Observatorv manv
of the astronomers took part in the meeting of the

.\stronomical and Astrophysical Society of America.

This Societ\' meets once a vear, as American astron-

omers are scattered over the whole of the continent,

and cannot readih' meet at shorter intervals, the

Tower Telescope, Solar Observatory,

California,

selected place of meeting of the Society this year

being Harvard College. Here several papers on

Hallev"s comet were read by Professor Barnard and

others, together with a [laper on the results of the

Societv"s expedition to
"^ Hawaii to observe the

comet. These were
supplemented by a paper

from Professor Fowler,

on the "Spectroscopic

Features of the Head
and Tail of Comets.""

This paper elicited some
discussion and received

warm approbation.

Another interesting
paj)er was read by Mr.

Joel Stebbins on "The
Measurement of the light

of Stars with a Selenium
Photometer, and its

application to the varia-

tions of Algol."" He
showed that Algol has a

second minimum, and
that the light curve

between the two minima
is not flat. The results

derived from this research

indicate that the dark

companion to Algol is not

black

light than the Sun
The obsers'atories at

Harvard College, under

but gives off more

Mount Wilson,

the Directorate of Professor Pickering were thrown

open to inspection : it may be mentioned that the

5 -foot reflector formerl\- belonging to the late Dr.

Common forms a part of the equipment of this

observator)-.

During the week preceding tlie Conference many
of the part}- crossing from East to West visited the

Flagstaff Observatory, Arizona, where Professor

Lowell personally welcomed the astronomers, and

showed man\- of his photographs and drawings of

Mars,

On arrival at Pasadena the physical laboratory,

workshops and computing establishment were

inspected, the astronomers then gradually made
their wa\- up tlie mountain trail to the summit of

Mount Wilson (altitude 5,886 feet), where the

observing portion of the observatory is situated.

Bevond extending a heartv welcome to the

465
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numerous
Professor

delegates

Hale,

July 17, 1905, 17" 56'". Low- Level Cal-

cium Flocculi Slit Set on Hi (X3965)

Sun's Diameter =0.28 meter.

r;

TIk' report of the

given hy Professor Schustt

Professor Kayser pre-

sented the report of the

Committee of wave
lengths, suggesting the

adoption of three hun-

dred and seventy - one

standard wave lengths,

mosth' of tile iron spec-

trum.

Mr. Abbott jjresentetl

the report on the meas-

urement of Solar radia-

tion. The most probable

value of the Solar Con-
stant of radiation appears

to be about 1'92 calories

per square cm. per
minute.

Professor Fowler pre-

sented the report of the

committee of Sun-spot

observations, one result

of which is, that the spot

spectrum is found to be

as constant as the Fraun-

hofer spectrum itself.

Professor Newall spoke

ol the possibility of using

plane gratings for measuring the

tertiar\' standards, whilst Professor

and giving a short ^address,

unfortunately, was unable, on

account of illness,

to take an active

part in the meet-

ings. In his address

he spoke of the use

I if the Conferences

and of their stim-

ulation to research:

also on the needs of

tertiary standards.

and the preparation

of a sjjectrum map
on a large sc;de.

He also spoke of

the new tower tele-

-cope and com-
bined spectrograph

.iiul spectrohelio-

L;raph, illustrated

m this article.

Tlie sessions of

the Conference
then formalh' be-

gan, and the reports

of the \- a r i o u s

committees were

received.

Executive Committee was

20, 1905. 5" 18"'. High-Le
Calcium Flocculi Slit set on Ha

Sun's Diameter= 0.28 meter.

^

f

«•#-?
.

'5'. -:£\^-'

wave lengt

I'abrN" said that

for short portions of the spectrum plane gratings

may be even better than concave

Mr. Adams gave

the report on the

determination of

Solar Rotation by
the displacement of

lines, and spoke of

the use of the plane

grating in measur-
ing Solar rotation

at Mount Wilson.

Professor Frost
presented the re-

port of the Com-
mittee on the spec-

troheliograph. It

was decided that

daily photographs

of Calcium flocculi

should be con-
tinued.

In addition to

the meetings, the

astronomers made
a detailed inspec-

tion of the instru-

ments used in the

advancement of

astrononi}', particular interest being taken in the new
tower telescope, 180-feet high including dome, and

• .

-

-..-, ^ ..;- its 80-foot deep pit for

; the new combined spec-

-.
; trograph and spectro-
' iieliograph. The tower

is surmounted by a dome
containing a coelostat

and necessar\' mirrors to

project the beam of light

on to the 12-inch object

glass, situated near the

summit of the tower,

which focusses the image
of the sun on the slit of

the spectrograph in the

linuse at the foot, the

-tiisitive parts of the

spectrograph being
situated in the under-

ground pit to maintain

constant temperature.

The tower itself is

realK" two towers, one
within the other, having
al)out i-inches clearance

between them, so that

the inner one is shielded

b\- the outer from the

direct ra\'s of the Sun,

and also from the force

insulated portion which
(objective.

-^
"§??«

4. Hsdro^cu (Ha) I'locculi photuj^raplu il

Snow Telescope and 5-ft. Spectroheliograph.

of the

carries

wind. It is

the coelostat

this

and
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When the new spectroheHograph is completely

installed, there is every reason to expect that

Professor Hale will surpass the results he has

already obtained.

Figures 2 and 3 show
some of the Calcium
Flocculi photographed
with the Snow Telescope

and spectroheliograph.

Further, the n e n\'

5-foot reflecting tele-

scope constructed b}-

Professor Ritchey was
thrown open for the dele-

gates to make observa-

tions. It was estimated

that stars down to the

17^ magnitude could be

visually observed, which
is half a magnitude
fainter than hitherto
approximately obtained,

whilst photographs show

stars down to the 21st

magnitude.

Saturn formed the sub-

ject of much scrutiny,

and the definition, using

a magnification of 600.

was superb. S e \' e r a 1

important new features

on the planet were dis-

covered, whilst other de-

tails imperfectK' estab-

lished were confirmed

and full\- observed.

Other objectsof interest

were viewed, such as the Cluster in Hercules, and it

is the good fortune of few astronomers to observe

FlGC

.A. 5 -foot Telescop<

such objects with a magnifying power of 600,

giving crisp definition and an aperture of five feet.

The 5-foot telescope can be arranged for visual

work with an equivalent

focal length of 100-feet.

On the return journey

arrangements had been

made for the delegates to

visit the \arious observa-

tories of Lick, Univer-

sit\- of California at

Iierkeley, San Francisco.

Verkes, .Allegheny, and
Washington. Each of

these observatories placed

their instruments at the

disposal of the parties.

With such generosity and
among such a series of

powerful instruments it

would be invidious to

point to anv one in par-

ticular, bnt a striking

feature of the observa-

tions made with the 40-

inch telescope of the

Yerkes Observaton,' was
the ease with which one

could see the faintest

planetarv nebula and the

t\\o faint stars in the

King Nebula in Lyra.

One cannot help feel-

ing that the science of

astronomy is very much
alive in .\merica. and

that such meetings not

onlv stimulate the spirit of scientific research, but

tend to national goodwill.

kh 0.

' at .Mount Wilson

NoTi:.—In connection with the article printed on

Professor Hale, who is now in England, has kindh
Pages 433 -5 in " Knowledge " for last month,

written the note which is jTrinted below.

The article on the Mount Wilson Solar Observatory in tlie

November number of "Knowledge" contains so many
errors and obscure statements that it is impossible to correct

them all. The account of the Snow telescope is badly
confused. The concavity of the third mirror is not " very

great," as stated, but very slight, as the radius of curvature is

sixty feet. The light of the Sun, or other object under
observation, does not '"

fall through " the two plane mirrors,

but is reflected from their silvered front surfaces. Nor do the

observers " stand round " the third mirror, but near the focal

plane, sixty feet from its face. " Pasadona " should be
'Pasadena," " Ellerton " should be "' Ellerman," and
'"Carnegie Institute" should be "Carnegie Institution" (the

Carnegie Institute is a combined library and museum in

Pittsburgh),

Mr, Adams is second in charge, and serves as Acting
Director in the absence of the Director. Other members of

the staff, not mentioned in the article, are Professor Kapteyn,
Research .Associate : Professor Scares, Superintendent of the

Computing Division ; Dr. King, Superintendent of the Physical
Laboratory ; Professor Ritchey, observer with the sixty-inch

reflector ; Dr. St, John, solar observer ; Mr, Babcock and

Dr. Foth, assistants, Mr. Backus has not been connected

with the Obser\'ator>' for several years.

The description of photographs of the calcium lines (p. 435,

top of second column I is hopelessly confused, and the

subsequent remark, which seems to imply tha't " they can take

a photograph twice a day" in the physical laboratory, is

equally so. The meaning of "twenty-six acres below" (near

the foot of the page) is a mystery. The sentence "The
buildings are permanent, but others are still to come for the

great five-inch reflecting telescope " is diflficult to understand.

Apparently it refers to the sixty-inch reflecting telescope,

which has been in regular use in its dome since December,

190S, Possibly the author's visit to Mount Wilson was made

several years ago, as he does not mention the sixty-foot tower

telescope, erected in 1907, or the recently completed one

hundred and fifty foot tower telescope.

The final sentence of the article is also misleading. The

Observatory did recei\e an appropriation of ^150,000 from

the Carnegie Institution for expenditure in one year, but less

than one-third of this was used for maintenance, the balance

being devoted to the purchase, construction and erection of

buildings and instruments.



OPINIONS RENDERED BY THE INTERNATIONAL

COMMISSION ON ZOOLOGICAL NOMENCLATURE,

JULY, igio

Bv THE Ri:\'. THOMAS R. K. STEHIUXC., M.A.. F.R.S.

'
I WENT by the field of the slothful, ami 1>\ tlie

vineyard of the man void of understanding; ; and.

lo, it was all grown over with thorns, and nettles

had covered the face thereof." So spoke one of

old, reputed to be the greatest naturalist of his age,

supremeK' con\'ersant alike with the \'egetable and

animal kingdoms of nature. Well, here, nearly

three thousand years later. \\e ha\e the field of the

industrious and the vine\ard of distinguished

;?o6logists, and. lo. it is all grown over with thorns.

and nettles cover the face thereof. What these

thorns and nettles are I shall seek to e.\i)lain, with

ready recognition that to a large extent they may be

due much more to the soil which has to be culti\'ated

than to an\- fault of the cultivators.

To begin with, we are at an ejioch when the unitx'

that underlies the diversitv of natural phenomena is

making itself more and more appreciated. Yet
botanists and zoologists have chosen this ver\-

period for settling how to name the objects of their

respective sciences by separate sets of rules. Though
alike accepting the introduction b\' Linnaeus of the

binominal or binomial system as a starting jioint for

the scientific nomenclature of living organisms, the\'

have nevertheless chosen each a different date for

that starting point. E\-entuall\' the zoologists, who
have already harked back from A.D. 1767 to 1758.

will perhaps do themselves the credit of joining the

botanists in dating the beginning of the world

(of Natural History) from 1751.

In the ne.xt place, we have to consider the main
purpose of the jiresent International Commission.
A brief history of it is given in the pamphlet under
review.* Its appointment dates from 1895, at the

Third International Zoological Congress. The
following Congress, the only one that has been held

in England, was a brilliant gathering at Cambridge,
in 1898. On that opi^ortune occasion all public

discussion of the question in hand was deliberately

quashed. The commissioners, five in number, were
authorised privateh- to coopt ten others. No fault

can be found with the standard of abilit\- in the men
chosen to serve. Rather, in some cases, one might
feel that a razor was being used to cut through a

whetstone. B}- the arrangement that at each

triennial Congress a group of fivt' members should

retire, the term of office for each group becomes
normall}' nine years, sufficient, one would think, to

secure continuit\' without stagnation in the methods

and resolves of the Commission. Ikit this salutary

rule is at once stultified b\- a rider permitting the

immediate re-election of retiring members. .Xjiart,

however, from any faults in its constitution, the

purpose of the Commission is on the face of it

highh- laudable, namelw to secure uniformit\' among
zoologists all o\er the workl in the technical

designation of the objects they study.

How, then, is this purpose being pursued, and
w ith what chances of success ? Confessedly, '" the

Commission has no legislative power," nor, for

that matter, has the Congress which appoints it.

The work nuist be done bv persuasion and consent.

Yet. so far as appears, the numerous societies in

Great Britain and Ireland more especialh' con-

cerned with zoology have not been in an\- way
approached for an expression of their wishes or

opinions. An\- society, or any private individual,

ma\' submit to the Commission views or problems,

but no judgment upon them can be hoped for unless

they have been sent in at least one year prior to the

meeting of the next Congress; thus, perhaps, leaving

an unhappy enquirer with an interval of three years

and eleven months or more betw een his question and
the tortoise-like response. When these dilatory

tactics are understood, it is probable that writers will

act on their own advice with more satisfactory

promptness. If a member of the Commission were

himself bringing out a treatise, he would assuredly

tr\' to bring it u[) to date by critical citation of the

latest arguments, whether for or against his own
point of view. Wh)' should the Commission pursue

a different policy ? It is evident that they do, for

in Januar\-, 1903, the Zoologisclter Anzeiger published

a long article by Dr. von Linstow. which in May,
1907, was translated in the Annals and Magazine of
Natural History, under the heading " Modern
Helminthological Nomenclature," while the Com-
mission in its recently published opinions does not

condescend to argue with Dr. von Linstow, or to

notice him at all. But to ignore is not to conciliate,

much less to convince.

Without trespassing on the science of the

Helminthologists, which has thus been left in the

lurch, I shall venture to challenge certain opinions

here rendered in a branch of study with which I am
more familiar. Opinion 1 1 deals with " The
Designation of Genotypes by Latreille. 1810." The
case is stated h\ Miss M. J. Rathlum. the eminent

Piililislu'd li\' I hr SmilliMiiiiuii Instilutimi. \\'ahliini;toii
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American carcinologist. with whom I argued the

matter out in Xafiiral Science. \'ol. XII., No. 74.

April, 1898. Now Dr. Stiles remarks, " The
Secretary has examined Latreille (1810> in search of

evidence in support of the contention which Miss

Rathbun states has been advanced, but he has failed

to find it."' The failure is remarkably like Nelson's

failure to see a signal \\ ith the telescope applied to

his blind eve. Had Dr. Stiles read my article, to

which his attention was called by his fellow-

commissioner, Dr. Hoyle, he could scarcely have

persuaded twelve of his colleagues to concur in an

opinion based on an irrelevant failure. I^atreille's

own writings show that he used the French word
' type "" as an equivalent of the French word
" exemple," and that he could have had no intention

bv the list in his manual of 1810 to set up what are

now understood as typical standards for genera. It

mav be urged that in this subject matter we have

nothing to do with an author's intention, but are

onlv concerned with what he actually published.

Those who have followed this controversy will be

aware that the authority of Latreille's manual was

invoked in order to annex the genus Aatactis for the

freshwater crayfish instead of the marine lobster.

My contention has all along been that the genus

Asfaciis, at one time ver\' comprehensive, was first

subdivided by our countryman. Dr. William Elford

Leach, who allotted 4 sf£TC!<s to the Common Lobster.

Xepliraps to the Norway Lobster, Pofaniohiiis to the

River Crayfish. It seems to me absurd that the

lobster should be deprived of its historic name
Asfaciis, because of the casual mention of Ashiciis

fiiii-iatilis in a text-book, which neither in practice

nor design distinguished it generically from the

lobster. But. if we are reall\- to be bound by casual

mention, the dispute can on those terms be decisively

settled, since Borlase, in his " Natural History of

Cornwall," p. 274, names " the lobster, or Astaciis

venis." but gives no scientific name to the crayfish,

onh' recording its absence from Cornish rivers.

Borlase's work happily was published on the first of

January, 1758, the veri" day on which zoologists have

agreed that their binominal nomenclature was born.

A suggestion, in itself not unattractive, has been

made that in the several departments of zo6log\' lists

of long established and familiar names should be

drawn up, to be guaranteed against disturbance

w ithout regard to anv future claims on the ground
of priorit\'. The proposal, however, deserves to be

treated w ith the greatest caution, to judge by a few-

examples put forward not long ago, apparently as

too obvious to need discussion. One of them was
this ver\- genus Astaciis. Could any example be

more fatuous : since no one has ever w ished to cancel

the name itself, whereas about the application of it

controversy is still acute ? The Commissioners w ill

have no enviable task, if, or when, it falls to their lot

to decide between names endeared to particular

specialists on the one hand, and on the other that

rule of priority which they themselves have hitherto

Staunchly upheld. The loss of familiar names is,

after all. onlv a passing inconvenience, a trifling

matter compared with the mass of new genera and

species which the progress of science evolves.

Opinion 20 decides, bya majority of Commissioners,

that Gronovius, in 1763. uses mononominal generic

names, which are so far valid, although his nomen-

clature is non-binomial as to species. But why drag

in Gronovius? If uninominal generic names are to be

valid in 1763. on what principle are they invalidated

at anv earlier date ? When did writers ever make

a practice of using two words for the name of a

genus ? Let us go back at once to .Aristotle,

concerningwhom Latreille writes in 1803. "Ilest facile

de conclure des observations d'Aristote, que son

asfacos est Tecrevisse de mer ou le homard."' Let

us sav to the carcinologist : Canst thou read Greek ?

If so. there is no need to trust Latreille. The
evidence can be read in Aristotle's '" History of

Animals," book 4, chapter 2, so plainly given, that

a reader must for very shame confess that, just as

the Greek philosopher called the lobster astacos, so

the French naturalist accepted the lobster as repre-

sentative species of his Astciciis.

Opinion 17 asks the question: " Shall the Genera

of Weber, 1795, be accepted?" To this enquiry

mv answer in the negative, was fully explained in the

Journal of the Liiinean Society, vol. 29, p. 533,

April. 1905. Twehe of the Commissioners answer

in the affirmative with sundry qualifications. Dr.

Ho\le. on the other hand, very pertinently observes,
•

I do not think Weber creates these genera: he

mereK- states that the\- are about to be created. It

seems to me such a case as would occur if a publisher

were to issue a prospectus of a forthcoming work,

and in a table of contents mention such a genus as

containing such a species." Instead of being guided

bv Dr. Hovle's sound common sense, the Commission

has encumbered itself with F. \\'eber's juvenile

futilitx', and tried to impose on Latreille proceedings

which he never contemplated.

Opinion 16 introduces, incidentally, a very

interesting piece of history. The explanation is

given that Linnaeus followed in general the plan of

adopting older names unless this resulted in

tautonvmv. \\'ithout knowing that this plan was

originated bv Linnaeus himself. I have long ago

pointed out that it was the usage of his followers,

which ought not to be interfered with by an e.v post

facto rule. For example, Cancer cranoon of

Linnaeus was renamed Crangon vulgaris by

Fabricius, to avoid the tautonomy of Crangon

crangon. There was probably a practical advantage

in old times, when the too comprehensive genera of

those days were subdivided, in using well known

specific names for the new generic compartments.

Some ears may admire the jingle of Scomber scomber

and the like, but Linnaeus and many of his followers,

down at least to the time of Dana, were against it.

There is no propriety in our reversing their evidently

well considered usage, whatever regulations we may
think proper to make for our own guidance in the

future. Hoping that the long discussion of Opinion
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16 was leading uj) to this conclusion, at the ven- end

I find, on the contrar\-. ten Commissioners agreeing

that some unfortunate invertebrate ought to be

named Clujos clmos .' I can onlv hope that at some
future revision it ma\' be called Toltii vahohii.

One opinion is conspicuous by its absence, and

will, it appears, not put in an appearance in the

report of the Congress held at Graz last August. It

concerns the question of genders in Zoology, uhich

was submitted to the Commissioners years ago h\' a

learned Society and recently recalled to their attention

bv copies of an article from these columns. This

question is therefore left to be determined by the

usage of authors, and I can onl\- regret that, while

modestly waiting forthe opinion of the Commissioners.

I have neglected favourable opportunities of giN'ing

practical effect to my own. To show in a striking

light the needless perplexity produced by forcing

Latin concords upon natural science, let me offer a

few more examples from authorities, most of them
of high repute. Latreille is responsible for Tenucs

capciisis and Tcniics fiisciini: Milne-Edwards for

Hippolytc vcntricosiis : Kro\"er for Tticca imprcssiis:

Brad\- iov Poiitella necitrifer: G'leshrechxiov Labidocera
aciifiinr. but Giesbrecht and Schmeil for Lahidoccra

acuta: Ortmann for Sesanna cafeiiafa: Stebbing for

Scsarma catenatum. How many naturalists could,

without an inordinate amount of trouble, discriminate

between the right and the wrong in these genders, or

e.xplain the origin of an\- errors committed?
One there was among the Commissioners who,

with more ease than most men, could have accepted

this challenge. Dr. von Maehrenthal was present at

the recent Congress, but is, alas, no longer among
us. As assistant editor of " Das Tierreich '' he was
Professor F. E. Schulze"s invaluable comrade, loyal,

indefatigable, self-effacing. His loss may well be

called irreparable, unless it may induce the Berlin

Academy to take into alliance kindred institutions in

other nations for carrying out the gigantic task they

ha\'e in hand. To give an idea of the distance

between us and our chief luminary Sir Robert Ball

imagined an infant with an arm capable of putting

its fingers on the sun. reckoning that the sensation of

any consequent blister would not reach the brain till

the child had become an old man. Similarh'. in the

task of describing all the animals of the world, how-
ever we name them, there is a risk that, without a

combined effort, the beginning will be long out of

date before the end is arrived at.

THE SPFXTROHELIOGRAPH.
By FR.\NK C. DENNETT.

The most powerful instrument in the hands of the solar

physicist is the spectroheliograph. The focal image of the

sun, formed by an object-glass of very long focus, is made to

fall on the slit plate of a spectroscope, the slit of which is

greater in length than the diameter of the image falling upon
it. As the object-glass has a long focus, that of the collimating

lens must be proportionally long. The diagram (Figure 1)

shows the optical contents of the prism

box of the Mount Wilson " Rumford "

spectroheliograph. C is the tube of the

collimator ; D was formerly a plane

mirror, but is now replaced by a ^
diffraction grating ruled with twenty \^
thousand lines to the inch ; P P two
light flint glass prisms 60" angle. The
spectrum, instead of being examined
with a telescope, is caused to fall

upon the sensitised plate which re-

places the eyepiece of the observing

telescope. Before reaching the plate,

however, it is intercepted by a second
slit, which cuts off all the light save

that passing through the tiny portion

of the spectrum required—say the

K line of Calcium, or the C line of

Hydrogen. The image of the sun
travels slowly across the first slit,

and the photographic plate is caused
to travel behind the second slit, by
clockwork, at a corresponding rate.

*

Two exposures are made when
prominences and disc are to be
photographed. A slower exposure

for the prominences, the disc being hidden by a screen, and a

second rapid exposure, when the screen is removed, for the

disc. The total deflection of the ray is 180°, the prisms doing

the double work of increasing the dispersion, and getting rid

of the small amount of scattered light caused by the diffraction

plate. Hydrogen prominences and flocculi are best studied in

FlGL'Ki: 1.

photographs taken in the red light of C. The greater the

density of the gas or vapour causing a line, the greater also is

the width of the line. The closer a vapour is to the sun, the

greater is its density also. Hence it is found that by taking

photographs with the light of the middle of a line and com-
paring it with that of the edges of the line a different image

is obtained. The photograph obtained with the centre of the

line is largely that of the upper clouds,

whilst that with the edge of the line is a

picture of the lower, denser masses. The
dift'erence in the case of the C line of

Hydrogen is well shown in the plate

in
' Knowledge," facing p. 4 of the

present volume.
The spectroheliogram now repro-

duced, kindly sent by Professor

George E. Hale, from Mount Wilson,

was taken July 17th, 1907, in the light

of calcium. The prominences around
the southern hemisphere are very fine.

The tall tree form on the south-western

limb has an altitude of eighty-seven

thousand miles. The beautiful double

arch south east extends over a

distance of two hundred and thirty-

four thousand miles, the taller arch

being fifty-five thousand miles high,

whilst the cloudiness over the southern

arch reaches over eighty-two thousand

miles in height. The great calcium

clouds, or flocculi, over the faculae of

the great group near the centre cover

an area over one hundred and thirty-

seven thousand miles east to west. The less dense mass
about north, and preceding the more southern great spot,

reaches two hundred and thirteen thousand miles in the same
direction. This last group presents one peculiar feature

—

the chain of almost equi-distant openings extending through

nearly its whole length.



A Spectroheliograni of the Sun in Calcium. July 1/th, I^IU/

By ihe courtesy of I'rofessor George K. Hale, of >[<nint Wilson Oliservatory, C;ilifornia.
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TREASURES OF THE SNOW
H\- JKAX M. THOMPSON. Author of -'Water \\'onders."

(I'liiifni^raplis hy perm issioii of WHsdii A. P>LiifIcY^.

Ox a winter's day. when the big. wliite. feathery

snow flakes come swirling down from the sk\-, how^

often we pause to brush them impatiently from our

sleeves, never stopping to give them even a casual

glance. Now. if bv chance a rarely beautiful jewel

were to suddenlv fall from space and alight upon
our sleeve, I doubt if we would brush it aside so

rashlv. This is. perhaps, just what you have done,

however, in brushing aside the snow flake so

carelessh' : vou have destroyed some perfecth'

exquisite snow jewel.

Not everv snow flake wiiich comes to us from
cloud land is perfect in design. Mr. Wilson A.

Bentley, widely known as the " original snow flake

man."' has devoted over twenty years of study to

frost and snow crystals. During this time he has

photographed over two thousand perfect snow
crystals. It is an amazing fact that nature ne\er

duplicates the snow crystal designs, for he has ne\'er

discovered two crystals precisely alike.

Now. if we were to make a compact ball of all

these two thousand snow cr\'stals, it would onlv

occupy about one cubic inch. Think, then, of the

simplv uncounted millions of snow jewels w hich we
ruthlessly crush under foot in a short walk.

B\- some strange law which governs Nature, the

rule of si.\ is always carried out in the formation of

a snow crystal : they alwa\-s retain the hexagonal in

outline, or the six sides. No matter what intricate

design they follow, be the\' star-shaped, flowers, pin-

wheels, duplicates of cuft" luittons, or leaf-like, there

are always six branches. The crystals start in their

growth from a tiny nucleus or central dot or prism
of ice, the branches shooting out therefrom, alwa\s
growing outwards, each section being a perfect

design in itself, and all growing simultaneousl}-.

One fancies at first glance that the open, feathery

type of crystal, which is also most showy, to be the

most beautiful design, but a closer study of the more
solid, compact types of crystal, shows them to be
more wonderful, and this latter tvpe also grow in

much more leisurely fashion than do the open
crystals. The large, feathery crystals are grown in

low-lying storm clouds, in the big, warm clouds
which assemble quickly in low altitudes, and we
speak of this type as a " snow flurry," Frequentlv
these showy crystals drop from clouds above which
the sun is shining.

The solid crystal is usually a great traveller,

frequently coming to us from the distance of eight

miles, farther than the most daring aeroplane has
\et presumed to \enture. Far on high, in this

altitude, w here the great blizzards are born, the atom
of a snow crystal starts forth from a mere dot of

ice, which, in a lower, warmer altitude would be a

drop of rain. The atom starts to descend, but is

again and again caught back into space h\ up-

rushing clouds, and perhaps buffetted about for

many days, meeting man\- ever-changing currents

of air. electricity and moisture, putting forth its

compact, six-sided prism-like branches as it slowh-

develops, a mere pkuthing for the capricious, howling
blizzard, until finally the crvstal solidifies, becoming
thicker and heavier, and then, owing to its increasing

weight, it finally descends to earth.

The wonderful designs traced upon the surface of

snow cr_\-stals are caused hv inclusions of air, the

crvstal itself being formed i)\- tin\-. in\-isible mole-

cules, or particles of water, which float in the air.

A close study of these mysterious tracings is well

worth while, and well ma\- Job have considered

them and called them to our attention as he has in

the following :

—
" Hast thou entered into tlif treasures of the Snow ?

Or hast thou seen the treasures of the hail r

"

Study for vourself. the strange markings, the

suggestive Egvptian hieroglvphics traced upon a

snow crx'stal : what ma\- the\- not sigiiif\'?

The photographing of a snow crystal is wonderfullv

fascinating, we are told, for one never knows just

when he will discover the realh' prize gem in all

this great collection. But to deal with the snow-
flakes, one nuist possess an infinite atuount of

patience, a steadv hand and a quick e\e, for the slides

require very delicate manipulation, and one must
work rapidly, as the crystals are extremely fragile and
short-lived, and evaporate very soon when placed

upon glass. The most successful niicro-jihotographs

of snow crystals ma\' onl\- be had, taken in a

temperature of thirtv-two degrees P., or twentv-fi\-e

degrees above zero. Of course the work must be

done out of doors, and frequently Mr. Bentley has

reiuained out in the open during an entire blizzard

siiuply to obtain one or two perfect crystals.

It is not eas}' to detect, at a glance, a perfect

cr\-stal ; frequently the crystals collide in their

tra\'els and are shattered ; often they are driven

together with such force that they merge together,

47.
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and reach us as freak crystals. S<>. duriiii^ an (.iitire decorators, jewellers, designer's of porcelain and
day's patient waiting, sometimes but one or t\\ o glass ; while their value as unique patterns for silk

rare and perfectK' formed cr\-stals deign to alight and fabric workers ma\- readih- be understood ; while

The prism crystal, solid type. Each branch is in itself a distinct design.

upon the photographer's black receiving board.

Strangely mysterious and wonderful are the snow-

crystals ; each design a perfect art production in

as models in the .Vrts and Crafts snow cr\'stals are

being utilized.

So. whenever you chance to be abroad during a

.\n exijnisitc jewel design. featheiv low altitnde crystal.

itself, etched out in delicate pattern upon the

minute surface of an atom. Few of us ha\e ever

paused to consider their rare possibilities. Recently,

however, they have been successfulh' photographed,
and their beauty of form and design has appealed to

snow storm, if your coat is of dark wool material,

just give more than a passing glance at the tiny

snow flake as it gently alights upon your sleeve
;

perhaps, if you are fortunate and have keen ej-esight,

vou may discover a perfect gem of a snow jewel.



THE FACE OF THE SKY FOR DECEMBER.
r>v W. SH.\CKLETON. F.R.A.S., A.R.C.S.

The Su\.—On the 1st tlie Sun rises at 7.44 and sets at

3.53; on the 31st he rises at 8.8 and sets at 3.57. The
equation of time on the 25th at noon is only 7 seconds, and
for ordinary purposes is ne^'ligible. Winter conuiiences on

the 22nd. when the sun enters the sit;n of Capricorn at

5.12 p.m. ; this is the shortest da.\-. the Sun rising at 8.6 and
setting at 3.51. Sunspots and faculac may usuallv be

obser\-ed on the solar disc, though of late Spots ha\e been

rather small. The positions of the Sun's axis, centre f)f the

disc, and heliographic longitude of the centre are given below :

—

Date.
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The planet may be seen in detail in quite small telescopes

;

even telescopes of only 2-in. aperture are sufficient to observe

details on the disc as well as the Cassini division in the ring,

using a magnification of 100. whilst the ring may be seen with

a magnifying power of 50. The dark or crape ring requires

at least a 4-in. telescope, but it is seen to better advantage in

larger telescopes. The diameter of the ball is 18", whilst the

diameters of the outer major and minor a.\es of the ring are
45' and 12" respectively. The Southern surface of the ring is

presented to us at an angle of 16° to our line of \ision; thus

the ring appears well open. The Moon appears near the

planet on the evening of the 12th.

Ur.wls:-
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30.000 miles from east to west, but when last seen on the 20th

only a solitary pore remained.

No. SI.—A group of spotlets and pores first seen on the

21st. 82.000 miles in length. The numbers and size of its

components varied much, but it was last seen on the 2Sth.

No. 82.—Four pores on the 30th formed a bad square.

Next day there were two spotlets, the northern having three

umbrae, and the penumbra with its inner edge brightly

fringed. The southern spotlet was smaller, but had a com-
panion pore south-east. On November the 1st a spotlet just

east of the northern spot, which was gone, however, on

the 2nd. All had disappeared before the 4th.

The chart is constructed from the combined observations of

Messrs. J. McHarg. A. \. Buss, E. E. Peacock, and the writer.

DAY OF OCTOBER.
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in an observatory, and he may be twenty-three before he gets

his degree), but turns out, after appointment upon book work
examination, to be an inefficient assistant. A good practical

experience in astronomy is not to be gained in a year or two.

If, on the other hand, one begins observatory' work some
years before twenty years of age, he will stand no chance in

such examinations. ha\ing for years gi\en the best of his time
and energy to practical work to the greater advantage of the

observatory and astronomy. If such an one throws himself

thoroughly into the practical work of observations and
reductions year after year, becomes an expert practical

astronomer, and is encouraged in distinct lines of work—as he
may seem specially adapted—or to work in a communistic
sense, he will find himself debarred, by the age limit, from
having any chance of attaining one of the few astronomical

assistantships that are so seldom \acant, and will soon be
subjected to the irritation of ha\ing to teach a novice and a
' senior in position " how to do work in an obser\atory.

Though I am not writing this useless letter for myself,

ha\ing gone a very long way past this maximum limit, and
well on my wa\- to the three-score and ten limit, I have in

my mind several men who have already had 7-20 years

thorough experience in practical work and calculations in

observatories, have contributed papers to the astronomical

world, and have universitj- degrees, who, because they have

spent so main- years in astronomy, are for ever prevented from

rising to higher places as rewards for their past services, by

reason of such senseless age Umits and curtailment of the

powers of directors of obsersatories in appointing those w-ho

they know will best assist the work required to be carried oUi

C3f course this age limit will continue and noxices be

appointed, and appro\ed assistants will be discouraged and

set aside so long as directors of observatories are apathetic

on behalf of young workers. .Astronomical appointments

made on mere written examinations are like marriages ; nmch
better appoint a man who could show ten to twenty years

work : one examination or a single piece of work will not

make an astronomer.

Those who bear the brunt of astronomical observations in

an observatory should be well and better paid, and should be

encouraged to improve their knowledge and work by the

prospect of rewards to higher positions ; because this class of

work is very exacting upon the observer's \igour, energy, and
health, and he ought not to be discouraged bj' others of small

astronomical experience being appointed over him.

F. A. BELLAMY.

g L" ERIE S .A X D A X SW E RS.

Readers are invited to send in Questions and to ans'ii.er the Queries -^•hicli are printed on tliis page.

OLESTIONS.
Numbers 14. 16. 17. 18 and 20 (page 4611 still remain

unanswered-
REPLIES.

11. A BOOK OX WASPS.—I can strongly recommend J. G.
Sandeman to get Dr. E. L. Ormerod's " British Social Wasps,"
published about 1S6S, by Longmans, Green & Co.. at 10 6.

and probably now out of print, but to be obtained second-
hand for a few shillings. It deals with the life-history,

anatomy and physiology- of our se\-en British species, gives a
short bibliography, and contains illustrations of nests and
coloured plates of the species, showing all the sexes. On the

whole. I do not think anyone interested in the subject can do
better than get a copy of this work, as it is both popular and
scientific. ^ ,,

C. Nicholson.

[We are indebted to Mr. E. E. Banham for kindly recom-
mending and letting us see a copy of this same book.

—

Eds.j

13. THE FINDING OF TIME AT NIGHT.— It is to

be presumed the stars are shining and that the Observer
knows the Pole Star and its Pointers. Stand facing towards
the Pole Star and imagine a great clock face about 35 radius

figured on the heavens re\-ol\ing round the Pole Star in a
direction opposite to that of an ordinary clock hand. This
imaginary clock face has twenty-four hours marked in the

usual order round the face in such a way that the Pointers

are at XI.

Suppose it to be in the position in which is overhead and
XII verticalh- beneath the Pole Star.

Now picture to yourself the date of end of Ist week in each
month blazoned on the sky permanently fixed. Following the

direction of the stars motion. January 7th is at XVI o'clock.

February 7th at XII. March 7th at XII. and so on all round.
The mental picture of these dates must be fixed. It will be
seen we get at the four quarters starting from the bottom.
March 7th. June 7th. September 7th. December 7th. We
have now only to fix the position in the sky of the date of

observation and then reckon round the number of hours to

the present position of the pointers. This will give the
approximate time.

The reason is very simple. The date position in the sky
is the approximate position the pointers occupied that

day at noon ; their present position shews on our imaginary
clock face how many hours have elapsed since then.

Of course the process would be facilitated if so simple an
instrument be permitted as a card disc with the dates marked.
The card would be held with September 7th at top and at

such a distance from the eye that the pointers lie just outside

the disc while the Pole Star is seen through a central hole.

The disc might be 10-in. in diameter and be held 11 -in. from
the eye.

Hold it with finger and thumb on the date place, keeping
Septeniber 7th at top and Pole Star in centre, di-aw it towards
your eye till the pointers meet the ed^e. run your free finger

and thumb round to their point and read off distances between
your thumbs. If a disc is made the correct dates should be
taken from \\"hitaker"s .Almanack each month, the Sun Column
Sidereal Time at noon, when the hours of Right Ascension or

Sidereal Time are completed. It will be easy to see why they
must be placed as directed, to give the noon positions of

R..-\. XI, which is approximately that of the Pointers. The
7th of each month is nearh- right, except for Januarv and
^^^™'"">--

'

S. E. Percival.

P.S.—Since sending my reply to Query 13, "Knowledge "

for November. I leaxn from Mr. HoUis, seeiJ;/g7(s/( Median ic.

November 18th. p. 362. that the plan I suggested was used
many years ago in an instrument called a "" Nocturnal," and
that it is described in Hatton's Dictionary of Mathematics.
1 795. I need hardly say I was (luite unaware of this.

13. We can arrive at a \-ery rough idea of the time, under
the conditions specified in this question (p. 2SS), in the follow-

ing manner, which will necessitate the visibility of moon and
stars. To simplify demonstration, suppose the moon is full,

then the shadow of a perpendicular object will indicate the

direction of the celestial sphere in which the sun is situated,

and from a knowledge of the position of the Pole Star, this

direction can be expressed in terms of the cardinal points.

But for rough calculations we may assume that the sun will

be due west at 6 p.m.. due north at midnight, and due east at

6 a.m. : intermediate positions being deduced on the basis that

the sun describes (apparently) 15 degrees every hour. Thus,
having found the positii^n of the sun by the abo\-e method, we
can ascertain the time. If the moon be not full, a simple

calculation depending on the magnitude of its phase will

determine the position of the sun. The inadequacy of this

method is of course evident, and, furthermore, if w-e assume
that the stipulated approximation connotes any reasonable
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accuracy, or that we are debarred from deducing by observa-
tion the cardinal points, then the only alternative left, is to

adopt the philosophy of a modern doctrine, and .... to

ask a policeman. ,- ,,^ D. l-ERGUSSOX.

1 J. F.R.A.S. asks how the time may easily be found by the
Stars, and states that Boy Scouts are required to know some
method before obtaining their Starman's Badge.
The following is the method I taught the Boy Scouts here.

six of whom won the Starman's Badge :

—

Imagine the Polar Star to be the centre of the dial of a clock

(see Figure 1 ). and a line from it to y Ursae Maj. to be the hour
hand. On March 31st, this imaginary line from the Polar Star

to 7 is vertical at 12 midnight. Since all the stars rotate around
the Polar Star in twenty-four hours, we can at once estimate

approximately the tiiue by observing the
position of this line. Thus at 6 a.m. it

would be horizontal, and at 12 noon, if we
could then see it, it would be vertical, the

rotation of course taking place in a direc-

tion opposite to that of the hands of a
clock. As a solar day is about four
minutes longer than a sidereal day, we
must deduct, for any other date, four
minutes per day after March 31st from
the calculated time.

."^n example will make this clear. Sup-
pose PG represents our imaginary line, P
being the Polar Star : on August Sth, the

time indicated is evidently about 9 a.m. /-

(PV is vertical). From March 31st to .August

8th is one hundred and thirty days. Hence
we have to deduct 520 ( = 4X130) minutes, V
or 8 hours 40 minutes from 9 a.m., which FiGUR
gives the time as 12.20 a.m.

Should Ursa Maj. be obscured by clouds, many other stars

will do instead of y Ursae Maj. Thus, the line we have
supposed to be formed by joining the two stars, will pass
through /J Cassiopeiae. Many other combinations of stars

with Polaris will suggest themselves.

(Rev.) M. Davidson, B.Sc.

15. K.ARTH TIDES.— I should recommend for the study
of Earth Tides a perusal of some chapters in " The Tides,"
by Sir G. Darwin. Then a slight grasp of the meaning of

tide-generating force in any mathematical text book of

Astronomy, and finally Dr. Hecker's own paper in the

Publications of the Prussian Geodetic Institute: N.F.
No. iZ. Berlin, 1907. The latter is in German and rather

inaccessible, but in the Aniiuairc ciu Bureau des Longi-
tudes, 1909, there is an excellent article on the subject. As I

see that Mr. Hodgkin is a member of the B.A.A., may I refer

him to the Journal, xvii, pp. 1S1-18S and pp. 233-238, also

xix, pp. 304-309. J. A. H.

19. NEPTUNE'S ORBIT AND BODE'S LAW.— I do
not think the text-books sufficiently indicate to the student
how completely the computed orbits of Le V'errier and .Adams

q pn>

differed from the true orbit as later found by observation.

So great were the discrepancies that it was soon recognized

that it was merely the remarkable coincidence of the celebrated

computations having been undertaken precisely at the period

when the hypothetical and true orbits happened most nearly

to agree (namely during the twenty years or so before and
after the 1822 conjunction with Uranus) that had enabled the

discovery to be made at all upon the assumed premisses. It

was with no disrespect for the marvellous analyses of the two
great mathematicians that another eminent mathematician of

the time went so far as to call the discovery " a happy
accident." The mean distance prescribed by the empirical

law of Bode—to which Mr. Dixon particularly refers—was an
essential argument in the hypothetical orbits : under observa-

tion the so-called law immediately failed, and to an extent

computed at the time at no less than seven
hundred and thirty-two millions of miles.

Present-day figures merely add to the dis-

crepancy another twenty millions of miles.

We are not urged, then, by eitherearly or later

observations to regard Bode's Law—remark-
able as is its application to the distances of

the interior planets—as anything more than,

perhaps, another " happy accident." Put
finite baldly, it never did, and never will, fit

any observed position for Neptune.
The remainder of Mr. Dixon's enquiry will

be perhaps best answered by a quotation of

a few of the early elements found for the
new planet, based on observations up to the

end of 1853. by which time the planet had
only covered in its orbit some 13 degrees of

arc. A comparison of these with the

presently accepted elements should prove
interesting to your enquirer.

Elements for Neptune for 1st January
Mean Distance from Sun (in astronomical units)

Maximum ditto

Minimum ditto

Eccentricity (semi-axis major=l)
Sidereal revolution in days
Longitude of perihelion

Inclination of orbit to ecliptic

3prf[

E 1.

1854.

30'03627
30'29816

29'77438
0087193

60126'722
47° 17' 58"

1° 46' 59"'0

.Apparent diameter... ... ... ... ...
2"'4

Diameter in miles ... ... ... ... ... 33610
Volume (Earth's=l

)

... ... ... ... 76'6

Density (Earth's= l) 0'222

It will be seen from the comparison that, while the physical

values have required some revision, the orbital elements
found were closely correct.

There will still remain for your enquirer's consideration the

very minute perturbations which have helped to the conjecture

(to put it no higher) of further external planetary bodies. But
something as to this he will have seen in Mr. Chambers'
" Astronomical Notes " on p. 447 of your November issue.

W. E. Yerward-James, B.A.

A ZOOLOGICAL GATHERING.
On Saturday, November 12th, a most successful gathering of

Zoologists was held at Trinity Hall, Cambridge. The
festivities consisted of a dinner followed by speeches. No
less than eighty were present. Sir E. Ray Lankester occupying
the chair. The in\itation included all alumni of Oxford and
Cambridge who were engaged in teaching and research in

Zoology. The president, who was very warmly received, pro-

posed the toast of Zoological Science. In the course of his

remarks he dwelt on the necessity of bearing in mind that it was
the study of form that had dominated, and would continue to

dominate, the science to which they were all so much devoted.
Morphology, he said, had at least one attribute that should
comniend it to the authorities of the Ancient Universities, and
that was its absolute inutility. 1 here was, perhaps, no other
science that was less connected with anv form of inonev-

making than Morphology. He congratulated himself that

in the whole company present there were hardh^ a dozen that

had not been pupils of his own, or pupils of his pupils.

The speeches that followed were equally worthy of the

occasion, especially that of the Master of Trinity Hall, who
was in his most humorous vein. His remarks were greeted

by rounds of laughter and applause. After dinner the

company adjourned to the quarters of their hospitable friends,

where informal "shop" was talked till the early hours of the

morning. On Sunday the zoological laboratories were opened
to the inspection of the more fortunate whose duties allowed

them to spend the week-end in Cambridge. All felt that the

gathering had been most successful, and much gratitude was
expressed to Professors Bourne and Gardiner, by whom the

meeting had first been thought of and organized. M. D. H,
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By G. F. Chambers, F.K.A.S.

THE GERM.4N ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY
(continued).—At the second day's sitting of the meeting

J. Peters explained the instrument with which the eight-figures

Logarithmic Tables, recently published, were formed ; in

this discussion Brnns, .A. Galle, and Boegehold took part.

Grossmann spoke upon the

systematic determination of

stellar parallaxes, and said

that one of the pressing needs
in Stellar Astronomy was the

determination of a large

quantity of parallaxes ; he
thought that it should be
accomplished by the aid

of the Ast roHoni ische
Gcsellschaft. He considered

the method most suitable for

this to be by means of right

ascension differences, using

the Repsold self-registering

micrometer ; he referred to

the advantages and disadvan-

tages of this method and to

some results. Ambronn ex-

pressed his experience on the

Giittingen method of photo-

graphic transits ; Battermann.
Charlier, and F. Cohn joined

in the discussion, and a
committee was appointed to

consider this question and to

report to the next meeting in

1912 or 1913; the committee,

or commission, consists of

Battermann, Charlier. F.
Cohn, Grossman, and Schorr.

Charlier gave a resume of

his researches in the domains
of mathematical statistics

:

in the discussion several

members took part.

There was a communication
from Weiss upon his earl\-

conclusion of the new edition

of Argelander's North Zone
Catalogue, which Batter-

mann urged was of great

value; and finally an explana- /r,
, ,i / ;

• - ./

:

tion of some pages, by Weiss, Felipe

of a particular re-formation

of Kepler's Equation for the research of the true anomalv in

very eccentric orbits by means of Barker's tables.

The third and last sitting was held on Friday. September
16th. After certain preliminaries. Brendel opened a
discussion relating to the measures, work, and progress con-
cerning minor planets. The method of special perturbations
only serves as a makeshift, and after a considerable discussion

a commission consisting of Brendel. Charlier. F. Cohn. Kobold
and Witt was appointed to study the questions raised.

Schulz, in communicating a number of graphical exhibitions,

gave his views upon the physics of the Sun.

At the afternoon sitting Strbmgren gave a general re\ie\v

upon comet cosmogony of the last ten years, specially referring

to some of his own uork and to that of Fayet and Fabry.
A. Galle then drew attention to the determination of positions

in the vicinity of the Poles. There the length of a degree of

parallel in S9° latitude amounts to nine furlongs. (FQ'""), in

89° 55' only 177 yards (162""), and at 5" from the pole it is only
118 inches (3'"). It appears impossible to observe the direction

of the meridian, or to keep to that direction in a journey from
83° to the pole. Under the most favourable conditions one
must at last be satisfied with an error of six miles and one
furlong (10*'™!. But at a distance of only 5' from the pole an
error of 30° in the time corresponds to a maximum error of
1''3 in the altitude; altitude measures in the vicinity of the
pole are quite unfit for time determinations ; one should direct

one's attention to lunar
distances.

Battermann moved the
general employment of Green-
wich time in ephemerides,
and was supported by others.

Miiller gave a summarj' of

his expedition to Teneriffe in

I
connection with the researches
upon Halley's comet.

This concluded the business
portion of the meeting. The
15th of September was given
up to social enjoyment, by
the invitation of His Serene
Highness the Prince of Pless,

at Freiburg, where an inspec-

I

tion of a watch factory was

I

made, and then over the
mountains to Bad Salzbrunn.
Fifty-four members attended
this biennial meeting, which
was very varied and interest-

ing in the topics discussed,

and must tend to make those
who were present understand
better the astronomical prob-
lems, and each other. t-

F.

FELIPE VALLE, whose
death took place on September
1st, at an early age for

astronomers, was in 1880 the
first assistant Observer and
Computer in the Mexican

: Observatory at Chapultepec.
.After then he became the pro-
fessor of physical astronomy
and of celestial mechanics at

the Engineer's School ; the
professor of sphtrical astron-

omy, of general topography,
ij' RiHtliiiser. and of applied mathematics at

the Military School ; and, at

last, the Director of the newly-
formed National Observatory at Tacubaya, in 1897. In 1907,
\'alle had at the Observatory a sub-director (V. Gama), three
astronomers, seven assistants, a secretary, and about twelve
others.

This Obser\atory was at first established at Chapultepec. in

1878, and was placed under the direction of Angel Anguiano

;

in 1883 it was transferred to Tacubaya, at a height of seven
thousand and thirty feet, where work in the four distinct

branches of astronomy, meteorology, magnetism and seismology
is carried on. The contributions to astronomical publications

made by Valle were not numerous ; they consist mainly of

observations upon comets and planets, and are to be found in

the Asfronoiiiisclie Nachrichtcii. in volumes 123 to 139
(1889-18951.

Both in Anguiano's time and throughout Valle's directorate

a volume of several hundred pages, called the Aittiario, was
regularly published ; the preparation of the manuscript was

Valle

479
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made by the observatory staff; and. though not obvious in the

printed books, a considerable amount of time and thought was
given to these annuals by \'alle. Besides this publication a

bulletin was issued occasionally, and reports were made to

the Government of Mexico : some of these reports may be
found in the Animrio.

Since 1892 the main work of the Obser\atory was the

execution of the section of the Photographic Survey.—IC to

— 16° undertaken by .A.nguiano and \'alle; with this. considerable

progress has been made, but no volumes have as yet been
published, though about one hundred charts have been printed

and distributed. \'alle visited England. Europe and the U.S.A.

upon several occasions, to attend astronomical conferences in

the name of the Mexican nation and science : he had a

pleasant, affable and gentlemanly manner, and he was deeply

interested in his work. After he had returned from his recent

and last visit to Europe his health commenced to decline, and
though none of those near him could believe that his end was
so near, he died quite suddenly at a little before the middle of

the night surrounded by his family.

F. A. BELLAMY, M.A.. F.R.A.S.

FIREBALLS IN KOVEMBEK.^Every year brings us

fireballs in November, and particularly in the first half of the

month. These phenomena are indeed \ery abundant at the

close of October, and for several weeks our skies are

illaminated again and again by a succession of brilliant

meteors. Few of them are fully reported and properly

investigated, but from the instances which come to our
knowledge we may form some idea of the large number of

these autumn fireballs.

They are often seen in the evening hours, and have no
connection whatever with the Leonids. Their flights are

usually directed from the region of Taurus and .Aries, and
they move at moderate speed along very extended courses.

This year the Taurid fireball radiant has been strongly in

evidence, and has supplied an abundance of fine flashing

meteors, equal to Jupiter or Venus, and in several cases they
were comparable with the moon"s light. To give a list of all

the objects observed would occupy too nnich space, and in

many instances the records are imperfect and inaccurate.

Recent experience has in fact accentuated the necessity of

observers being more precise and careful in their descriptions,

and the heavens have lately shown that there is a large amount
of work to be done by painstaking observers. In spite of

all that has been eftected in past years there is still a rich

harvest to be reaped in this inexhaustible field.

Observations at Bristol during the early part of November,
pro%ed that the following showers were in action :

—

33^+ 18° 163°+57°
ST^+ lb" 192^+ 70°

5S°+ 9° 300°+ S0°

61°+ 34° ilO°+ 47°

The shower near J Ursae Majoris, is interesting as
supplying very swift meteors. It was unusually active on
November 5th and 7th. I have seen this radiant point before,

at the end of November and early in December, and its

apparition at the same point of the sky shews that it is one of

the long-enduring radiants.

The Taurids have a double or triple radiant, and require

careful reinvestigation. There are certainly well defined

points at 63°+ 23° and 5S°+9° with probably a rich radiant

between that pair. But it seems a very diftnse shower, and I

have found a difficulty in obtaining an exact radiant point for

the third shower, though it seems near 57°+ 15°.

These Taurids furnish many splendid meteors at the period

of the celebrated Leonid display.

W. F. DENNIXG. F'.R.A.S.

THE BRITISH ASTRONOMICAL ASSOCIATION.—
The Annual General Meeting of this .Association was held at

Sion College on Wednesday, October 26. Mr. H. P. HoUis
in the chair. After the election of Mr. E. B. Knobel as

President for the ensuing vear, and the new Council and

Officers, following on other business, the retiring President

gave his annual address. He sketched briefly the progress of

the science during the last few years, and drew a striking

contrast between the present state of our knowledge and the

condition of things forty years ago, dwelling especially on the

remarkable de\elopment of Spectrum .Analysis since the day
when the spectroscope was first brought to bear on astronomical
objects, and the present condition of things when the spectroscope

has come almost into the front rank of astronomical instruments.
He pointed out. indeed, that a new name had been invented.

.Astro- Physics." for what was almost a new science, based
upon two older sciences formerly independent of each other,

namely, .Astronomy and Chemistry. Mr. HoUis remarked
generally that despite what had been accomplished in the way
of an increase of our knowledge respecting the Sun. and
including the discovery of various new satellites and many
minor planets, there yet remained many interesting and
important unsolved problems, including the question of an
undiscovered planet within the orbit of Mercury, and an
undiscovered planet beyond the orbit of Neptune. Mr. Hollis

also offered some remarks on the loss to the science of

astronomy during the past year of three such distinguished

astronomers as Sir W. Huggins, representing England. Galle,

Germany, and Schiaparelli, Italy.

TELESCOPES FOR EVERYONE.—Why live, awake or

asleep, without a telescope when you can take advantage of

this opportunit\' :
" Notice.—The publisher has made an

arrangement whereby he can supply readers of this paper
with Telescopes at the low price of four pence each, post

free." I omit the address and need only say that I have no
pecuniary interest in this ad\'ertisement. which is from an
advertising paper ; neither do the words " publisher, readers,

and this paper " refer to " Knowledge." But really amateur
and professional astronomers should seize this grand offer of

the twentieth century. Galileo, Huygens, Brahe ! What
would you have given for such opportunities ? ,- . ,

.A NEW COMET.—The following telegram from Kiel

announces the discovery of a comet in Cancer :

—

"Comet discovered by Cerulli, magnitude 10'2.

Nov. 9"* S*" 20'8'". M. T. Rome.
R.A. app. 54° 38' 58"

N.P.D. app. 81= 16' 40"

Dailv motion in R..A. — 2'

.. „ N.P.D. +19'

No further details are vet to hand.

BOTANY.

By Professor F. Cavers, D.Sc, F.L.S.

ALCOHOLIC FERMENTATION.—Some time ago

Buchner claimed that the fermentation of grape-sug.-ir (glucose)

takes place in two stages—glucose is converted into lactic acid

by the ferment zymase, and the lactic acid is transformed

into alcohol and carbon dioxide bv the ferment lacticidase.

Kohl iBcilicftc Bot. Ccntralbl.. Bd. 29, 19101 finds that

lactic acid is not fermented either by zymase or yeast ; that

one per cent, or more of lactic acid greatly reduces the

fermentative activity of yeast in glucose ; but that zymase or

yeast ferment sodium lactate rapidly. He therefore concludes

that while fermentation occurs in two stages, as shown by

Buchner, the latter was mistaken in his view of the enzymes

that carry on the processes. Kohl's theory is that catalase

transforms glucose into lactic acid, and that zymase carries

the splitting on to alcohol and carbon dioxide. In glycerine

extract of crushed yeast Kohl found neither an oxidase nor a

peroxidase, yet it contained an enzyme capable of oxidising

various substances like phenols, and these oxidations he

behoves are carried on by the catalase present. The extract

gave rise to lactic acid, and a trace of oxalic acid, when added

to glucose. Kohl's work locates the function of the catalase

of yeast, a point not before settled. If zymase is present
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the oxidations go no further than lactic acid, which is then

changed into alcohol and carbon dioxide. In the absence of

zymase the o.xidation is carried further, producing various

other acids.

PRUSSIC .ACID .\S PL.AXT FOOD.— It has been known
for some years that certain plants accumulate relatively large

quantities of free hydrocyanic acid in their tissues. The late

Dr. Treub iAiin. jard. Bot. Buitcnzorg. 1910) found that

the amount of this acid in Sorghuin plants increases during

the day, not owing to the direct action of light, but in

proportion to the formation of the products of carbon
assimilation. He had already shown, from investigations on
Paiigitim cdtilc and Phascohis Iniiatus. that light has no
share in the formation of hydrocyanic acid, except as it

favours photosynthesis (carbon assimilation), and much the

same results were obtained with Primus javanica. In

several other plants also Treub found a direct proportion

between the formation of this acid and the function of

chlorophyll, and this was confirmed by experiments with

variegated leaves. The amount of acid is usually greatest in

the young leaves, gradually diminishing as the leaves grow
older. With Sorghum, young leaves in a dry season or on
dry soil contain so much acid as to be dangerous as food for

cattle. Leaves about to fall contain very little acid, as a
rule, though Guignard has shown that fallen leaves of Elder
contain large amounts of the acid. The prussic acid is

probabl}- the first simple organic product of the assimilation of

nitrogen ; the amount of acid in plants watered with solution

of nitrate of soda or potash increased or decreased in pro-

portion to the amount of nitrate used. Treub agrees with

Ravenna and Peli's view that nitrates and carbohydrates are

necessary to the formation of this acid in plants. In most
cases the acid probably does not occur as such, but in the

form of a compound (glucoside), from which it can readily be
liberated by an enzyme, or by boiling water.

HELIOTROPISM.—Some interesting papers have been
published recently upon hcliotropism—the curvature move-
ments by which plant organs respond to the stimulus of light.

Guttenberg [Ber. deutsch. bot, Ges.. 1910; Jahrb. fiir

wiss. Bot., 1910) has shown that, contrary to the views of

most writers, the effect of the geotropic (gravitation) stinuilus

is not annulled by the light stimulus, but that it is possible to

choose light of such intensity that when it strikes from below
a seedling shoot placed horizontally, its joint action with
gravity will lead to the shoot permanently growing in the
horizontal position. Similarly, when a shoot is growing
vertically, light of the right intensity will, when directed

horizontally on the shoot, cause it to grow at an angle of

forty-five degrees. The intensity of light required to com-
pensate gravity, as in these two experiments, varies greatly

with different plants ; sometimes it is greater than one candle
power, but as a rule it is only a fraction of a candle power.

Froschel LAnz. Akad. Wiss. WIeii. 1909) re-investigated

the ' presentation time " for heHotropism. that is, the

minimum period for which a seedling grown in darkness
requires to be exposed to light in order that, when the plant is

darkened again, a distinct curvature may take place. The
extraordinary sensitiveness of the heliotropic reaction is shown
by the fact that an exposure of 0'0005 second to direct

sunlight, or to the light of a mercurv- lamp, is sufficient to

induce curvature in seedlings of Oats. In weak, diffused light

an exposure of one-fortieth of .a second is necessary.

Haberlandt (Jahrb. fiir u'/ss. Bot.. 1910) has replied to

various critics of his theory of light perception in lea\es. It

has long been known that in seedlings the tip of the shoot is

the sensitive region as regards light. Ordinary leaves place
themselves at right angles to the light falling on them, the act
of perception being evidently performed by the leaf-blade,

while the necessary movement is made by the stalk. If sense
organs for light exist they must occur in the blade, and we
might expect such organs to lie on the surface. On this

reasoning, and on the results of his experiments and anatomical
researches, Haberlandt founded his theory that the epidermal
cells act as lenses to collect and condense light upon the under-

lying green cells. To these cells of the epidermis, which have
curved dome-like outer walls, he applies the term " ocelli,"

since they resemble a simple type of eye—a lens and a sensitive

protoplasm layer on which the light may be focussed. Haberlandt
admits that the epidermis cells on the lower side of various

leaves are able to condense light, but he points out that the

lens-like form of the cells is always more pronounced in the

upper epidermis. He points out various weaknesses in the

criticisms of Wager and other writers, and it must be admitted

that Haberlandt has greatly strengthened his position. The
suggestion, made by Wager, that the chloroplasts may serve as

organs for light perception is easily disposed of, for the leaves

of some variegated plants may be devoid of chlorophyll, yet

such leaves respond in the usual manner to light.

Jensen { Ber. deutsch. bot. Ges.. 1910) has investigated the

conduction of the stimulus of one-sided illumination from the

tip of an Oat seedling, where the stimulus is perceived, to the

lower portion where (even when this basal part is darkened)

the curvature takes place. Rothert had shown that the

stimulus is conducted when the veins are cut, and that a

horizontal incision on one side—whether towards, away from,

or on one flank in reference to the one-sided illumination

—

still allows conduction. Fitting showed that when the incision

was away from the light and a mica plate inserted,

no conduction occurred. The insertion of a slice of bamboo
in the same position did not prevent conduction ; in this case

there was, of course, continuity across the incision as regards

water, which could pass through the slice of rattan. When
the mica plate was inserted in an incision on the lighted side,

conduction was not hindered. Jensen states that with the

incision away from the light, no conduction ever occurs in

dry air or in water. He concludes that under fa\ourable

conditions the stimulus can be conducted across the wound,
while under unfavourable conditions it cannot. In saturated

air the stinuilus was conducted from the tip to the (darkened)

base of the seedling, even after the tip (nearly half an inch)

had been cut off.

It was shown by Berthold, in 1SS2, that certain seaweeds

are positively heliotropic U.e. grow towards the light) in weak
light, but negatively heliotropic in stronger light. This
discovery was confirmed by Oltmanns (1897) in the case of a

mould-fungus iPhycomyces), the erect spore-producing

threads of which varied in their heliotropic response according

to the distance from the source of light—an arc lamp ; at

SO centimetres the stalks curved towards the lamp, at 20 to

30 cm. they curved away from it, and at an intermediate

distance, of course, they remained erect. Linsbauer and
Vonk {Ber. deutsch. bot. Ges., 1909) have recently shown
that the same applies to the roots of Radish and Mustard

seedlings. As is well known, the radicles of these plants

normally show very marked curvature away from the light

—

hence they are often used in botanical teaching to demonstrate

negative heliotropism. It appears, however, that in feeble

light the roots of these seedlings show positive heliotropism,

curving towards the source of light. It is known that some
roots grow towards light under normal conditions, e.g.. the

roots gisen out by an onion bulb when grown in water in a
" hvacinth glass " placed near a window, but it is probable

that these and other cases of differing heliotropic responses in

plants will all be found to obey the same general rule—that

the nature of the response made by any organ simply depends

upon the intensity of the light.

CHLOROPHYLL.—.Among various recent observations

on chlorophyll, two small but interesting items may be

mentioned.
Podiapolsky \Biol. Zeitschr., 1910) has shown that chloro-

phyll is present in the wings of locusts and in the skin of green

frogs ; in each case an alcoholic extract gave, on examination

with the spectroscope, the characteristic absorption-bands of

chlorophyll—in the red region between B andC. There is no

question here of green organisms living in symbiosis with the

animal, and apparently the chlorophyll is produced in the

animal itself. The writer promises a detailed investigation of

the matter, with a view to settling such questions as : How
is this chlorophyll produced ? Is it concerned in the nutrition
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of the animal ? Does it remain unaltered when once formed,
or does it become used up and reformed ?

Stoklasa. Brdlil<. and Ernest iBcr. dcutsch. hot. Gcs., 1909)

have carefully re-examined the relationship between chlorophyll

and phosphorus in green (chloroplast-containing) leaves.

Their analyses, made at intervals from spring to autumn, of

Maple leaves, lead them to the conclusion that chlorophyll

actually contains phosphorus, contrary to the views of various

previous writers.

ANNU.A.L KINGS IN MONOCOTYLEDONS.—In

arboreous (tree-like and shrubby) monocotyledons, there is

either no secondary growth in thickness, or a form of

secondary growth totally differing from that seen in woody
Dicotyledons and Conifers. In various species of Aloe
and Yucca, the new tissues formed by the activity of the

growing layer show a definite arrangement in zones or " rings."

The structure of these zones has recently been investigated by
Lindinger iNaturu-. Wochcnschrift. 1909). In Yucca
fiJaincntosa and Y. rccurvata each zone has an inner

portion poor in vascular bundles, but rich in ground-tissue

(corresponding to the "spring wood"), and an outer portion

with the reverse characters (corresponding to " autumn
wood"). Just as in the wood of Dicotyledons and Conifers,

there is a gradual transition from the earlier to the later

portion of each year's growth, but a sharp distinction between
the last-formed tissue of one year and the first-formed tissue

of the following year. In Aloe dichotoina the bundles are

evenly scattered, but zoning is produced by the regular

alternation of broad layers of soft, large-celled ground-tissue

with narrow layers of hard, small-celled tissue.

CHEMISTRY.
By C. AiNSWoRTH Mitchell. B.A. (Oxon.), PM.C.

THE PROPERTIES OF GUARANA.—The natives of

Brazil prepare a beverage from the plant known as guarana,
the physiological effects of which are very similar to those

produced by tea or coffee. An interesting historical outline of

the use of the drug is given by Mr. P. H. Marsden in the

Annals Trop. Med. and Parasit. (1910. iv, 105). in which
are included other particulars of its properties. The plant

yielding the commercial product is Panllinia sorbilis. which
grows abundantly in certain districts of Brazil, and also in

Venezuela and Guiana.

The seeds of this plant are prepared by being gently heated
and pounded in bags to separate the husk from the kernel,

and the latter is then crushed to a pulp between stones and
mixed with water to form a paste, which is frequently flavoured

with cocoa powder, and after being moulded into sticks or

cakes is dried in the sun.

It has hitherto been commonly accepted that the active

principle of guarana is the alkaloid caffeine, which is present
in tea and coffee, and according to the Spanish Pharmacopoeia
guarana must not contain less than three per cent of that

alkaloid.

The general belief as to the presence of caffeine in guarana
has been shown to be erroneous by Mr. Nierenstein, who gives
a full description of his experiments in the same journal (ibid,

p. 115). The alkaloid separated from the drug crystallised in

small needles, melting at 217° to 219° C.and after being dried
for two hours at 116° C. had a composition corresponding to

the formula Cm Hit O21 Nj. The amount of tannin separated
from the sample was 4'3 per cent, part of which was in

combination with the alkaloid. The exact nature of this

alkaloid, provisionally termed guaraniiie, needs further
investigation, but the results mentioned above prove that it is

certainly not caffeine.

ACTION OF ULTRA-VIOLET RAYS ON RUBBER.
—M. V. Henri, writing in Caoitt. et Gutta-percha (vol. vii.

p. 4,371) describes the results of his investigation of

the effect of ultra-violet rays upon pure and vulcanised
indiarubber. Specimens of the pure rubber and samples
containing varying proportions of mineral ingredients

were exposed, at a distance of about twenty centimetres,

to the rays from a mercur\' vapour lamp with quartz
tube. In each experiment there was pronounced deterio-

ration in the pure material within twenty hours, the rubber
becoming darker and more shiny, and showing cracks when
stretched. In the case of vulcanised rubber greater resistance

was offered to the action of the rays, an exposure of forty-

eight to seventy-two hours being required to bring about these
changes, while rubber impregnated with mineral matter was
affected to a less extent, the deterioration being mainly restricted

to the surface.

The presence of certain substances, such as antimonv
sulphide, promoted the decomposition; while other compounds,
including litharge, had a retarding influence. Moreover, rubber
that had been separated from a solution was attacked more
readily than that prepared by evaporation of the latex from
the tree.

Since rubber exposed to the lamp in the absence of oxygen
was not affected, the change nnist be attributed to o.xidation

promoted by the action of the ultra-violet rays. The rays
effecting the deterioration were found to be those of a wave-
length of about 3,550, which were absorbed by the rubber.

From the results of these experiments the practical

conclusion is drawn that the envelope of a balloon ought never
to be constructed of unvulcanised rubber, and that the cloth

used should be coloured with some pigment, such as lead
chromate, which would act as a screen in cutting oft" the ultra-

violet rays, to which a balloon is the more exposed the greater

the height it reaches.

DIFFUSION OF PETROLEUM.—There are two main
theories as to the origin of petroleum; one regarding it as being
produced by the direct chemical union of carbon and hydrogen,
while the other attributes the production of the deposits to

the decomposition of animal or vegetable remains, with the
formation of bituminous bodies, lit|uid petroleum oils or gases.

This latter \ iew is now the one more generally accepted, and
the differences between certain oils, such as those of Pennsyl-
vania, which are almost devoid of nitrogenous bodies and
sulphur, and those of California, which are rich in those
substances, has been explained by the assumption that the
former are of vegetable and the latter of animal origin.

Experiments to obtain evidence on this point have recently
been made by Messrs. Gilpin and Bransky (.4;;u';-. Chem.
Journ., 1910, xliv, 251), who show that when crude
petroleum of the type found in California, Ohio and
Texas is made to dift'use upwards through a porous medium,
such as fuller's earth, a fractionation takes place, and a
product closely resembling Pennsylvanian oil is obtained. On
adding water to the fuller's earth the oil that separates from
the top of the tube has a lower specific gravity than that

separated from the earth in the lower part of the tube, and
there is a gradual tendency to the formation of mixtures that

will pass unchanged through the earth. There is also a
manifest tendency for the unsaturated hydrocarbon and
sulphur compounds to be absorbed, the oil at the top containing

a much smaller proportion than the heavier fractions at the
bottom. In the light of these experiments it is unnecessary
to assume a different origin to the two kinds of oil, since

diffusion through porous beds in the earth is quite sufficient to

account for the difference between them.

FXONOMIC BIOLOGY.
By Walter E. Collinge, M.Sc, F.L.S., F.E.S.

GRAIN WEEVILS.—A correspondent writes to me with
reference to my remarks on Calandra granaria last month,
and points out how this species, in common with many other
weevils, feigns death. Mr. Cole, in his paper, remarks :

—
" In

experimenting with grain weevils, it is important to remember
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that no animal shams death so successfully, or keeps it up
for a longer time than these small insects. Much of my
earlier work had to be repeated owing to my failure to realize

this. .Afterwards I started a mortuary incubator, kept at the

most favourable conditions of temperature and moisture, and
only concluded that my specimen was dead after giving

it plenty of time to recover in this elysium." In breeding this

species I have frequently removed numbers which I took to

be dead, but after keeping them for a short time in a tempera-
ture of SO F.. quite 90 per cent. ha\e conmienced to run
about again.

THE ECONOMIC ST.ATUS OF WILD BIRDS.—
There has been quite a flood of letters in the press recently,

with reference to the vexed question of the economic status

of wild birds, and. like previous outbreaks of this character,

the main issues have largely been lost sight of. What the

majority of farmers and fruit growers, small holders, and so

on, contend is that certain birds are practically wholly

injurious, eg,, the sparrow, wood pigeon, and bullfinch, and
therefore should not be afforded any protection ; whilst others,

to a large extent beneficial, have unduly increased in numbers
of recent years and now constitute a pest, e.g., the rook,

starling, blackbird, thrush, and others, and these also should
not receive protection for a time.

Whatever town-dwellers, bird-lovers, collectors, and so on
think to the contrary, in actual farm practice ample evidence is

forthcoming in support of these contentions. Further, post
mortem examinations of the crops and stomachs show that,

although during part of the year some of these birds do destroy
a certain number of injurious insects or their larvae, during the

greater proportion they feed upon fruit buds, grain and vegetable

matter, very much to the farmer's detriment. No one wishes
to see our avian fauna ruthlessly destroyed, but to contend
that no species are injurious is the best possible way to induce
the farmer to indiscriminately kill all he can. A right control

is reall>- what is most desirable. .

ENEMIES OF RATS.—The recent outbreak of plague in

Suffolk once again brings into prominence the question of the
extermination of the rat. There can be little doubt but that

the increase of these pests is due, to a large extent, to the ruth-

less destruction of their natural enemies. The kestrel, owl,

stoat and weasel annually destroy a considerable number of

rats, but. owing to the prejudice that exists with reference to

them amongst gamekeepers, they are killed in large numbers.
It is very difficult to convince these gentlemen that owls are
practically harmless to game, and that the rat does far more
harm than kestrels, stoats and weasels. In France and
Germany these natural enemies are much more highly valued,

and consequentlv protected, much to the advantage of the
agriculturalist and game preserver. The publicity which at

present is being given to the damage caused by the rat and the

danger it is as a carrier of plague-infected fleas, will no doubt
cause the thoughtless to consider whether it would not be
better to encourage its natural enemies as the lesser of the two

HOUSE FLIES AND THE PUBLIC HEALTH.—

A

large number of readers of '" Knowledge " have written me
with reference to this most important matter, one that

concerns the economic biologist, the medical profession,

departments of Public Health, and the public generally. I

cannot now deal with the various suggestions and queries

beyond stating that I welcome them and fully appreciate their

importance, and will endeavour to deal with some of them
next month. There is just one point upon which I should
like to say a few words, and that is that the statement that

flies " as carriers of the germs of such diseases as typhoid
fever, tuberculosis, infantile diarrhoea, and so forth, are a
potential danger " is not lacking scientific corroboration.

There is an abundance of evidence, some of which I

will deal with later, to prove this beyond all doubt, and I

must confess some surprise that anyone should have doubts
about it.

GEOLOGY.

By Ru.ssei.l F. Gwinnell, B.Sc, A.R.C.S., F.G.S.

GEOLOGY FOR THE LAYMAN.- Every November
a series of lectures, free to the public, is delivered under the

auspices of the British Museum (Natural History! by a

graduate in medicine of a Scottish University. These
" Su-incy Lectures on Geology" were this year given bv
Dr. T. J. Jehu. M.A., F.R.S.E.. who dealt with " The Coasts

of Great Britain and Ireland." Among the matters dealt

with in the twelve lectures were raised beaches and submerged
forests, waves and winds, erosion and accretion, sands and
sand-dunes, and the fauna and flora of the coast-line. The
lectures were well illustrated by lantern slides.

Considerable attention appears to have been devoted to

geological subjects in the new (11th) edition of the Encyclo-
paedia Britannica, the publication of which is announced by
the University of Cambridge. Including Mineralogy and
Petrology the geological articles number nearly one thousand,

while the main article. " Geology," contributed by Sir

Archibald Geikie, alone runs to fifty thousand words, Mr.
H. B. Woodward is responsible for the general arrangement
of the articles, and Messrs. F. W. Rudler and L. J. Spencer,

and Dr. J. S. Flett, are associated with the mineralogical and
petrological branches.

THE MAKING AND READING OF MAPS.—Three
lectures delivered under the auspices of the Royal Geographi-

cal Society by its map-curator, Mr. E. .A. Reeves, F.R.A.S..

F.R.G.S.. appear in book-form under the title " Maps and
Map-making " vpublished by the Royal Geographical Society,

1910). The history and development of surveying instruments

is dealt with, followed by a summary of the principles and
methods of geographical surveying, and a description of the

operations and processes of map-construction.

Almost simultaneously there has appeared " -A study in the

Geography of the Surrey Hills," by Miss Ellen Smith, under
the somewhat clumsv title,

" The Reigate Sheet of the One
Inch Ordnance Survey " (A. and C. Black. 1910). This
little book may be regarded as an instalment of the scheme
proposed by Dr. H. R. Mill for the regional description of the

United Kingdom, and initiated by his own description of the

.Arundel Sheet. Miss Smith deals first with the geology of

this " Surrey highland " district, and afterwards with topo-

graphy, vegetation, economic resources and industries. The
study of communications, place-names and the position of

farms and towns completes an interesting volume. A series of

folding maps issued with the book includes two on geology.

One hopes to see volumes on a similar plan dealing with other

areas which are of special interest.

A large relief-map or model of the Ingleborough district,

which was recently constructed by Mr. J. F. Stockhouse,

F.R.G.S.. and published uncoloured, has been taken in hand by
the Geological Survey of England and Wales. The outcome is

the production of a geologically coloured edition and a

descriptive memoir. This memoir, like a previous one
on the model of the Isle of Purbeck, is written by Mr. Aubrey
Strahan, M.,A., F.R.S. Such models, with accompanying
memoirs, are likely to be very useful in the teaching of geology

in its relation to geography.

J.AP.ANESE GEOLOGY.—.Among the " natural resources "

of Japan, illustrated at the recent Japan-British Exhibition at

Shepherd's Bush, few branches were better dealt with than

those of Geology and Mining. The Geologists' .Association (of

London) visited these collections shortly before the close of

the Exhibition.

.As a supplement to these exhibits, the Japanese Government
publication, '.'\7i;n'H^ in Japan. Past and Present" (1909) is

useful. We learn that the history of the exploitation of

mineral wealth goes back into the remote past. Pre-historic

ornaments of micaceous iron ore and psilomelane may not

indicate any knowledge of metallurgical processes, but actual

records of the manufacture of swords and metallic mirrors date

from 660 B.C. Eight hundred years later, an annual tribute of
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gold and silver was levied from the eonquered Koreans. The
discovery of native copper in Japan in 70S A.I")., created such
a stir that the era was officially termed Wado (meaning fine

copper), the lucky discoverers themselves (of Korean descent)
were appointed Governors of Provinces, and the inhabitants of

the region were released from all taxation. At this early

period were known such minerals as sulphur, alum, mica and
rock crystal, besides azurite, magnetite and other ores.

Leaving the more modern development of the Japanese
mining industry to be gathered from the book itself, reference

may be made to another paper dealing with Korean geology.

Professor Koto writes in the Journal of the College of Science,

Imperial University of Tokyo (May, 1910), on the " Ct'o/og.v

and Ore Deposits of the Hol-go! Gold Mine." A granite is

intruded into various sediments among which is a limestone,

contact-metamorphosed into a lime-silicate-hornfels. Impreg-
nating this hornfels occur various copper sulphide minerals

and ilvaite (silicate of iron). The hornfels constitutes the

main ore-body (a poor ore-deposit also occurs within the

granite itself, developed either by descending waters of a

metallic solution or by decomposition of original pyrite). The
gold of the main ore-body seems to be closely associated with

the copper sulphides, but not with the ihaite, which latter is

shewn by microscopic examination to have crystallised out at

an early stage. Professor Koto regards the ore-deposit as

due to contact-metamorphism. The gold was not present

at the time of formation of the ilvaite; it is "juvenile" and
must have come from deep in the interior as an exudation
from the eutectic mixture of the granite magma in association

with mineralisers which at first acted as an acid on tlie

limestone and then afterwards metamorphosed it into lime-

silicate-hornfels.

METEOROLOGY.

By John A. Ci'rtis, 1'".K.Met.Soc.

The weather of the week ended October 1 5th was better in

the Northern districts than in the Southern, where heavy rains
were experienced towards the end of the period. Temperature
was in excess of the average very generally ; rainfall was in

excess in the Midlands and Southern parts, but was in defect
elsewhere : while sunshine was in excess in Scotland, England,
N.W., and Ireland. N., and below the average in other
districts. The maxinnnn temperature reported varied from
70° on the English Channel to 60° in Scotland and Ireland,
while the minima ranged from 29° in Scotland to 42° in

Southern England. In London the lowest reading in the
screen was 44°, and on the grass 41°. Night frosts were not
severe as a rule. The lowest reported was 25° at Crathes,
with 26° at Balmoral, but at only ten stations did the exposed
thermometer register 30° or less. The mean temperature of
the sea water varied from 59° to 51°. Sunshine was most in
Scotbnd. N. (42%), and least in England, S.E. (10%). In the
latter district the total duration, eight hours, was the lowest
amount ever recorded there in a corresponding period.

The week ended October 22nd opened with fair weather in

the North and East, but became unsettled in all districts.
Thunderstorms occurred on the 17th, and heavy rains in the
middle of the week, .•\urora was observed in Scotland on
the night of the ISth. Temperature was high generally; rain-
fall was in excess except in Scotland N. and W. and in
Ireland

; while sunshine was nearly everywhere deficient.

The highest maximum reported was 63° at York, on the
16th, and all districts except Scotland N. had temperatures of
60° or upwards. The lowest minimum was 30° at Nairn and
at Balmoral. In Guernsey the minimum did not fall below
45°. The minimum on the grass was 25° at West Linton,
near Edinburgh. Rainfall was less than half the average in

Scotland N., but was more than double the average in
Scotland E. The sunniest stations were in the extreme \V.
(Valencia, 26'5 hours), and E. (Felixstowe, 26'1 hours), while
Glasgow had only 3"8 hours or 5% of the possible duration.

The mean temperature of the sea water ranged from 50 '0

to 57-7.

The weather of the week ended October 29th was mostly
dull but was fairly dry in all but the S.W. districts, where rain

was frequent.

Temperature was above the aver.age everywhere ; rainfall

was less than usual except in the English Channel ; and
sunshine was deficient in all districts, and very much so in

some. The maximum temperatures recorded ranged from
67° in the English Channel to 55° in Scotland E., while the
minimum was as low as 32° at Nairn, in Scotland E., but in

Ireland the lowest reading did not fall below 43°. The
minima on the grass were not specially low for October, the
lowest being 27° at West Linton. Rainfall was extraordinarily

light in Scotland N. and W., and in Ireland N. Several
stations in Scotland W. were rainless this week. In spite of the
low rainfall the period was very dull, and at Birmingham and
Newcastle no bright sunshine was recorded during the week.
At Cambridge the total duration was only r4 hours, as
compared with an average of 2r4 hours. The highest

aggregates were 24'1 hours (34%) at Ramsgate, and 24'0 hours
at Plymouth. The temperature of the sea water varied from
46° to 56°.

The week ended November 5th was generally rough and
squally with a good deal of rain and low temperature, but
with abundant sunshine. Thunderstorms were reported
at many stations on November 1st, and an earthquake
was felt at Scilly on October 30th. Although the average
temperature was everywhere low, maxima up to 60° were
recorded at Tottenham. At Greenwich the maximum
was only 55°. Readings below freezing point were reported
in each district except the English Channel, where
the minimum was 41°. The lowest temperature for the

week, 2i° on November 5th, occurred at Marlborough. The
minimum on the grass fell to 17° at West Linton and at

Llangammarch Wells. Rainfall was in excess in all districts

except Scotland E. and England N.E., but sunshine was also in

excess almost everywhere. The largest aggregate of sunshine
was 3r4 hours (46%) at l-'almouth, and the smallest 6'5 hours
(10%) at Westminster. The mean temperature of the sea

varied from 56°'2 at Plvmouth to 46°'3 at Ballintrae, in

Scotland W.
The week ended No\'ember 12th was very rough and

unsettled, with frequent rains. Snow and sleet were reported
in Scotland and the North of ICngland. Thunderstorms
occurred at .several stations. Temperature was much below
the average in all districts. In Scotland E. the highest reading

reported was only 46°, but in all other districts maxima of

51° or upwards were recorded. The lowest minimum was
17" at West Linton on the 10th. At Newton Rigg on the same
day the minimum was 20 . At Jersey, however, the extremes
were 58° and 35°. Rainfall was in excess in all districts except

England, S.E. ; in some districts the excess was 30% or more.
Sunshine was in excess in all parts except Scotland, W., where
it was normal. The largest aggregate reported was 34"6 (54%)

at Ramsgate, the lowest being 5'9 hours (9%,) at Prestwich,

near Manchester. The mean temperature of the sea water
varied from 56°'2 at Plymouth to 40 '9 at Pennan Bay, on the

east coast of Scotland.

A " ballon-sonde," sent up at Pyrton Hill on October 6th,

was found at Basingstoke. The Meteorograph record showed
that a height of 17km.. or lOi miles, had been attained, with a

temperature of 206" on the ab.solute scale, or— 67°C.

COST OF SNOWFALL.—The .accounts for the City of

Manchester, for 1909-10, show that the cost of the remo\al of

snow in that city during the year amounted to ;^, 5,941.

TEMPERATURE OF LONDON IN OCTOBER.—The
temperature in Camden Square, London, in October 1910, was
53'''8, or 3°'8 above the average of fifty years. This temperature
has been exceeded in four previous Octobers. The month was,

however, specially noteworthy for its high minima, the lowest

readings of the month, both in the screen and on the grass,

being higher than in any previous October since the records

were conunenced.
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MICROSCOPY

By A. W. Sheppard. F.R.M.S..

xc-ith tlic assistance of the folloic'tiig nitcroscopists :
—

Arihl'r C. Bankield.

James Elrton.

The Rev. E. W. Howell, .M..A.

Charles H. Caffvn.

.\rthur Earland. K.R.-M.S.

Richard T. Lewis, F.R.M.S.

Chas. F. Rocsselet, F.R..M.S.

D. J. ScouKFiELD, FZ.S., F.R.M.S.

C. D. Scar, F.R.M.S

RED WATER-BLOOM iLaiiiprocystis rosco-persiciiia

Schroeter).—Owing to the kindness of a fellow member of

the Quekett Microscopical Club. I have received some
specimens of an interesting organism which he collected from
a pond at Hendon. It was chiefly found attached to water-

plants along the margin, but some examples were free. To
the naked eye it appeared as small irregular sphaeroidal masses
of a fine purple or rose-pink colour. Under the microscope
these were seen to consist of balls and lobes of \ery various

shapes and sizes, which were frequently joined together in a

net-like manner. They were hollow and were formed by a thin

membranous laver of extremely minute round bodies, which

Figure 1. Red Water Bloom.

often contained opaque granules. The larger compound
bodies were sometimes as much as 1-mm. in length and
breadth, while the component round jelly-like dots measured
from 2 to 3 M. The organism was identified as one of the

sulphur bacteria, not verj- uncommon, though probably not

often recognized, and the cause of red water-bloom. Like
many of its relatives, it has been described under various

names by different observers. There are at least eight

s\nonyms for it. Sir Ray Lankester, many years ago,

found it in some jars containing putrescent remains of animals
and plants, which had been undisturbed for a time in his

laboratory. He named it Bacterium rubesccns, and par-

ticularlv noted its brilliant colour. (See Quart. Joitrii. Micr.
Sci., 1873. N.S. Vol. .xiii.). Dr. Cooke. in~' Brit. F. W. Algae,"

refers, there is little doubt, to the same organism, as

Pleiirococciis roseo-persicinus (Rabh.) with the remaik that

it is " certainly not a good Pleurococcus." It is the

Protococciis roseo-persicinus of Kiitzing, and Clathrocystis
roseo-persiciita (Cohn). There is considerable reason for

classing it with Clathrocystis. as a reticulate form is very

common in some stages of growth, but there is no doubt it

does not belong to the algae. It is Reggiatoa roseo-persicina
(Zopf.t, and under this name is recorded as occurring in

extraordinary abundance in a farm pond at Hampstead. The
water was deeply coloured, and weeds and debris entirely

covered by it. (See Science Gossip. N.S. \'ol. vii, No. S3,

.•\pl. 1901.) But Grove, in his "Synopsis of the Bacteria,"

calls it Cohnia roseo-persicina in honour of Professor

Dr, F, Cohn, of Breslau, and gives an excellent description,

from which the following is taken. Cells roundish, in a
simple peripheral layer, forming hollow, round or afterwards

irregular, bladders or vesicles, which finally are reticulately

pierced. Multiplication of the cells by repeated bipartition

:

of the families by the separation of daughter colonies. \'ary-

ing from rose to purple-red. The cells form at first solid

families ; later the families become larger, globular or ovoid,

and finally irregular bodies which are hollow- (Figure 1, A).

These are often torn or perforated ; in the end they present

an elegant network (Figure 1. Bi, which at last breaks up into

rags and tatters. The species is distinguished by its red

colouring matter, w hich is designated " bacterio-purpurin " and
is insoluble in water and cold alcohol. Each individual cell

(Figure 1, C), is surrounded by a dense almost cartilaginous

membrane ; its contents are at first homogeneous, but as it

grows older one or more dark granules can be observed in it,

which are found to be nothing but pure sulphur. Tlie

figures are front my oic'n specimens, but someichat
diagrammatic. , ,,

J.B.

CANNIBALISTIC TENDENCIES IN ROTIFERS.—
The food of Rotifers consists mostly of small flagellate

infusoria, algae, desmids. diatoms, spores of fungi and even
bacteria. Some species have learned to pierce the cells of

filamentous and larger aquatic algae in order to extract the

protoplasm they contain. Another section of Rotifera is

essentially carnivorous, and these attack dead or living

creatures. such as vorticella. whilst others (such a.sAsplaiichna)

feed on li\ing Rotifera. which they swallow whole. Each
species has jaws, contained in a masta.x. suitable for its special

food and mode of life, for either crushing, tearing, piercing,

holding or sucking, and frequently several of these functions

are combined in one mastax.

Though the food of Rotifera is so varied it is rare that one
meets with a species which has a preference for its own
nearest relations. Sue h an one. however, is Ploesoma h udson /

,

a species found in some abundance at a recent Quekett Club
Excursion to the East London Waterworks, at Tottenham.
The species was first discovered by Dr. Imhof about 1888, in

Switzerland, and shortly afterwards appeared in several

Figure 2. Cannibalistic Rotifers.

places in Germany and Galicia. Some 16 years ago Mr. John
Hood found it in the reservoirs of the Dundee Water Supply,

and used to send me specimens from time to time, but with

the invariable result that onl.\- very few individuals sur\i\ed

the journey, whilst the dead remains of the others could be
seen at the bottom of the little bottle. On my informing

Mr. Hood of this he called the Rotifer " a most atrocious

cannibal." for he had already observed how it attacked and
de\oured its own kin.

Of all Rotifera this is the most vigorous swimmer; it

rashes through the water at great speed, snapping at any other

Rotifer that comes in its way. carrying it in its mouth and
devouring it without a moment's pause. It is not at all

particular as to whether its victim is a.Synchaeta or its own
sister or cousin.

The integument of this Plocsoma is tough and leathery: it

has a broad somewhat flattened head, and a long stout foot

issuing from near the middle of the \entral side of the body.

The attacking individual snaps at and holds on to its victim like

a bull-dog. and proceeds to pierce the skin by means of that

part of the mastax called " incus," .after which the muscular
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mastax sets up a pumping action wliich sucks up the soft

parts of the victim.

The accompanying ilkistration shows such a scene and double
tragedy, which I witnessed, but which I stopped by killing and
mounting all the dramatis personae in the middle of the

performance. The anterior individual is being carried in the

jaws of its captor, whilst the latter has been caught a moment
later by a third Plocsonm, intent on devouring both. On
looking at this picture one can almost imagine hearing the first

victim's desperate call of "Help. Murder!" and a moment
afterwards the second's yell :

" Oh I let go, yon \illain."

.Another, but more unlikeh-. interpretation of the situation is

the suggestion that the third Ploesoma may be a friend of the

first victim, who having witnessed the attack, has come to

render assistance in the most effecti\e manner.

However this may be, the great tragedy in real life appears
almost comical to the observer, and I record it here for the

information of those interested in Pond Life. My thanks are

due to Mr. A. C. Banfield, who has been good Piiough to

photograph my slide for the benefit of the readers of
" Kxowr.KDGK."

Charles F. Roussei.i-t, F.R.M.S.

CRYSTALLIZATION OF SI L VE R.—Of the many
interesting examples of crystallization which may be seen
under the microscope there is perhaps nothing more fascinat-

ing than to watch the growth of crystals of metallic silver as
they spread gradually over the field in beautiful fern-like forms,
reflecting the light with great brilliancy as it falls upon them
from a bull's-eye condenser or a side reflector. These may
easily be produced by dissolving some crystals of silver nitrate

in distilled water, and putting a little of the solution into a

clean copper ring cell, when the growth will at once start from
the sides of the cell and gradually extend towards the centre
until its entire area is covered. If a glass cell is used, a

similar growth may be seen by dropping into the solution a
piece of clean copper wire, on which the crystals will at once
commence to form. It is not possible to preserve the beauty
of the contents of the cells for any length of time, as the new
compound formed by the union of the acid with the copper
soon clouds the liquid, finally depositing minute crystals of

copper nitrate upon the silver and in this way eft'ectually

spoiling its lustre. A better way of showing the formation of

crystals of silver is by using a rather deeper cell made of

gutta-percha, ebonite, or other non-conductor of electricity,

through the opposite sides of which two fine platinum wires
have been passed so that one end of each projects slightly into

the cell. The other ends of these wires should then be coimccted
with a battery provided with a means of breaking or reversing
the current at will. If now the current be switched on, the
growth of metallic silver crystals will be seen to start from the
platinum wires and will continue until those from the opposite
sides come into contact. If during the process the circuit is

broken the growth will instantly cease, whilst if the current is

reversed the crystals will disappear in the inverse order of
their formation, and the curious effect of ferns iingrowing
will be seen. As soon as the last crystal has disappeared a
new growth will start, but this time the distinctive forms will

be developed from the wires opposite to those whence they
formerly proceeded. ,, ,_ ,

R. r. Licwis.

MASS! LINA SECANS.—In the August number of
" Knovvi,edge " an article by Messrs. Heron-Allen and
Earland on MassiJina sccaits, invited information as to the
prevalence of this species on the East Coast. A holiday at

Cromer afforded some opportunity for investigation, and a
series of shore-gatherings demonstrated the existence of this

form. It may be mentioned that the beach in this district

consists of immense stretches of fine sand. Towards the
west there appears to be a considerable extent of low-lying
rock, the nearer fringe of which is just uncovered at low
water.

Gatherings from the eastward or more open beach produced
specimens. They occur somewhat sparsely, and in no case

was there any indication of the vast accumulations existing oft'

the Irish coast and the southern coast of England. Those,
howe\er, which were taken are remarkably true to type,
porcellanous in texture, with chambers well-marked and
symmetrical. An examination of some hundreds revealed
little variation in the relative proportions of the chambers, in

the shape, or in tint. Compared with those taken from the
Irish coast, the specimens gathered from the open beach were,
generally speaking, flatter, the chambers being more oval in

section, and there was a conspicuous absence of abnormal or

eccentric forms.

The accessible rock-pools, which are \ery inconsiderable in

extent in this district, aftorded far more specimens, and these
differ considerably from what may be regarded as the type.

There is a want of synunetry in the chambers ; in some cases
both the outer chambers are of abnormal size, in other cases
one only has been developed in this manner. The walls are
marked with exterior folds, with striae, and with outgrowths
of irregular shape, which apparently indicate successful
attempts to repair fracture or damage.
The chambers are, in many instances, more circular in

section and coarser in texture than in the case of those
gathered from the open. Nor is the colour uniform, the dull

white of the type being marked with blotches of pink, of

brown and of greenish yellow, and in one or two cases the

specimens assume an almost vitreous appearance.

These variations, which seem to indicate a highly-developed
faculty on the part of the organism to adapt itself to circum-
stances, are probably due to the altered conditions of

existence in the comparatively restricted area of the rock-pools.

In any case, the conclusions of the authors of the article

referred to, that Massilina sccans is an organism of

abundant vitality, well able to accommodate itself to its

surroundings, and that the different varieties described by
earlier authorities on the subject may be more correctly

described as accidental variations from the type, appear to be
well founded. ,- ,I^RED Lewis.

ROYAL MICROSCOPICAL SOCIETY, October 19th,

1910. Mr. E. J. Spitta, L.R.C. P., Vice-President, in the chair.

A paper by Mr. Jas. J. Simpson, M.A., B.Sc, on " Hicksoiiclla,

a new Gorgonellid Genus," was read. The genus is established

to include three species collected off South Africa. One
species was described by Prof. Hickson. in 1904, under the

name of Juncclla spiralis, but the author showed that a

reference to the genus Juncella was impossible. The clearing

up of the position of this puzzling specimen was facilitated by
recent work of the author in his revision of the family of the

Juncellids. In addition to Hicksonella spiralis, he described

Hicksoiiclla flagellata sp. nov., and Hicksonella capciisis

sp. nov. Mr. E. Heron-Allen read a note, prepared by himself

and Mr. A. Earland, " On some Varietal Forms of Massilina
secans." After referring to several varietal forms that had
been previously described, the authors related the finding of

numerous specimens of three of these varieties in observation

tanks where some gatherings of Foraminifera made oft" Selsey

Bill had been placed, and where they multiplied. I'he con-

clusion arrived at was that these variations were caused by
the want of sufficient shell-making material, the calcium

carbonate in the tanks having been used up, the sea-water

never ha\ing been renewed. A note by Mr. E. M. Nelson on
"A Micrometric Difficulty," was read. The author referred

to the difficulty of counting correctly the number of ruled lines

or diatomic striae in a given space. The trouble does not

arise when the interspaces are relatively wide compared with

the breadth of the lines, but it does so when the breadth of

the interspaces approaches that of the lines. It is the black

and white dot image that is responsible for the trouble. When
the focus is at a white-dot image, the white lines must be

counted, and vice versa when the fppns gives a black-dot

image. Another paper by the same iuthor was also read,
" On the Resolution of New Detail in a Coscinodisciis

astcrompJialns." This had reference to the resolution of

further detail obtained by a new i" objective by Zeiss,

described in a pre\ious communication. The new detail
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discovered is a fine sie\e covering the so-called eye-spot in

Cosciiiodiscits asteromphalus. As the size of the eye-spot

is only ti^tju of an inch, it may be left to the imagination to

estimate the size of the minute perforations forming the sieve.

There was an exhibition of Pond-life by Fellows of the Society,

assisted by Members of the Quekett Nlicroscopical Club.

QUEKETT MICROSCOPICAL CLUB.—October 25th.

igfo. Prof. E. A. Minchin. M.A.. F.Z.S.. President, in the

chair. .\ paper on " Some new African species of Volvox " by
Prof. G. S. West, M.A., D.Sc, F.L.S., was communicated by
Mr. C. F. Rousselet. The first part of the paper referred to

the two European species V. globator and V. aureus, both
very well known and with clearly established specific

characters. .\ synopsis of the distinctive characters of these

two species was given. Reference \\a; niadt- to the doubtful

third European species
V. tertius. A. Meyer. 1S96.

and to the description by

J. H. Powers of several new
American forms, 1905-1906.

The two new species now re-

corded are Volvox rousscleti

from Rhodesia, and V.
africaitus from the .Albert

Nyanza.

Mr. .A. Earland communi-
cated a paper by Mr. H. Side-

bottom on Two new species

of CassiduliiuT." These were
Cassiduliua clcgaits and C.

decorata. both obtained by
H.M.S. Waterwitch at

station 159 S.W. Pacific, depth
1050 fathoms. The second
form was also found at station

256, 505 fathoms.

Mr. C. D. Soar. F.R.M.S.,

read "A Contribution to the

list of Hydrachnidae found in

the East .African Lakes." The
material examined was from
the Victoria Nyanza, L.

Tanganyika and L. Nyassa.
The \'ictoria Nyanza tube

(yielded only one species FiGL'RE 3. .A Colony of Ciis

(Un ion iculaJigural is, Koch.)

which it was possible to identify. From Lake Tanganyika six

species were noted, of which three are new to science. These
are Neuniaiiia papulosa. Mideopsis niittuta and
Hygrobates cdentipalpis. Tube No. 3, from L. Nyassa.
yielded but one species, but this was also new, and is named
Unioiiicula cuuniiigtotii : it is vers- close to U. figuralis.

Koch, but among other differences has a long spUt seta

exactly behind the eyes. The author knew of no other mite
having this distinguishing characteristic.

-AH the new species brought forward were exhibited at this

meeting, and are fully described and figured in the November
issue of the Journal of the Quekett Microscopical Club.

Mr. -A. C. Banfield exhibited living specimens of Cristatella
niucedo, abnormally hatched out from statoblasts about four

months before the usual time.

PHOTOMICROGRAPHY.—We havereceived from Messrs.

Wratten & Wainwright. Ltd.. Croydon, a small booklet under
the above title, which deals in a simple and clear manner with

some of the practical difficulties found by beginners. -As the

object of taking photomicrographs is to exhibit as clearly as

possible the structure of the specimen, the question of contrast

is all important. Here the advantages of the use of a suitable

screen becomes apparent, and on page 9 a table is given show-
ing which screen is most suitable for use with the ordinary-

staining media. The booklet, which is well got up, is illustrated

with reproductions of several photomicrographs.

PREMATURE HATCHING OF CRISTATELLA
MUCEDO.—During the last week of September I received,

through the kindness of Mr. Rousselet, a considerable number
of statoblasts of C. niucedo. Except in their most unusual
cleanliness there was nothing remarkable in their appearance,
and I placed them in a tank to await development.

I have on many occasions hatched out and bred these
beautiful Pol\zoa. this act always taking place at the end of

February and early in March. On October 3rd I was hunting
other organisms in the same tank, and to my astonishment
saw that four of the statoblasts had hatched out, and the

tiny zooids were particularly healthy and vigorous. It seems
to me remarkable that these four indi\iduals should have
hatched out prematurely by no less than five months, and.
what is perhaps still more curious, that only four out of

the large number I received did hatch out.

1 can offer no explanation

;

it cannot be the effect of tem-
perature or more would have
hatched. The tank tempera-
ture was 5S°F., and the tap
water at the same time 55°F.

If the difference of 3°F. was
enough to influence the ap-

pearance of four individuals,

why not others r

The animal during the first

few days grows at the rate of

a zooid a day, the photo-

graph reproduced in Figure 3

showing the appearance of a
colony three days old. These
\ oung colonies are extremely
difficult to narcotise and fix

:

after five hours constant

attention the youngest zooid

of the colony reproduced in

Figure 3 suddenly retracted

and refused to be coaxed out

again in spite of all my
exertions I An adult colony
presents no difficulty of this

sort.

I have two colonies that are

still alive and healthy ; the
tatclla niucedo. three days old. larger one is now composed of

nineteen individuals. Although
there is plenty of weed in the tank they prefer to float upside
down on the surface film of the water. They are now beauti-

fully "tame"; constant familiarity with pipette and tweezers

has evidently bred contempt, for nothing short of pushing a
zooid in with a dissecting needle will cause it to retract.

.Arthlr C. Banfield.

PHOTOGR.APHY.

By C. E. Kenneth Mees. D.Sc. (Lond.), F.C.S.

COLOURED SILVER IMAGES.—.AH photographers are

aware of the coloured or " warm-tone " images which are

produced upon slow plates by restrained development, accom-

panied by an exposure considerably greater than that required

for black tones ; but the cause of these coloured images is

not generally understood. That the colour is not body colour

is shown at once by the fact that the colour by reflection is

quite different, usually complementan-, to that given to the

transmitted light. No arrangement or structure in the film is

\-isible, so that interference-colours are not possible, while the

variety of tones produced would seem to exclude the colours

of turbid media.

In the investigation of the subject by Schaum and

Schloemann, these authors came to the conclusion that the
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colours are due to the optical resonance of the small particles,

these particles being of the same order as those obtaining in

colloid solutions.

For gold gelatine solutions the theoretical relation between
the size and separation of the particles and the colour of the

solution, which was worked out by M. Planck, was experi-

mentally confirmed by Kirchmer and Zsigmondy. but with

silver suspensions the particles are larger and the separations

smaller, so that the colours are less pure and their maxima
not so sharp ; the silver suspensions are, however, affected by
swelling and drying in the way indicated by theory.

The condition for the production of the coloured silver

images in development, instead of black deposits, is the

precipitation of the silver from a solution of silver salt of

considerable concentration (compared with the concentration

of silver bromide solution in an ordinary plate during dc\elop-

ment). For this reason silver chloride has always given such

"warm tones" with nmch greater ease than silver bromide;

a small addition of ammonium carbonate to the developer

being sufficient to produce a concentration of silver chloride

in solution, from which finely divided silver will be precipitated.

If, however, silver bromide be obtained in a sufficiently fine

state of subdivision, the same result can be obtained without

the use of silver chloride. Plates prepared with very fine

grained silver bromide will give "warm tones" with ammonium
bromide and ammonium carbonate in the developer.

The tones obtained range through browns to purples,

carmine, and eventually yellow. When working along the

lines indicated above, it seemed to be worth while to find out

whether the addition of solvents of silver bromide to the

developer would aid in the production of warm tones. With
silver chloride and with ordinary silver bromide plates the

addition of such solvents to the developer usually induced a

general hea\y fog, often coloured, all over the plate. The very

fine grained bromide plates, however, proved resistant to this

general fog, which could be prevented by the addition of a

small amount of soluble bromide.

The addition of small quantities of sodium thiosulphate
(" hypo ") to the developer was found simply to assist in the
production of warm tones ; but when thiocarbamide was tried

an entirely new range of colours was produced, " cold

tones" being obtained instead of "warm tones." These colours

ranged from dead blacks through blue blacks .md bhies to

violets, and eventually carmines.

Most of the toning methods for lantern slides and bromide
papers depend upon the conversion of the silver image into

some coloured compound, but a method suggested by Mr.
Welborne Piper for obtaining warm tones on fast plates is

to bleach the image with bichromate and hydrochloric acid,

thus obtaining an image of silver chloride, and then to de\elop
this with a developer containing annnonium bromide and
ammonium carbonate.

In the KoUoid-Zeitschrift for October, A. Neugschwender
publishes a new method of obtaining warm tones, and a trial

of the process seems to show that it is possible to produce
very fine results by means of it. If silver nitrate is added to

potassium ferrocyanide and the resulting precipitate of silver

ferrocyanide is treated with stannous chloride, and then
ammonia is added to the mass, a deep brown solution is

produced, which, after some standing, or immediately on boiling,

produces a dark brown precipitate. If the dark brown pre-

cipitate is treated with concentrated hydrochloric acid a yellow
solution is obtained which goes green, and finally blue. The
brown colour is removed from the solution by filtration through
parchment, and is also precipitated by acids. With potassium
cyanide it is first precipitated and then re-dissolved with the
formation of the double cyanide.

All the evidence goes to show that the brown solution

contains colloidal silver, which is precipitated as a hydroge!
by acids or boiling. Now if a negative, lantern slide or
bromide print, be taken and treated with a solution of

potassium ferrocyanide the image is converted into silver

ferrocyanide. If the plate or print be then soaked in a
solution of stannous chloride, washed, and immersed in

ammonia solution the image changes from the white of the
ferrocyanide to a bright brown colour of an intensity much
greater than that of the original.

For negatives this forms an intensification process of

strength intermediate between the mercury and the uranium
processes. For lantern slides and bromide paper the tones
produced seem very satisfactory.

The author has investigated the effect of modifications in

the process. No advantages appear to result from the use of

other silver salts than the ferrocyanide, other tin salts than the
chloride, or other reducing agents than stannous chloride

;

the use of other alkalis than ammonia, however, results in a
modification of the colour produced. Caustic soda produces
a chocolate brown colour instead of the bright burnt-sienna
colour obtained with ammonia, while caustic potash gives a
coffee colour. The addition of hydrochloric acid produces an
ugly yellow colour, but this looks as if it would give fine

results if toned with gold. This, however, has not been tried.

THE "REVERSAL" OBTAINED WITH THIOCAR-
BAMIDE.—In 1890 Major-General Waterhouse showed that

if thiocarbamide be added to a developer a reversal is

obtained ; that is, on development a positive is produced
instead of a negative. The image resulting is of a brown colour
and evidently contains colloidal silver. No explanation

appears to have been offered of this reversal but it does not
seem to be very difficult to suggest one. In the first place the

probable cause of the general production of fog on the
unexposed portion of the plate seems to be the inoculation of

the silver bromide grains with a " germ " of siher sulphide.

In the same way a preliminary soaking of a plate in gold

chloride solution produces a "germ" of gold which causes
the plate to blacken all over at once when immersed in a
developer. The deposit produced with thiocarbamide is brown
in colour, because thiocarbamide is a solvent of silver bromide
and the silver consequently deposits from a solution rich in

salt.

Now this deposition uf sil\'er sulphide "germs" is pre\ented
by the presence of a very small amount of soluble bromide,
which greatly lowers the solubility of the silver bromide, and
consequently the rate of deposition of the silver. When a
developer containing thiocarbamide is poured on to an exposed
plate it first begins to develop the ordinary negative image.

In doing this it impregnates the film wlwrcvcr the image is

developed with the soluble bromide formed as one of the

products of development. Consequently, when the general

deposition of the brown silver begins the places where the

most soluble bromide has been formed, that is, where the

greatest exposure was received, will receive the least deposit,

so that we shall get a positive.

This explanation is confirmed by the fact that the positive

image is always a little indistinct in outline, and that there is

always a tendency for such objects as a church spire pro-

jecting into the sky, which should appear dark, to fail to

develop owing to the diffusion of the soluble bromide sideways

in the film.

PHYSICS.

By W. D. Eggar, M.A.

A NEW METHOD FOR PRODUCING HIGH TENSION
DISCHARGES.— Professor Ernest Wilson and Mr. W. H.

Wilson exhibited to the Physical Society, on October 28th,

a new method of operating the primary of an induction coil.

An alternating or continuous current is allowed to surge into

an inductance coil, which forms with a condenser a low

frequency oscillating circuit. There is a contact-maker

driven by a small motor, which first connects the inductance

to the supply. When the contact is broken the whole energy

of the inductance finds its way into the condenser, which is

at this moment mechanically connected to the primary of the

spark coil, the inductance coil being simultaneously short

circuited. 'Hie condenser then discharges itself rapidly
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through the primary, forming a high frequency oscillatory

circuit, and the secondary of the spark coil transmits this

energy- to the X-ray tube, or aerial. It is claimed that this

method of obtaining a high tension discharge has many
advantages, renderin.g it specially suitable for wireless

telegraphy as well as X-ray work.

TECHNICAL OPTICS.—The London County Council

Education Department have circularized members of the

optical trade in London, asking them to state their views as

to the need for an Opto-technical Institute in London, and to

indicate what advantages they would expect to obtain for

themselves and their employes from any facilities that might

be provided : also whether in their opinion the expenditure of

;f30,000 for a building would be justified. The proposed new
institution would accommodate three hundred to four hundred
students, and day and e\ening classes in all branches of

optics would be provided. It seems probable that a

satisfactory answer may be given, and that British optical

work, which is making great efforts to regain the position

rightfully belonging to the country of Newton and Dollond.

may be greatly benefited by the establishment of such a
technical training school.

SEISMOLOGY.
By Charles D.wisox. Sc.D.. F.G.S.

THE MESSINA EARTHQUAKE.—A summary of two
preliminary reports on this destructive earthquake was given

in "Knowledge" for last February. Since then several

valuable memoirs have been published. Dr. Mario Baratta's

final report is one of the most noteworthy. He agrees with

other seismologists in assigning a submarine origin to the

earthquake, but points out that there were two distinct foci,

both under the Straits of Messina ; one at their northern
entrance, the other farther south, near Reggio. Dr. Baratta
shows also that the northern focus was that in which the

second great earthquake of February 5th, 1783, with its

accompanying sea waves, originated, while the sea waves
which followed the recent earthquake proceeded from the

southern, or Reggio. focus.

The Royal Commission appointed by the ItaUan Govern-
ment has also issued a valuable report. The chief object of

the commission was to determine the exact sites on which the

ruined towns should be re-built, if re-built at all. It is now-

well known that earthquakes are most destructive to houses
built on soft earthy ground, especially on sloping ground, while

they cause comparatively little injury to those built on hard
compact rock. Notwithstanding the objectionable nature of

the soil round Messina and Reggio, these two towns are to be
re-built on their original sites. The presence of the harbours
renders this compromise necessary, but no permanent
dwelling houses will be allowed on loose sloping ground, or

within about one hundred jards of the shore. In other

districts, the sites of many villages will be wholly or partially

abandoned.

DESTRLCTIVENESS OF CALABRIAN EARTH-
yU.\KES.— Professor G. Mercalli has compiled a list of

destructive earthquakes which have visited the provinces

of the Basilicata and the two Calabrias since the beginning of

the sixteenth century. The total number of such earthquakes
is thirty-eight, and the number of deaths due to them in these

provinces alone is not less than 76.000. This figure is given on
the supposition that during the Messina earthquake 17,815
persons were killed at Reggio, or about 24 per cent, of the

population. Much higher death-rates were, however, attained

in other earthquakes, the highest known being 77 per cent, at

Terranova, in the Calabrian earthquake of 17S3: 71 per cent,

at Montemurro and 50 per cent, at Saponara, in the Neapolitan
earthquake of 1857; and 47 per cent, at .-Mtilia in the Calabrian
earthquake of 1638. Professor MercaUi attributes the relatively

high death-rates in towns to the loftiness of the buildings, the

crowding in individual houses, and the narrowness of the

streets in the older parts of the to^vns. Destructive earth-

quakes, he notices, occur in groups, during which the

earthquakes take place at short intervals apart, but always with

a sensible displacement of the focus, and therefore of the area

of damage. There is also a migration of activity from
province to province. In the seventeenth and eighteenth

centuries, central and southern Calabria were most affected,

in the nineteenth century, Calabria Citra and the BasiUcata,

while in the present century, southern Calabria again furnished

most of the victims.

EARTHQUAKES IN GREECE.—In the last volume of the

AtiiiaUs of the National Observatorv- of .Athens, Professor D.

Eginitis describes the earthquakes recorded in Greece during

the five years 1904-190S. He considers that this period was
one of comparative seismic calm, for the average number felt

w-as only one hundred and fifty-eight, while in the preceding five-

year periods it was five hundred and thirty-one and three

hundred and twenty-one. In the year 1907, only seventy-three

shocks were observed, and they were all of slight or moderate
intensity, none of them being strong enough to cause damage
to buildings. After the close of 1908. that is, aftertheoccurrence

of the Messina earthquake, the shocks, however, show a distinct

increase both in frequency and intensity. -As usual, the local

earthquakes were more often felt in Zante than elsewhere

one hundred and forty-two out of six hundred and twenty such

shocks having originated under or near this island.

ZOOLOGY.
By Professor J. Arthlr Thomson. M.A.

WERE DINOSAURS VEGETARIAN ?— It has been

verv generally supposed that the great Sauropod Dinosaurs

were purely herbivorous animals, which fed on the algae and
other aquatic plants in the streams and marshes beside which

thev lived. The small, rake-like, imperfectly-rooted teeth

with which the front of the jaw alone was supplied, were not

adapted for cutting or grinding, but may very- well have

served for gathering in masses of floating vegetation, which,

it is assumed, were pressed free of water in the arched palate,

and swallowed without mastication. The pebbles, presumably

gastroliths, found along with the remains give support to this

view.

Tomier, however, recently suggested that the small size of

the abdominal ca\-ity relative to the bulk of the animal points

to a more nutritious diet than aquatic vegetation. The ladle-

like formation of the lower jaw, and the broad, flat muzzle

seem to him to indicate that small, soft aquatic animals

formed at least part of the food.

Now Dr. Versluys puts forvvard the interesting theorv- that

these giant reptiles were fish-eaters, and many details of their

structure appear more intelligible on this theory than on any

other. The upper jaw in some forms, e.g.. Diplodocus, was
apparently movable, and this would enable the animal to

open its mouth quickly and snap at a passing fish, which

would be swallowed whole. The long, muscular, and extremely

mobile neck, the small head, the mobile jaws, and the trap-

like teeth must have combined to make a verj- formidable

fishing apparatus, which could be used with good effect even

against considerable resistance, as under water. It is also

suggested that Diplodocus may have used its long whip-like

tail to lash the water, and thus bewilder its intended prey.

INHERITANCE OF "ACQUIRED CHARACTE;RS."—
Dr. F. B. Sumner in the course of his researches on white mice

has carried out a series of experiments which are of great

interest. He reared one set of mice in a warm room (about

21-C), and another set in a cold room (about 5°C), to

determine the effects of the difference of temperature on their

growth. He found that the mean length of tail, foot and ear

was greater in the w^arm-room mice than in the cold-room

mice. The next point to be determined was whether and to

what extent these somatic modifications reappeared in the

offspring. The experimenter reared one hundred and forty-
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one descendants of the warm-room mice, and one hundred
and forty-five descendants of the cold-room mice in a
common room in which they were all exposed to identical

temperature conditions. Vet the same differences which h.id

shown themselves in the parents showed themselves also in

the second generation, manifested especially in the earliest

series of measurements, taken at the age of six weeks. Of
course this reappearance of the parental modifications in the

offspring is open to many interpretations. Some of these Dr.
Sumner discusses, but he maintains that no decisive verdict

can be given in the meantime, and he proposes to carry out

a sufficient series of experiments to test every possible

hypothesis.

PROCESSION C.A.TERPILL.A.RS.—Mr. Edwards has
made a tine study at Arcachon of the well-known processional

lar\ae of Ciictlioccimpa piiiivora, famihar to many visitors to

the Riviera. The procession is always single file, the larvae

being arranged in head-to-tail contact. The length of the

procession varies greatly, but only three were found which
numbered over a hundred individuals.

Experiments were made to determine how far the primite or

the first in the file may be regarded as the true leader. It was
found that any larva might function as primite. but that one
individual usually retained the post, and was apparently
capable of taking a certain initiative in the selection of a

path, burrowing for pupation, and forming a circulating mass.
Light and surface seem to be the determining factors in the
choice of a path. A whole procession was cast into shade,

and a reflected ray of light was cast under the head of the

primite. The whole procession followed the ray, though only

the primite could have been influenced by the stimulus.

Before pupation, the procession breaks up into a mass in

which the larvae are continually moving about among each
other without advancing from the same spot. This formation
was observed at other times also, and when the procession
reformed without pupation, the same larva took the lead, and
followed the outward bound thread back to the nest. Artificial

threads, or threads of other processions placed in his path,

were always rejected. .Artificial breaks in the tliread did not
prevent joining up if the distance between the two parts of the
procession was not great. Head to tail contact seemed of

more importance in keeping the procession together than the

thread. Before pupation the mass formed in a position

apparently selected by the primite. which was observed to test

the consistency of the sand with his mandibles. The whole
m.ass rotated until a gradually deepening depression was
formed in the sand. .\11 the while the larvae were depositing

their silken threads, until a regular network was formed, and
in this the loosened sand became entangled. The larvae

seemed to aid in the process by displacing the sand with their

mandibles, and in a few days the whole mass was buried to a
depth of several inches. Pupation was completed nineteen

days after burrowing. Larvae which had become isolated

buried themselves by means of their mandibles. The facts

seem to the observer to warrant the conclusion that, though
the individuals of a procession may act alike when influenced

by the same stimuli, yet each larva is capable of independent
action, and that therefore the procession cannot be said to act

in anv real sense as a single individual.

REVIEWS.

ASTRONOMY.

Facts and Fallacies regarding the Bible.—By William
Woods Smyth. 192+ viii. pages. 10 ilhistrations.

S-in. X 5-in.

(Elliot Stock. Price 3 6 net.)

The key to this book is given in the Preface by the Author
in these words :

" This work accepts without qualification the

modern ascertained facts regarding Matter, Life, and Mind,
and their genesis, as interpreted by our highest authorities

;

and exhibits them, in relation to the Bible, as the natural

bases of its own revealed facts and doctrines, which thev
illustrate, confirm, e.xtend."

The author strongly criticises the statements and %iews of

Dr. Driver and others of the " Higher Criticism " school,

concerning the first chapter of Genesis : he adduces abundant
facts to refute many of those view-s, and argues in a logical

manner from the astronomical, geological, and natural history

points of view. Great stress is laid upon the use of the

Hebrew voice Hiphil, which is causative and is used to signify

unfinished, continuous, progressive creation affording evidence
of the power of environment in the course of evolution. But
space will not permit us to enter into the arguments raised in

this great controversy between men of science and learning

;

these philosophers mainly Uve for the present rather than for

the future existence.

The author is evidently well read in the wide subject he
deals with, and qualified to refute the present-day scepticism
regarding the accuracy of statements as revealed in the Bible.

He marshals his facts and refutations with telling effect, and
states his arguments with convincing truth.

The book is well printed with large type on light non-glared
paper, and is very free from printer's errors. But why use the
word meteorolites ? And %vhy no index ? We think the Book
should be widely read and studied. „

a.

Round the Year with the Stars.—By G. P. Serviss.
148 pages. 60 plates. 8i-in. X a^-in.

I Harper & Brothers. Price 5 - net.)

A useful book to stimulate the minds and imaginations of

many amateur followers of the starry heavens. The book
will be of little use to those amateurs who possess a telescope,

ever so small, as other more useful and conveniently arranged
aids to the telescope already exist. But the author's intention

is declared in the preface ;
—

" This book represents an
attempt to cultivate the love of the stars " without optical aids,

and " turn his (the reader's) eyes to the sky, .and open his

mind to its plain teachings and its supernal inspirations."

The author has dived extensively into the domains of Greek
and Arabic mythology and nomenclature, which alone tend to

excite lively imaginations and poetic fanc}-, though no
acquaintance with practical astronomy may result. The
book is suitable for those who can spare the time to look at

the stars and allow their minds to wander freely to the limits

of poetic license. The book has large type and is light to

handle ; the maps show the positions of the chief visible stars

at different times of the year.

We demur to accepting one or two of the pronunciations on
pages 141 and 142. r>

Stars Sliown to the Children.—By E. Hawks.
120+xii. pages. 50 plates. 6i-in.X4j-in.

(T. C. and E. C. Jack. Price 2, 6 net.)

This little book is the ninth of the " Shown to the Children "

Series, edited by L. Chisholm, and this series has been
adopted by the London County Council as prize books. Mr. E.

Hawks is an enthusiastic amateur, and honorary secretary of

the Leeds Astronomical Society. The book is divided into

thirty-three chapters. In the first eighteen chapters the Sun,

Moon, Planets, Comets, and Meteors are separately dealt
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with, chapters xix. to xxviii. refer to the Stars, and the last

five concern the Astronomers. Observatories, and Instruments.

To the Sun nine plates are appropriated, to the Moon eight,

to the Planets seven, Comets and Meteors have five, various

subjects have eight, leaving only thirteen plates relating to the

subject title of the book.

We see no objection to all these subjects being treated

lightly in an elementary manner in a prize bool\ intended

for school children, usually under thirteen years of age

;

on the contrary, we think it better to introduce the young
reader to the most prominent objects in the sky, and we see

no reason why more plates of telescopic objects should not be
given at the expense of certain non-stellar plates that might be
omitted. But we object to the title as being inappropriate to

a book in which only ten out of thirty-three chapters, or

thirty-eight pages of one hundred and twenty pages are

devoted to the Stars. Should another edition be called for,

which we would heartily welcome, we hope to see the title

changed.
To give an account of the chief objects visible in the sky in

so few pages is not quite an eas.\- thing to do. but Mr. Hawks
writes in an interesting and pleasant manner, which should
entrance the young reader's attention. Nor have we any
word to say. save of praise, for the abundant richness in the

number and quality of the plates—thirty-three of these are

the work of Mr. Hawks—for the printing and paper, and for

the strong and suitable binding.

We recommend the book to parents and teachers as a
suitable present to their young folks. „

omissions, reference is made in the text to the important
results of Heinz, but the worker who wishes to consult the

original papers will fail to find any mention of the journals

in which they were published.

More attention might also ha\ e been given to the question
of terminology. Thus the oxidation products of unsaturated
fatt\' acids are in some places described as " oxy " acids and
in others as "' hydroxy " acids, the latter, of course, being the
correct term. Again, the term " linoleic " acid is used to

describe the acid usually known as " linolic " acid, whereas
the former name is usually given to the whole of the mixed
fluid fatty acids from linseed oil. There are also a few small
inaccuracies in the text. Thus it is stated (p. 87) that the

bichromate method of estimating glycerin is more liable to

error than the permanganate method, whereas the former
method has not only been " proposed," but is also in daily use
in many laboratories, and gives more accurate results than
the permanganate method.

Again, it is incorrect to describe the insoluble bromide
obtained from linseed oil as a "" hexabromide." This compound
was first prepared and described by Hehner and the present
reviewer, and the whole of the evidence pointed to its being
the bromide of a mixed glyceride—certainly not a hexabromide.

But these points are trifling, and do not materially detract

from the \alue of a book which every student of the subject

will be glad to have in his library.

It may be added that, like the other monographs on
bio-chemistry in this series, it is clearly arranged and printed

in type that is easy to read.

CHEMISTRY.

Tlic Elements : Speculations as to the Xature and
Oriiiin.—By SiR Wll.l.l.^M .-V. Tilok.v. F.K.S. 1(W + xi. pages.

7-in. X 4s-in.

(Harper & Brothers. Price 2 6 net, or in Leather, 3,6 net.)

The wonderful results that have been obtained during the

last ten years in the in%estigation of the phenomena of radio-

activity, and the proof that one element, at least, undergoes
decomposition into another, lend strong support to the old idea

of the evolution of the elements. The scientific literature upon
the subject is already voluminous, and, e\ery day. additions

are made to it. the accounts of which are. as a rule, only

published in chemical and physical journals. It was, therefoie.

a happy notion of the publishers to include in their " Library
of Living Thought " a small volume giving an outline in

simple language of the present position of scientific opinion

on the subject, and the reader may be congratulated upon
having access to the fascinating story of the relationship of

the elements, told by such a master of simple narrative as

Sir William Tilden. The speculations in the last chapter
are full of suggestion, and indicate the lines upon which the

future development of the modern \ersion of the " philosopher's

stone " may be expected.

The Fats.— liy J. B. Le.\thes. M.A.. M.B.. F.R.C.S.
lis + X. pages. 9T-in. X 6-in.

(Longmans, Green & Company. Price 4 - net.)

The chemistry of fats is far too wide a subject to be
compressed effectively within the limits here assigned to it,

but for the special purpose for which it has been written the

book will be found of use. Thus, the biologist who needs a
concise work of reference to the chemistry of this important
group of bodies, and the chemist who is anxious to know the

directions in which biology is applying chemical results, will

there find what he seeks.

An excellent, though necessarily brief outline is given of

the composition of fats, the physical and chemical methods of

examining them, and their role in physiology, and the book
concludes with a bibliography and a good index.

As the work is obviously intended to be a reference
handbook, the bibliography should certainly have been made
more complete. For example, to cite one of the many

GEOGRAPHY AND GEOLOGY.

Cambridge County Geographies—Lanarkshire.—By F.

MoRT. M.A.. B.Sc, F.G.S. 158 + viii. pages. 46 figures.

5 maps. 5-in. X7i-in.

(Cambridge L' niversity Press. Price 1 '6.)

This volume initiates the extension of the excellent series of

Cambridge County Geographies to Scotland. Lanarkshire is

essentially Clydesdale, and for considerable distances the
county boundary coincides with the watershed of the famous
ri\er. The county owes its importance to coal and iron

conjointly with easy access to the sea by way of the Clyde.
With one-thirty-fifth of the area. Lanarkshire contains between
one-quarter and one-third of the population of Scotland,
although much of the county is bare moorland. It is by far

the most densely-populated county, having 1,524 persons to

the square mile. It is. of course, dominated by Glasgow,
which owes its prosperity to the unrivalled natural resources
of the Clyde basin, and to its position as the gateway of the

trade of the area. It is impossible within the limits of a short
review to mention a tithe of the topics discussed in this extra-

ordinarily interesting little book. Mr. Mort has accomplished
his task with a great measure of success, and has set an
excellent example for the other forthcoming Scottish volumes.
Incidentally also he sets before us very vividh- the vast scope
of modern geograph\'. Hardly any aspect of the county of

Lanarkshire in relation to its inhabitants has escaped remark.
The illustrations, maps, and diagrams are good and informa-
ti\ e, although the absence of an index is to be regretted. The
fine paper, clear typography, and neat binding render the
\olumes of this series a pleasure to handle.

.4 History of the Mineral Waters and Medicinal Springs
of the County of Essex.—By Miller Christy, F.L.S., and
Miss M.'W Thresh, with a Critical Note by W. H.
Dalton, F.G.S. Essex Field Club Special Memoirs. Vol. iv.

73 pages. 7 illustrations. S-j-in.XS^-in.

(Essex Field Club, and Simpkin, Marshall & Co.
Price 2 6 net.)

This book is a reprint, with additions, of a paper read before

the Essex Field Club in 1907. Many so-called mineral

springs occurring in Essex have been described in certain

ancient and curious works, of which a good annotated
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bibliography is given, and from which many interesting

extracts have been incorporated in the text. AW recorded

mineral and medicinal waters within the county have been
investigated and many new analyses made, with the result

that only three occurrences can be classed as true mineral

waters. These owe their small medicinal properties to the

presence in them of magnesium sulphate. This salt occurs to

the extent of 197"3 parts per 100.000 in the water of the

Hockley Spa \\"ell. These waters have little or no medicinal

value, and the wonderful cures reported to have been effected

by them were as much due to faith as to a period of simple

and orderly living on the part of the patients whilst taking the

waters. Mr. W. H. Dalton points out that the great majority

of the springs occur within the area of the London Clay.

Their waters are doubtless derived either from sandy seams
in that formation, or from its contact with superficial gravels,

the mineral constituents being obtained entirely from the clay.

The authors are to be congratulated on having presented an
exhaustive account of an interesting subject—a model of the

kind of investigation which should be carried out under the

auspices of a local scientific society.

Extinct Monsters and Creatures of Other Days.—By the

Rev. H. \. Hutchinson. B..^.. F.K.G.S. J29 pages. 55 plates.

113 figures in the text. 6-in. X 9-in.

(Chapman lS: Hall. Price 10 6 net.)

In this volume there have been combined together two old

and tried friends. " Extinct Monsters " and " Creatures of other
days." These books by the Rev. H. X. Hutchinson are so

well known to all who have studied geology, that it is only

necessarj- to point out the changes that have been made.
Some chapters from the second book on fossil fish and
crocodiles, and the chapter on " Relics of the Pleistocene

Period." have been omitted and a few of the creatures from
" Extinct Monsters." New photographs of .Anomodonts, sent

by Professor .-Vmalitzky. ha%e been added. Dinosaurs come in

for more attention, the elephant's ancestors are considered,

and the great birds and sloths from South .America. The
style in which the book is written and the striking illustrations

make it eminently suitable for a Christmas gift to any boy or

girl who has a taste for natural history.

MEDICINE.

Tlie Brain and \'oice in Speech and Son^ (Harper's
Library of Living Thought).—By F. W. MoTT, F.R.S., M.D.,

F.R.C.P. 112 pages. 18 illustrations. 7-in. X4i-in.

(Harper & Brothers. Price, cloth 2 6 net : leather 3 6 net.)

There is always a peculiar pleasure to be derived from the
study of a work written by one who has a really first-hand

knowledge of his subject—a pleasure which we have experienced
at almost every page of the book now before us. Dr. ^Iott is one
of the greatest authorities on the structure and function of the
brain, and when he tells us of the cerebral and psychic mechan-
isms of the voice and speech we know that we are getting the
very best information obtainable, and are getting it first-hand.

The early chapters are de\oted to a description of the
Anatomical Structure and Mechanical Action of the Vocal
Instrument. This is a very difficult matter to make clear with-

out the introduction of technical terms, but here also we
consider that the author has succeeded well. The book is

illustrated by half-tone blocks from careful and for the most
part original drawings, and is written in excellent style. It is

one of a series of dainty little books published by Messrs.
Harper, and should prove of especial value to singers and
public speakers, as well as to teachers of voice production.
To all interested in the study of the physiological and
psychical processes on which their being depends we cordially

recommend it.

Tlie Mental Symptoms of Brain Disease.—By Bernard
Hollander, M.D. 237 pages. 7i-in. X 5-in.

(Rebman. Price 6 - net.)

Much valuable information regarding the function of the
different parts of the brain has, as the author points out, been

derived from experiments on animals. But with regard to the

higher mental processes, the intellect and the emotions, such
experiments are. for obvious reasons, practically useless. Vet

it is these very processes that are deranged in that most
terrible of all diseases—insanity. Little wonder, then, that

until quite recently very little was known of the pathology and
treatment of mental disease. But now. thanks to such works
as that before us, our knowledge is rapidly increasing. The
present volume contains relatively few original observations,

but is mainly a collaboration from the original papers, in many
different languages, of cases in which serious mental symptoms
have been found, at operation or post mortem, associated with

definite organic changes in the brain. The collection and
classification of these cases represents an almost infinite

amount of careful research, and the conclusions which the

author justly draws from . them are extremely striking. The
whole work forms an important contribution to the study of

this most difficult subject. In it the physical origin of insanity

is demonstrated, and it is further shown that the different

types of mental disease are frequently associated with changes
in definite brain areas. The many examples cited, in which
insanity has been cured by surgical operation, form perhaps
the most convincing argument for the correctness of the

author's conclusions.

PHVSICS.

.4 Te.xt-Book of Physics.—By H. E. Hurst. M.A., B.Sc.
and R. T. L.\TTEY. M..-\. 63S+ vi. pages. 9-in. x 6-in.

(Constable & Co. Price 8 6 net.)

Teachers of Physics will welcome this book. It supplies

exactly what is wanted for students who are working at the

preliminary scientific course required by the University of

Oxford of all who desire to take honours in Natural
Science ; and it will be found equally suitable for .Army
candidates and Medical students, as well as for candidates for

scholarships in Mathematics, for whom a sound elementary
knowledge of Physics is essential. The mathematical treat-

ment is elementary, but very clear and adequate, and the

diagrams are excellent. In a subject which leaves little

scope for originality of treatment, the authors have succeeded
in reproducing the individual character of a class-room,

presided over by an experienced and thoughtful teacher. A
well-chosen collection of e.xamination questions follows each
chapter, and the book has an up-to-date appearance through-
out. -As an instance we may mention the simple diagram and
explanation of the prismatic field glass in the chapter on
Optical Instruments. .Altogether it is a book to be recom-
mended.

E.xpernncntal Elasticity.—By G. F. C. Searle, M.A.,

F.R.S. 1 87+ xvi. pages. 9-in.X6-in.

(Cambridge University Press. Price 5 - net.)

Old Cavendish Laboratory students will remember the

MS instructions which the mathematician unaccustomed to

practical work used to cling to as to a trusty pilot. Mr.
Searle's long experience as a demonstrator has made him
thoroughly familiar with the difficulties of the unpractical

wrangler as well as those of the unmathematical medical
student. To quote his own words, he has had " to discover

why ... a student obtains 537"86402 [no units mentioned]
for Young's modulus, by an experiment on a brass wire,

instead of 9'S6 X 10" dynes per square centimetre." Some of

the reasons for this kind of result are given, and are followed

by extremely valuable hints on practical work in Physics, which
all students (and teachers) would do well to read and take to

heart. This book contains first an account of the elementary
mathematical theory of elasticity, with a rather full discussion

of particular problems, followed by descriptions of a large

number of experiments requiring for the most part simple
apparatus. Each description is followed by a fully worked
out practical example, which may serve as a model for students

in the recording of their observations ; and the book deserves

a place in every Physics laboratory. It is to be hoped that

the half-promised volumes on other branches of Experimental
Physics will not be long in making their appearance.
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ZOOLOGY.
Moiiograpli of the Land and FresIiK'ater Molliisca of the
British Isles.—By ]OHK W.T.^Yi.OR. Part 17. Pages 225-304,

and plates .\vi, xvii, xviii, xx, xxi and xxii.

(Taj'lor Brothei^s. Price 7, 6.)

In the present part of his monograph Mr. J. W. Taylor

eighteen feet in length, a necklace of the shells, made by the

peasantry of Donegal, and a photograph showing the haunts of

a giant race of this species in Aran Islands, West Galvvay. The
snails live in the fissures of the limestone in which al.so the

true maiden hair fern grows in profusion.

The Piei

Froitt Taylof's Monogiap/i ofthe Land and Fvcslr.^'atcy Mtdljtsca.

A necklace made by the peasantry of Donegal of the shells of

Helix nemoralis.

Front Tavlor'i .l/.v;, >// . , .( . ; .,.' .;

A slime track of Helix iieiiiordlis. eighteen feet in length.

completes his account of

Helix pomatia the so-called
" Roman snail " and gives a

coloured map of its distribu-

tion in this country, with

plates of some of the more
interesting variations in the

shell. The question of the

introduction of this, our
largest, snail into England
by the Romans is discussed.

The evidence which exists

for the contention is that its

shell is discovered among
Roman remains, and that

the animal is comparatively
abundant in a living state

near the site of several

Roman stations. On the

other hand the fact that an
allied species is the one that

occurs in Italy is brought forward, but this is not

at all conclusive, as Helix pomatia occurs in

France, and it is from there that the Romans would
ha\e probably brought it. The fact that its fossilised

remains have been discovered in what are considered

to be undoubtedly pre- Roman deposits, however,
points to its being a true native of this country.

Although considerable space is occupied with an
enumeration of named varieties of shells which even

many conchologists may think unnecessary, the

monograph contains a great many matters of

interest to zoologists and to general students of

nature. The present part is no exception, and wi

v.-ould allude to the descriptions of the habits of our

common snail. Helix aspersa, the cavities which it

wears in chalk and lime-stone rocks, its curious

homing instincts and its use for food, which arc

topics about Mr. Taylor has much that is valuable

to say. It has been doubtful also whether this

snail is indigenous, but a number of investigators

have shown that it occurs in the kitchen-middens
of neolithic times.

The third species which comes in for considera-

tion is the handsome hedge-snail, //c'Z/.\' nemoralis,
and by the courtesy of the author we reproducr
three illustrations which are typical of those in the

monograph, showing a slime track of this species

Mi>Uusca

}iti(in of Malaria.—By RON.'^LD Ross. 669 pages.

36 illustrations. 6-in. X g^-in.

(John Murray. Price 21s. net.)

Though zoology, under which heading this

review is placed, can claim the credit of having

forged the weapons for conquering what is,

]3erhaps, the most important of human diseases,

which kills on an average one million one
hundred and thirty thousand people in a year,

the subject of malaria is still, of course, a

iiH'dical one. Every biologist knows the name
' if Ronald Ross, and in this book he summarises
the whole question himself, and has collected

tiigether the opinions of a score or more
other observers who have contributed chapters

dealing with their own investigations and
localities. We are given an outline of the

history of the disease which goes back over

two thousand years, of the discovery of the

parasite, of the determination of the way in

which infection takes place, of the recent history

of its prevention, and of all

the topics which bear on
the parasite, the course of the

disease, personal means of

combating it, and its public

prevention.

Major Ross must be proud
of the work which he has
achieved, although there is

a note of bitterness in these

words which are taken from
his preface :

—
" The world

requires at least ten years to

understand a new idea, how-
ever important or simple it

may be. The mosquito
theorem of malaria was
at first ridiculed, and its

application to the saving of

human life treated with

neglect, jealousy and opposi-

tion."

The haunt of a large variety of Helix iieinuralis m the Aran Islands,

West Galway.



X-RAYS.

r.N REGINALD MORTON. M.D.

Most of the readers of this magazine will remember
ho\\-. not only Europe, but the whole of the civilised

world, was electrified by the announcement that a

certain Professor Roentgen, of \\'urzburg. had
discovered a new kind of radiation, or light.

Up to that time the name of Roentgen, outside

his own sphere, was little known ; in a moment
one might saj- his name became a household word,
ami it is safe to conclude will remain so. probably
for many generations to come.

It is e.xtremely doubtful if any pureh' scientific

discovery was ever more quickly followed h\ a

world-wide and lasting interest, or put to practical

use, incidental!}- creating a ver\- considerable industr^•,

than this.

If a new science—radioactivit\'—was not then
discovered, it was at least put upon a basis such as it

never had before : it paved the road which led to

the discover}- of radium ; brought strong and
substantial support to the electron theory, which has
since so established itself in all scientific minds that

it seems strange to think that onh- so recently we
w-ere satisfied w-ith atoms and molecules.

Leaving radium out of the question, our onl}-

means of obtaining the Roentgen ra}-s is by the aid

of a high tension electric discharge //; vacuo. Who
was the first to experiment with electric discharges
in rarefied air or gases is unknow n, but it does seem
tolerabh- certain that it was ver}- earl\- in the last

centur}-. It was not, however, until about 1858 that

Geissler made his first vacuum tubes. These were
exhausted to about 0025mm. of mercur\-, and under
the electric discharge appeared to be filled with
glowing gas, the colour and character of which varied

w-ith the particular kind of gas in the tube before

exhaustion was commenced. Man\- of these are

extremeh- prett}- and form a familiar object at most
scientific entertainments. Son-ie \ears later Crookes
began experimenting with tubes which, with the aid

of greatly impro\-ed appliances, were exhausted to a

much higher degree of vacuum. He obser\-ed with
the increasing vacuum there was formed a dark
space around the kathode, which increased in extent
as the vacuum was increased. Concurrentlv the
glowing gas which at first entirely filled the tube
gradually disappeared. He also found at this stage
new- radiations were given off from the kathode, their

direction being at right angles to the surface of

emission. These he called " kathode rays," and he
ascertained from their behaviour to a magnet that

the}- carried a negative charge. Owing to their

curious properties he was under the impression that

he had discovered a fourth state of matter
—

" matter
in radiation "—but he altered this view later on
when he found that the observed phenomena were

capable of a different explanation. B\- means of a

concave kathode he was able to bring these raAS to

a focus, and b}- directing them on to some substances,

such as fluor spar, calcined shells, and various

others, he produced brilliant fluorescence and high
temperatures if the action w-ere prolonged. He
further observed that when the exhaustion was
carried to such an extent that the dark space
reached out to the iimer surface of the tube
itself, the latter showed a beautiful green fluores-

cence, as well as the rise in temperature, and
that these effects w-ere intensified if the kathode w-as

of conca\-e forni and the wall oi the tube at or near

the focal [)oint of the latter.

There is not the least doubt that the X-ra}s were
produced in these experiments, and the question

ma}- well be asked how- it came that the\- were not

observed h}- Crookes. The answer is \'erv simple.

Being invisible to our e}-es the\- would easil\- escape
observation in the ordinar\- \va\- : then we must
remember that Crookes confined his studies to what
was going on inside the tube, and at that time there

w-as no evidence of an\- kind to suggest even the

possibilit}- of radiations i)assing through the wall of

the tube.

The publication of his famous paper soon started

man}- other men experimenting in the same
direction, and in ISOi Hertz announced that the

kathode ra}s would penetrate thin metallic sheets if

jilaced inside the tube, and within their path. Soon
after this Hertz unfortunately died, but his experi-

ments were carried oi-i b}- his assistant Lenard, who
in 1894 had a tube made with an aluminium window-.

This, when excited with an induction coil current,

allowed the ra\-s to pass outside the tube, and it was
obser\-ed that the}- would also pass through other

opaque bodies, such as paper, giving rise to fluor-

escence and phosphorescence in certain substances,

and even affecting the sensitive salts of silver in a

similar manner to ordinary light. The only mistake

made by Lenard in these epoch-making experiments

was in thinking that all these effects were due to the

kathode rays alone.

In November, 1895, Roentgen, while experimenting

with a Crookes tube, noticed that a small screen

coated with barium platinoc\-anide fluoresced

brillianth- in the proximit}-. though the tube was
covered w ith cardboard and no light could be seen

issuing from it. Following up this phenomenon he
made out that this radiation came from a spot on
the Crookes tube corresponding to the point of

impact of the stream of kathode rays. He further

ascertained that all substances were transparent to

this new form of radiation, though in var\-ing

degrees, depending on the atomic w-eight of the

494
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He also found
straight lines from the

\\
\ £

elements composing the substance

that the radiation came in

point of their origin, and that thev could not be

reflected or refracted, and were not in

any wav influenced by a magnet. It

was no\s' evident to him that he was
in the presence of radiations hitherto

unknown, and he forthwith set about
an exhaustive study of their phvsical

properties, so as to determine their exact

nature, and so perfectly did he do this,

that jhis original monograph has never

been seriously added to up to the

present time.

Having shown how an\- inequalities

in density in any given object would be

registered on a photographic plate, he
at once recognised the immense import-

ance of the discovery to surgery, and
made his communication to the

Physico-Medical Societv of W'urzburg
in December, 1895.

To describe in detail the various steps

in the development of all the apparatus The original Crookes's Tube,

used in radiologv would,

and does.

\

j5v tAe courtesy of Sir Witliain
Crookcs^O.M., F.R.S.

Figure 1.

good-sized

By the courtesy

The X-Ra'

fill man\- a

volume : as

witness the excellent
books written by several

authors both here and
abroad. \\'e may, how-
ever, trace the evolution

of the more important
parts of the modern X-ray
outfit without going
beyond the space usually

allotted to such an article

as this.

In view of the fact that

the whole science of radiologv centres

around the X-ra\- tube, and that everv-

thing else is subsidiarv to it, we ma\
very fitly consider this first. The original

experiments were made with tubes of the
well-known " pear " shape originated bv
Crookes. In these the kathode stream
was made to impinge upon some part of

the wall of the tube. (X-ra\s are pro-

duced when a stream of kathode rays are

suddenly arrested bv impact against a

solid body.) The area of impact was
always large—sometimes the whole of

the large end of the tube showed the

characteristic green fluorescence, show-
ing that the X-rays were beiu;

off from its whole area,

conditions the imaijes of

Under such

a fluorescent

screen or a photographic plate were much
blurred and generally indistinct. This
was, of course, a very great disadvantage,
and had no other form been available, it

is safe to say that the science of radiology

By t/ie courtesy o/Messrs.
Xcuiton <S^ Company.

Figure 3.

A modern X-Rav Tube.

would have made ver}' little progress. The first

and the most important single contribution to the

science was made by Professor Herbert Jackson,
of King's College, London. He made
a tube with a concave kathode, and

^ mounted at or near the focal point, a flat

disc of platinum w hich also acted as the

anode of the system. The result was
that all the X-rays came from this

point, and gave sharp shadows with clear

outlines as well as details of minute
structure. Since Jackson made his

original tube thousands have been made
bv manv makers, but his general plan of

construction has never been altered. In

all tubes working under normal con-

ditions, the tendency is for the vacuum
to slowly increase. The generally

accepted explanation of this is that the

electrons become embedded in the walls

of the tube, and so are put out of action.

It is even believed that some are driven

right through the glass. A certain

number of those embedded can be

restored to the body of

the tube by heating the

glass, and this was the

onlv method of regen-

erating a tube in the

earliest days of X-rays.

The need for regenera-

tion w as owing to the fact

that with the increase of

vacuum the tube became
so resistant that the

electric current passed

around the outside in

preference to going
through. Also the char-

acter of the radiation altered, so that a

"hard" tube, as it is called, gave very

poor images on the photographic plate,

although the screen appearances were

fairlv brilliant : the reason being that the

ravs from a hard tube are less active in

affecting the sensitive salts of silver, and
hence it does not necessarily follow that

a tube that gives a satisfactory image of

the screen will give a good account of

itself when used for registering the

image on a sensitive plate.

^Ianv devices have been brought out

from time to time for regeneration of

the vacuum in a convenient manner,

and each has certain advantages. At the

present time there seems to be an almost

universal tendency among tube makers

to employ some porous material such as

asbestos, spun glass, leaves of mica, and

so on. The material is enclosed in a

small accessory bulb, the cavity of which

communicates with that of the X-ra\-

.. .,. ..'ton ^ Company.
tiGURE 1.

Tube as improved by Professor Herbert Jackson
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tube, and so arranged that when the resistance of

the main tube rises hevond a certain degree the

FlGlRK 4.

Taking a stereoscopic radiograph of the Knee Joint.

The pl.^te is passed under the knee Ity iiie.'ins of a tray sliding in the shallow liox helow. The Xray tube in the black box
below the conch is onl)- used when a canvas lop is substituted for the one here in use.

electric current passes through the small bulb, heat-

ing the porous material and causing it to give off

some of its occluded gas.

This passes into the large

tube, lowers its resistance,

and the current resumes its

proper course.

Apart from the presence

of the vacuum regulator and
the larger size that is now
generally adopted, the
modern X-ray tube does
not differ in an}- essential

particular from the original

one designed and made b\-

Professor H. Jackson. It

is a pleasing duty to record

the fact that he placed his

important discoverv freeh'

at the disposal of anyone
who wished to make use of

it, and has not derived anv
more tangible benefit there-

from than the gratitude of

X-ray workers throughout
the world.

We must now turn to the

improvements made during
recent years in the coils and
other high potential trans-

formers. Before the days of the X-ravs induction
coils were rated or comjjared with one another

according to their spark length. The maker of a

big coil aimed at a certain spark length, and was
not ^er\ particular as to

how it w as olitained : but

the curious fact was. that

when one of these big coils

was used for X-ra\- work
the results obtained were

not alwa\s those expected,

though it was generally

agreed that large coils gave

better results than small

ones. About the beginning

of the present centurv many
coils were in use giving

sparks of twenty, thirty or

more inches in length : but

as it was realised that a

sfjark length of anything up
to six or eight inches \\ as

sufficient to overcome the

resistance of an\- usefvd

X-ra\- tube, it became
apparent that nothing was
to be gained hv increasing

the sparking distance of the

coil be\ond a certain point,

which has been found to be

about fifteen inches. The
only other thing to do was to

increase the quantity of current available, and so

drive a larger volume of current through the X-ray

i-lGUKi:: 5.

Radiography of the Kidney.

The metal cylinder upon which the X-ray tube is mounted is pressed down into the abdomen, reducing its thickness and
preventing all movement of the kidney itself.

tube. As is well known, the current ivom any induc-

tion coil is not continuous, nor even unidirectional.
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It is an alternating current, hut the waves of one sign

preponderate over those of the opposite sign. Owing
to the fact that the resistance of an X-ray tube to an

inverse current is less than to a current in the right

direction, it is necessary that these lesser and inverse

waves be kept as small as possible—the reverse

The newest coils are a very great advance on
anvthing of the kind that has been brought out

before. Not only are they very economical of

primarv current for the very heav\- secondary dis-

charge the\- give out, but they are for all practical

purposes quite free from inverse impulses.

FiGfRE 6.

A radiograph showing a stone in the Kidney.

current having a very deleterious effect on the life

and performance of the tube.

The first attempts at making these " heavy
discharge " coils, as thev were called, were not very

successful ; in fact, until quite recently, all these

coils suffered from giving out too much inverse

current, which, as we have seen, is ver\- detrimental

to the tubes.

A very good way to test a coil is to allow it to

discharge across an 8-inch air-gap, and take note of

the readings of the measuring instruments in both

primarv and secondary circuits. Under such con-

ditions a coil in the writer's possession gives a

current of about sixty milliamperes across the

air-gap, and without any means emploj'ed to

suppress any inverse current. The current in the
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primary circuit amounts to about six amperes.

Such a discharge from a 12-inch coil was not

possible ten^years ago. and more recently it could jffect on thfc

Figure
The lube is placed tun metres from the photographic plate against which the patient staiuls. The shadow of tl

heart is but very slightlj" larger than the'heart itself, and sufficiently correct for all pr.actical purposes.

only be obtained by using a larger coil and a large as to give out

electrolytic interrupter, consummg
sixtv amperes in the primary

circuit. Even here this discharge

could not be taken advantage of

except with the aid of valve tubes,

to suppress or dix'ert the enormous
inverse current that was an in\ari-

able accompaniment of such dis-

charges.

The very latest type of induc-

tion coil for X-ray work is what

is known as the "single flash

coil." The construction of this is

such that a radiograph of almost

an\' part of the bod\- can be made
with a single interruption. There

are different ways of bringing

about this effect. One maker

makes the interrui)tii)n by means
of the explosion of a small

cartridge : another secures the

same end by suddenly releasing

a wire that is held down in

a vessel of mercur\' with a catch

and against a spring in com-

pression. The act of turning on

the current draws back the

catch and the wire rushes up

bv the action of the spring, and the circuit is broken

at the moment the wire leaves the mercury.

This is the latest development of the induction

coil, and in all i)robabilit\- it will have a far-reaching

future of X-ray technique. It is not

unlikeh" that in future we shall

be regulating our exposures, not

h\- so man\- seconds or minutes,

but b\' the number of flashes or

interruptions. \Miat is now-

wanted is a means of gix'inj; an\-

desired number at will. and. in all

probabilitv, this will be achieveii

before ver\' long.

While in man\' wa\s tlie current

Ironi a coil is probabh' tile most

suitable for exciting .\-ra\ tubes,

the presence of the large amount
of inverse current in the "heavy
discharge" coils was such a great

disadvantage that inventors set

themseh'es to devise some means
of producing a high tension

current that was unidirectional.

Who was the first to do this is

a matter of some uncertainty, but

the fact remains that the first

practical instrument fur this

purpose was designed by .Mr.

H. C. Snook of Philadelphia. In

this is a transformer constructed

on the same principles as those

used commercialK-. hut so motlified

current of anything up to one

from fort\- to hundred thousand \'olts or more : the current is of

Teleradiography.

Figure S. TreaUncnt by the X-Rays.

The dose is measured by means nf a "ijastile" held in the tube shield,

course an aUernating one.

instrument is a sx'nchronous

Incorporatetl in the

rotar\- switch, which
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automatically reverses the inverse waves. The result

is a unidirectional, pulsating current that is entireh'

free from reverse waves, and the po^\er of the

apparatus is such that instantaneous radiography is

readilv carried out with it.

The drawbacks of this tvpe of generator are the

high cost, bulkiness. and noise, among others : but

where great power is required it stands easih' first.

The greatlv improved coils referred to above con-

stitute the answer of the coil makers to the advent

of the " high tension rectifier." as these machines
are called. For a time these rectifiers had things

all their ow n wa\-, but this is no longer the case, and
in the writer's opinion it is an instrument of the

induction coil t\"pe that w ill ultimateh' prevail, that

is, so long as our source of X-ra\s continues to be

from a vacuum tube. The reason for this is on
account of the peculiar character of the current given

out. M the moment of interruption the current

rises verv suddenh^ to an extremeh' high tension,

considering the output of the coil as a transformer

of energv, and these impulses are eminentlv suitable

for starting the electrons in action, as well as keeping

them going, even when using a very small current.

If we were to trace out the voltage of the coil current

in the form of a curve, it would represent a mountain
range of \"erv high and steep peaks, while that from
the rectifier is more like a series of low hills with

broad bases and rounded tops. The latter type of

current is not so suitable for exciting X-rav tubes,

and at times the\- work very unevenly, especially

with a small amount of energv.

Early in the days of radiolog\' it was observed

that the intervention of a diaphragm increased the

definition and sharpness of the image, in the same
way as in the photographic lens : then it was found

that if instead of using a hole in a metallic disc the

rays were made to pass through a metal tube a still

further gain in sharpness was attained. So important

is this, that the use of the tubular diaphragm
is essential if the best radiographs are to be secured.

One of the most difficult matters to deal with is

that of movement. Some patients have the faculty

of keeping still for comparatively long periods of

time. V'erv manv others have not : the movements
may be voluntarv, but are frequentlv involuntary

from nervousness, or tremors that are not under

control. .\11 the organs in the thoracic, abdominal,

and pelvic cavities move to a greater or lesser extent

with the movements of respiration, and this is an
important factor in assisting the performance of

their normal functions. Some of these movements
are easih" restrained, others are not, and many
devices have been brought forward for this purpose

;

but the most generally useful of all is that in which

the tubular diaphragm is mounted in a framework

that passes across the patient, and is so arranged that

it can be low ered down and made to press firml\- upon
the part it is desired to examine. Movement can in

most cases be perfectly restrained, and the improve-

ment in the quality of the resulting image is,

compared with that taken without an\- diaphragm,

quite startling. One of its greatest uses is in

the examination of the kidne\' for calculus (see

Figure 5). This organ under normal conditions

moves about half-an-inch with each respiration,

and if this is not restrained no clear image can

be secured. With the compressor diaphragm this

is easily done, the outline of the kidney is sharply

defined, and its size, shape and position are

definiteh- registered. As might be imagined the

difficult\- increases with the stoutness of the

subject, but this is not nearly so important as

it was, and a good result can be secured in nearly

all cases, with a little care and trouble.

The use of this device necessitates the X-ray tube

being above the patient, and it is not easy to make
a preliminarv inspection with the fluorescent screen

which, in many instances, is all that is required.

Where manv have to be examined, as in the out-

patient department of a hospital, it is a great

convenience to have a couch with a canvas top upon
w hich the patient is laid. The X-ray tube is fixed in

a ray-proof box with an opening at the top through

which the ra\'s emerge, and this box can be moved
in both directions so as to bring it under any desired

part. The canvas being transparent to the ra\-s we
can. with theaid of the screen, look through the patient

and frequentlv see all that is wrong ; if there is any

doubt, an X-ray plate is laid on the place and steadied

with sandbags while the exposure is made. This is

a convenient method for dealing with a number of

cases, and the results are good enough for ordinary-

conditions.

THE SELBORXE SOCIETY .AND PLANT PROTECTION.
The (juestion of Plant Protection has always been
one of the objects of the Selborne Society, and for

more than twentv vears it has used its influence to

prevent the wanton destruction even of hedgerow-

blossoms, and the rooting up of rare plants and
ferns. The progress of modern civilization and the

putting up of buildings is now- making the question

of Plant Protection a serious one, and there are other

aspects of it which have to be considered. The more
lowly plants are in danger of extermination, and
it is most important, quite apart from the preserva-

tion of rarities, that tracts of land which are covered
with common, but none the less interesting, plant

communities should be preserved in their natural

condition.

At a recent meeting of the Selborne Society a

section was constituted to consider the best way of

dealing with the problem. Dr. A. B. Rendle,

M.A.. F.R.S., Keeper of I>otan}- in the British

Museum (Natural History), has accepted the Chair-

manship of the Section, and Mr. A. R. Horwood of

Leicester Museum, has been appointed Recorder.

.All those who are interested in the subject of

Plant Protection, are invited to communicate with

the Honorary Secretary of the Selborne Society,

at 42, Bloomsbury Square, London, W.C.



THE MEASUREMENT OF PERSEVERATION AND ITS

VALUE AS AN INDEX OF MENTAL CHARACTER.
By JOHN GKAV.

No science makes much progress until its \'otaries

succeed in applying to its phenomena the methods
of exact measurement. The sciences of chemistry

and physics, after the introduction of exact methods
of weighing and of measuring space, temperature and
potential, advanced by leaps and bounds, ^^'e have

good reason, therefore, to believe that the application

of measurement would lead to a corresponding great

advance in that science, by no means the least import-

ant, which deals with the evolution of man himself.

It will be convenient, in explaining the nature of

the exact science of man, or, as it is usually called,

anthropometry, to regard man as a machine, com-
prising a framework or structure and highh' complex
functions.

To measure the framework of man is a compara-

tively easy matter. With the graduated rod and
the callipers u e can measure statures, head diameters.

and other dimensions of the body : and the weight

can be measureef with the weighing machine.

The simpler physiological functions, such as

acuity of vision, colour vision, and other sensory

characters can also be readily measured. I'nit when
we come to deal with the more complex physiological

functions, those usuall\' known as psychological, the

difficulty greatly increases.

The value of measurements of ps\'chological or

mental characters is, however, so great that strenuous

efforts have recently been made by anthropologists

to discover some more or less exact methods.

Intelligence, for example, pla^-s so important a part

in all the affairs of human life, that a fairly accurate

method of measuring it would be of the greatest

practical value to the educationist, to the military or

naval officer, and to the business man, not to speak of

the impulse which it would give to the science of man.
Most of the methods of measuring intelligence at

present in vogue are personal estimates by teachers

or others who are acquainted by long experience

with the mental character of the person to be tested.

These methods have been found to be only very

rough approximations, as there is by no means good
agreement between the results obtained by different

observers.

The examination test is recognised as a good test

of intelligence, but it involves other factors which
have little or nothing to do with intelligence, and its

correlation with success in after life is not very high.

It appears to me that simple and exact methods
of measuring certain physiological properties of the

brain which have a great influence on our mental

growth, promise to give much more valuable results

in the measurement of mental character than either

the personal estimate or the examination test.

As an example of this I take the measurement of

the persistence of a nervous current or disturbance

in the brain after the external impulse has ceased.

For this purpose I have devised a simple apparatus

b\- which flashes of coloured light can be thrown in

rapid succession into the e\e (see Figure 1).

The apparatus consists of a revolving mirror, the

axis of which is horizontal, and which can be turned

at an\- required speed by a handle and belt gearing.

The speed at which the axis is rotating at any
instant is show n hv a speed indicator connected to

its free end.

The mirror re\'ol\es in a dark box ha\ing windows
of coloured glass directh' above and below the

mirror. Outside each window is a screen of white

paper fixed at an angle of 45° to the plane of the

glass, and illuminated by an electric glow lamp, or

by other constant source of light.

A beam of tliffuse light thus passes through the

coloured glass of the window and impinges on the

mirror. .\s the mirror revolves, the coloured reflected

beam passes over an aperture in the side of the box,

against which the eve of the person being tested is

placed. When the reflected beam has passed over

the aperture, the colour impulse on the retina ceases

until the mirror has reached the position in which

it reflects the next coloured beam of light into the eye.

The experiments of Shelford Bidwell. and of

others, have shown that the sensation of a colour

persists for a short time after the external impulse

has ceased. If the duration of this persistence is

equal to the time interval between two successi\e

impulses from the revolving mirror, the colour will

appear to be continuous. But if the persistence is less

than the time interval, the colour will appear to flicker.

In order to measure the duration of the persistence

in an\- given person all that is necessary is to

ascertain from the speed indicator on the axis of the

mirror, the exact number of revolutions which the

axis is making when the flicker disappears. It is best

to start very slowly, and gradually increase the

number of revolutions of the mirror until the flicker

disappears. The reading is taken from the speed

indicator at this critical speed. The persistence of

colour sensations in the person being tested is

inversely proportional to the critical speed.

In order that observations made on difterent

persons, and at different times, may be comparable,

the illumination should be kept constant. Any
\-ariation in the luminosity of the coloured light will

change the critical speed.

A different persistence will, as a rule, be found with

difterent colours. It is desirable that the persistence

should be measured with each of the three primary

colours separately.

Experiments made by Nichols, Ferry, Abney,

500
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Burch and .\llen, show that colour liHndness causes

an abnormal increase of the persistence of the

primar\' colour or colours to which the subject

hajjpens to be blind.

The same apparatus can thus be used as a test

of colour blindness. After we have obtained sufficient

statistics of the persistence of persons with normal

colour vision, we ma\" safeh- reckon an\- abnormal

^^'hen a nervous impulse passes through a neural

track in the brain it reduces the resistance of the

track, so that following impulses pass with much
greater facility.

This diminution of resistance by the passage of a

nervous impulse is called the law of neural habit.

According to James, the law of neural habit is the

foundation of all mental growth. From the psycho-

logical point of view this is equivalent

to saying that all mental growth con-

sists in the formation of associations

between different perceptions.

In order to form an association

between two perceptions the neural

svstems in the cortex of the brain,

which represent these perceptions,

must be excited in immediate succes-

sion. For example, a child, when
coking at a ship, is told its name.

Figure 1. Apparatus for Measuring Perseveration.

deviation from this average as an indication of colour

blindness.

The Determination of Mental Character.

This persistence of a colour sensation after the

stimulus has stopped, which we have been discussing,

is identical, or verv closely related to a quality of

mind which the psychologists call Perseveration.

The amount of this Perseveration is probably a

fundamental propertv of the germ plasm, and.

therefore, inherited from our ancestors.

The growth of the mental character of an

individual as he passes from childhood to maturity is

greatly influenced bv the amount of his Perseveration.

Perseveration influences mental growth b\- the

control which it exercises upon the formation of

associations between two or more neural svstems.

The name is ever afterwards associated with the

appearance of the ship in the mind of the child.

^^'hat has taken place in the brain of the child ?

The neural system, a, representing the visual per-

ception of the ship, was first excited, and immediately

afterwards the neural system, b, representing the

auditorv perception of the name of the ship, was

excited. The effect of the total operation was to form

a path of reduced resistance between a and b, so that

when a is next excited a nervous current passes across

to b. and creates an image of the name of the ship.

According to McDougall's theor}-, the excitement

of b exerts a guiding influence upon the discharge

from a. determining the discharge to take place

from a to b. A physical analogy which helps to

explain this phenomenon is the passage of an electric

spark from a point at high potential to another point
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at low potential. The point at low potential deter-

mines the direction in which the spark \\ill lea\e the

point at high potential. The passage of the spark

through the air reduces the resistance of its track,

though this reduction lasts for a comparati\el\' short

time compared with the diminution produced in the

neural track connecting a and b in the cortex of

the brain.

The condition, however, to which I wish to direct

special attention is that the difference of potential

required to form an association track between o and
h is only produced when the wave of e.xcitement

passes through a immediateh' before the second wave
of excitement passes through h. It is necessar\- also

that the excitement of a shall lie \cr\- much reduced
before b is excited.

The conclusion forced ujion us b\' the abox'c

considerations is that anj-thing which retards the rate

at which the excitement of a neural system dies out,

reduces its power of forming associations with other

neural systems. T>ut when once an association, i.e..

a track of low conductivitv is formed, sav, b\-

sufficient repetitions, the nervous currents whicli

i\o\v through the track will last longer.

Now, the property of high persistence, orPerse\er-

ation, which we measure by the apparatus described

above, will have the effect of retarding the disappear-

ance of the excitement in a neural s\stem.

We should expect, therefore, that persons with
high Perseveration would form new associations with

great difficulty, and persons with low Perse\eration

would form them with great ease and rapiditx'.

Dr. Otto Gross, in his treatise on the Secondarv
F"unction, has deduced in a most ingenious wa\-.

from this physiological hypothesis, the different kinds

of mental character that are likely to arise, from
various amounts of the secondary function, or, as we
have called it. Perseveration.

From the conclusions arrived at by Gross I ha\e
drawn up a scale of Perseveration, and the kind of

character likel}- to be associated w ith different degrees

of Perseveration, in the ordinar\' conditions of life.

At the centre of the scale we ha\'e the average
amount of Perseveration, whicli is associated with

the practical common sense of the average man.
When the Perseveration is below the average the

speed with which ideas flow through the mind is

quickened, and the readiness witii which the mind
receives external impressions is also increased.

The first categor\- below the average, therefore,

contains persons with wittw brilliaiit. and suggestive

minds, persons of great tact, presence of minil, and
daring ; all of which im[>h- (]uick response to external

stimuli.

To this class would tielong the majority of persons
who are popularh- considered to be geniuses. But
if we adopt Carlyle's definition of genius as "an
infinite capacity for taking pains," the genius would
have to be looked for in the class having Persevera-

tion one degree above the average.

The category with Perseveration one degree above
the average contains persons who are fond of

abstract thinking, and who follow a theme into all

its ramifications. The\' think slowh' and learn

slowK. The scope ot their consciousness is wide,

l)ut thc\- are not quick of apprehension because they

do not respond readil\- to outside stimuli.

\\'e ma\' sa^•, therefore, that the classes with Per-

severation one degree below the average and w ith one
degree above the average, produce geniuses of different

types, who. while the\- excel in one direction, have also

certain defects associated w ith their excellent qualities.

When we pass to the classes of persons \\ith

Perseveration two degrees above or below the

average, these defects are intensified, and serious

deterioration of mental character begins to appear.

The category \\'ith Perseveration two degrees below

the average contains persons who cannot keep their

thoughts long on one theme : frivolous persons who
are fond of superficial associations, such as punsters

and c\'nics: [lersons to whom all emotions are of

equal \alue and who are consequently of weak moral

character; persons who learn an\'thing new very

ipiickly but superficially.

On the other hand, the categor\' with Perseveration

two degrees above the ax'crage contains persons with

quite opposite defects. The long duration of the

secondar\- function interferes with the formation of

wide associations, and renders the limited associa-

tions formed exceedingly stable and inaccessible to

outside influences. This corresponds to the person

with fixed ideas, apparently founded on sentiment

rather than on reason. Gross somewhat invidiously

includes m this category vegetarians and anti-

vaccinators, but it is preferable to lea\e the truth of

that assertion to be determined by experiment.

When Perseveration falls below, or rises abo\e that

of the two categories last described, the mind becomes
unstable—we pass from the sane to the insane.

The insanit\' at the two extreme ends of the scale

is of quite different types. Persons with excessively

low Perse\eration are liable to acute mania, and

persons \\ith excessiveh' high Perseveration usually

suffer from inclancholia.

The s\'iu[itoms of these two classes of the insane

are deducible bv Gross's hypothesis from the influence

of excessiveh- low or excessiveh' high Perseveration

on the formation and action of the mind.

A considerable number of persons of both sexes

ha\e been measured with tlie revohing mirror

apparatus, in the Anthropometric liureau at the

Japan -British Exhibition.

Though tile whole of the data obtained has'e not

\'et been anah'sed, the following are some of the

results (}litained from the measurement of eighty-

two men and twent\'-six women.

CoMI'AKISON OF THE PERSEVERATION
OF THE Two Sexes.

The first question I set out to determine was
whether there was any significant difference between

the average Perseveration of the two sexes.

I found that the mean Perseveration of the

eiuht\-two men was 15J"6 units: while the mean of
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the twentv-six women was 138'6 of the same units.

This amounts to a difference of fifteen units

between the average Perseveration of the two se.xes.

The standard deviations of the two groups, namely.

27'9 and 33'3, having been calculated, it iseasyto sho\\

that the odds in favour of the two groups being

significanth- different in Perseveration are 53 to 1 :

odds which to most people will be enough to prove

it, though there is reason to believe that these odds

would be greatlv increased if we had larger numbers.

We arrive, therefore, at this important conclusion

—that the a\'erage Perseveration of Women is

signiticantl}- less than that of Men.
This lower Perseveration of Women we should

expect to be associated with the mental characters

indicated on our scale, i.e.. we should expect in

Women greater quickness of apprehension, tact and

presence of mind than in Men. with a diminution of

those good qualities w hich are associated with high

Perseveration. This. I think, agrees pretty well

with general experience.

S(5me vears ago Miss Thompson made a number of

ps\chological tests on men and women stuik-nts in

America, and could find, I believe, no significant

difference between the mental characters of the two
sexes. Perseveration appears to be one of the

characters in which there is a real difference.

COMP.\RISOX OF PERSEVEK.ATIOX OF LiGHT AND
Dark Haired Persons.

The next point I endeavoured to determine was
whether there was any real difference between the

Perseveration of Light and of Dark haired persons.

Hair colour being a very valuable criterion of Race
in northern Europe, we might expect to decide from

the results obtained the difference between the

characters of the fair .\nglo-Saxon element and the

dark Mediterranean element, in the population of the

British Isles.

The hair colours were classified in two categories,

namely, light, including fair and light brown : and

dark, including dark brown and black.

I find from my figures that the average Persevera-

tion is as follows :

—

Light-haired persons ... 154'5

Dark-haired „ ... 150-1

This suggests that the Anglo-Saxon race has

somewhat higher Perseveration than the dark Iberian,

or Mediterranean, race, and the mental characters

associated with the various degrees of Perse\eration

that are to be expected in these races.

Manv other interesting correlations between the

physical and mental characters of man might be

worked out from such data as we have collected at

the .\nthropometric Bureau : but I await larger

numbers before undertaking the labour of further

statistical calculations.

These results, however, as far as they go, are

sufficient to show how \'astl\' our knowledge of the

laws of the Evolution and the education of man

would be increased by the collection of extensive

statistics of mental as well as physical measurements.

Perseveratio.n and Colour Blindness.

It has alreadv been mentioned that when a person

is colour blind, his persistence for the colour to

which he is blind is always much higher than in

persons with normal colour vision.

Does the presence of colour blindness vitiate the

measurement of Perseveration b\- the revolving

mirror apparatus ? I think not. The alternative

conclusion is, I believe, the correct one, namely, that

colour blind persons have always high Perseveration.

The few cases of known colour blind persons that

I have dealt with support this conclusion.

The following hypothesis also leads to the con-

clusion that high Perseveration and colour blindness

are both manifestations of the same fundamental

property of the neural material of the brain.

Let us suppose that a nervous current is analogous

to an oscillating electric current in a conductor w ith

self induction and resistance. When the force

which maintains such electric waves ceases, the

waves do not immediately cease but persist for a

time, depending, inter cilia, upon the resistance. The
greater the resistance the quicker the waves die out.

or the greater the conductivity the longer they persist.

The experiments of .Shelford Bidwell show that

the persistence of a visual sensation is similar to

that of electric waves. He has detected the presence

of a series of waves of decreasing amplitude.*

High Perseveration would appear, therefore, to be

analogous to high conductivity in the neural systems.

The nervous system of the human body may be

described generally as consisting of three circuits

arranged in parallel. Nervous currents passing

through the lowest circuit, at the spinal level,

produce no sensation ; those passing through the

intermediate circuit produce sensations : and those

through the highest circuit produce perceptions.

If, now. the conductivity of the lowest circuit is so

high as to drain off practically the whole of the

current from the two higher circuits, there will be

neither sensation nor perception produced b}- this

particular current, though its amount may be equal,

or even greater than currents which do produce

sensations.

.\ccording to this hypothesis, a person would be

colour blind to red when the sensation producing

circuit was short circuited by the high conductivity

of the lowest circuit.

As the whole nervous material of the body has a

common origin in a specific section of the germ, ,ve

nia\- suppose that its composition is fairly uniform.

High conductivity of one part of the nervous system

as indicated by colour blindness, makes it probable

that the average conductivity- of the whole nervous

system will be high. And it follows from this that

persistence or Perseveration generally will be high,

with all the consequences on the ultimate mental

character w hich I have endeavoured to explain above.

Curiosities of Light and \'iiion. p. 186.



THORX'ALD XICOLAI THIELE.

Bv F. A. BELLAMY. Hon. M.\.. F.K.A.S.

Thiele was born on December 24th. 1838. in

Copenhagen, and was a scion of a respected and

well-educated famih'. He shewed, very early in life.

distinct talents for the

mathematical profession,

and kept himself abreast

of the mathematical pro-

,;;ress of his time. His

tutor in Astronomy was
d" Arrest, and he obtained

his Master's degree in

1860. about which time he

accom[)anied d'Arrest to

.Spain, to observe the total

eclipse of the sun. In

1866 he ga\e his inaugural

dissertation, and discussed

the relative motions of the

double star y \'irginis

:

Danish, and hlled one

Thorvald Nicolai Thiek-.

this was published

hundred pages.

In 1870 he turned his attention to another depart-

ment of applied mathematics which interested him. the

problems of life assurance. His work in this subject

was first directed to the difficult problem of the

adjustment or settlement of the mortality tables : into

this Thiele penetrated ver\- deepK-, and was doubtless

one of the earliest explorers in this subject.

.\s a recognition of this scientific work he had the

honour of being elected a foreign member of the

Institute of Actuaries in London : while in Denmark
he had great influence, and held a position of great

importance as Chairman of "Foreningen af danske

Aktuarer," and was Director of the Life Assurance

Societv " Hafnia," from 1872.

Of his other works mention must be made of the

"Theory of Obser\'ations,"' which was printed in

English at Copenhagen, and published in London in

1903; and of "Interpolations rechnung." Through
the impulse which he had given to the subject of

the numerical researches concerning some periodic

solutions of a special case of the problem of three

bodies, Thiele rendered an ackno\\ledged service to

Astronomy, both of great and general value. His

love for double-star astronomy was continued

throughout his life ; and attention ma\- be dra^\n to

Otto Struve"s criticism on the determination of the

systematic errors of double-star observations in the

Vierteljahrschrift der Astrniinniisclic Gcsclhclmft

(Leipsic) for 1880.

Besides these publications he contributed many
notes, articles, and memoirs to the current scientific

journals of his day. Most of his astronomical contri-

butions were sent to the Asfroiioniische Xacliriclitcji

and commenced as far back as 1859 at the age of

twentv. when he wrote upon the double stars S Librae,

Castor, and upon Sun-spots: in 1860 a note on the

Eclipse of the Sun ; and in 1861 a paper on the

Latitude of the Observatory at Copenhagen appeared.

From that time we find he contributed to science

papers of more or less importance in several branches

of Astronom\'. and mention ma\' be made of those

upon Double-star Orbits—where he proposed new-

methods : a Geometrical Problem in Theoretical

Astronom\- : Longitude between Lund and Copen-
hagen (with Duner) : Orbits and Ephernerides of

Minor Planets ; Ouasi Errors of Least Square Method:
Ikihnberegning for Planetes \id en modification af de

Kepplerske lore: On some Interpolation Formulae
for Double-Stars (Copcniiciis II. p. 25-41)—this

gives six methods of using the observations, and
tables are furnished to assist the calculations ; also he

wrote obituarv notices of Schjellerup and Svedstrup.

His important and concise paper on the motion of the

Double-Star Castor was carefulh- written, in French,

and is evidence of a w ide grasp of that particular

subject and extensi\e reading: it formed one of the

communications made in 1879, when the four

hundredth anniversarv of the formation of the

L'niversit\' at Copenhagen b\- Christian I, in 1459.

was celebrated.

Thiele was an eminenth' gifted man. The
extent of his reading and the range of subjects \\ hich

interested him was in a great degree exhibited in a

marked manner when lecturing to his audiences;

but, though Thiele probably excited some enthusiasm

among his scholars, he had not in a high degree that

influence in university teaching which one might

ha\'e expected from a man of his talents. He was
of a neat and engaging appearance, and, although

he was of a reserved or retiring disposition, it was
not eas\' to consult or approach him \\ ith questions,

but he was alwavs a true friend to those who
succeeded in doing so. He was no mean linguist,

and as evidence of his powers the papers just

referred to were written in one or other of these

languages— Latin. Danish. German. French or

English.

Thiele was appointed a Professor in the University

of Cojienhagen and Director of the Observator}-,

which was re-built and re-organised in the early

jieriod of his predecessor's reign (d'Arrest), in

October of 1875 ; he retired as Emeritus Professor a

few vears ago and was succeeded b}- Stromgen.

The writer is indebted to Herr C. Burran's

biographical notice for some of the information

given, and to the Asfroiioniische GeseUschaft

(Leipsicj for permission to reproduce the portrait.
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AITCHISON & Co.
Opticians to H.M. Government.

The only makers in the world who have

succeeded in making

Prism Binoculars magni-

fying 25 diameters.

PRICE £12 10 O
with best solid leather case.

With central foc'jssiiv.; tnnlion £1 extra.

Every Glass Tested at the

BRITISH GOVERNMENT
LABORATORY AT KEW,
and Certificate of Power, Defi-

nition, &c., signed by Dr.

R. T. Glazebrook, F.R.S.,

the director, is given with the

Glass to Purchaser.

The Night and Day Marine Wide Aperture Prism Glasses.

X 9 MAGNIFICATION £6 10 x 16 MAGNIFICATION £8 10

X 12 MAGNIFICATION £7 10 x 20 MAGNIFICATION £10 10

X 25 MAGNIFICATION £12 10
With cti::..il 1.. '.i-:!;.; :"":! ' «1 i-ira.

Prices incUtde Beit Solid l..allier Sliiig La-e. postage and packing to any
part of the World.

Price List n/ l^tisi'i ami oilit-r Biitociiiar s I'cst Frct:

AITCHISON &, Co.
Opticians to H.M. * t..S.4. (iovts..

428, STRAND, and Branches, LONDON.
> TRADE MARK.

NEW BOOKLET

PHOTOMICROGRAPHY'
Containing a discussion of ihe ccnsiderations govern-

ing the Contrast obtained in the Photography
of Microscopic Specimens.

Free oil application, ciiclo.'iiiiii Id. stamp
r',,r pi,.-itai:c. t,<

^ WRATTEN & WAINWRIGHT, Ltd.. CROYDON.

@
8

I

BEFORE PURCHASING A MICROSCOPE THE

WINKELj
STANDS AND OBJECTIVES SHOULD BE SEEN.

Catalogue post free from Sole Agents,

H. F. ANGUS & Co.,

I
83, WIGMORE STREET, LONDON, W. |

"^
H. K. LEWIS,

PUBLISHER & BOOKSELLER,
136, GOWER STREET, and I nNnHN W R
24, GOWER PLACE, . . .

L"''""''- ""

Neu- liook riepartnient. shoiviiii; .Main Entrance from (lower Street.

Cotnpletest Stock of Text Books and
Recent Scientific Literature.

Asent f(ir the F.vaminatiiin I'aptrs m the Lni^t^sit^ ii( Liimlnii.

Orders by Post promptly attended to.

BOOKS IN ALL DEPARTMENTS OF LITERATURE.
I BOO

L I'lHtlCAVIT. LOM.OX." 7V/V/i/;',».-,- -111.7-1 'r NT KA

BAUSCH & LOMB'S

CELEBRATED
MICROSCOPES.
New and Improved Models.

H H .s L.ABOkATOKV MODtL (as li-inedl

v\ilh ;;-in., ,\-in., and j^-in. (oil innuersion) objectives,

J eye-pieces, screw-out substage, with Abbe con.

l-.-nser, and triple dust-proof nosepiece, in cabinet.

£13 2 6
B B H 8 LARGER LABOKA-

TORY MODEL, as above, but

with screw-out ii'tii swius-dowu
.ab-L.^e £18 4 6

^

li H 4 MODEL, with =-in. and
.'-111. oi.jcctivcs. 2 eyepieces, :rr.'\

irciilar (iii>t-proof nc'sepicce.

£5 12 6

.Microtomes, C e n t r i t u g^es.

Photo - micrographic anJ
Projection Apparatus,
Precision Laboratory-
Glassware, &c.

)i^pc>,lion coidially invited at om
how-Rooms or List.s sent po!>t fret-.

^ ^ THE BAUSCH & LOMB OPTICAL Co.,

i^^^^^^^^X C.",;r.,.tr:s .:• Urin,/, an./ F..„i,., <:,.r.-.„„:„,/s.

19, THAVIES INN, HOLBORN CIRCUS,

LONDON, E.C.

Our Microscopes, etc.. may be obtained
Tkapt: M.\Kk-, through any Optician.

ned^^
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T-O PARENTS and GUARniA\5
* established firm of Lon<.

Scienlific Instrument Manufacti:; .

:

take a well-educated Youth as PLHIL:
partly returned as salary.—Address " B."

"Knowledge" Office.

premium
HOX 12.

WANTED.
DALTON'S MICRO. SLIDES

of arriiiii'cd liutttril) Scales, Ac.

C. BAKER, 244. High Holborn. London.

SECOND-HAND DEPARTMENT.
Microscopes, Telescopes, Spectroscopes,

Binoculars, Surveying Instruments, Sic,

BY THE BEST MAKERS AT MODERATE PRICES.

JOHN BROWNING. 146, Strand, LONDON. W.C.

SECOND-HAND TELESCOPES.
4A-in. Grubb, Finder. Altaz. Mami

1 Day. 2 Astros. .. £30 O o
3;-in., 1 I'ay. 2 .Astro., Finder, on Alt.i/.

Stand. Zeiss O.Q. - - 32 10 o
3i-in. Franks Manchester, i l>.'i\

,

2 Astrus. , un T;dl Stand -. '3 '3 *>

4-in. Wray, i Day and 2 Abtro. Eye-
pieces, Finder, Altaz. Stand .. 27 lO O

3-in. Hughes, on Equatorial (no circles),

Finder, 1 Day and 2 Astro. Eyepieces 9 150
3-in. Aitchison, Vertical Rack, Finder,

I Day and 1 Astro. Eyepiece, in case,'

complete .. .. 700
3-in., I Day and 1 Astro. Eyepiece.

Finder and Garden Stand 7 00
3-in. Student's do. do. 4150
6^-in. Calver Altazimuth do . . 20 00

Also Accessories.

SECOND-HAND MICROSCOPES,
Beck R.irteriM|,,-i, .,|

Zeiss, Stand I e. Large Mech. Sr.igi-

Zeiss Projection Outfit, for use with

above, complete .

.

Swift Eacteriologial Outfit complete.

7^ and Mech. Stage
Swift '

' Discovery
"

Bausch & Lomb Student's, ^ and ,'.

Objectives, i Eyepiece, Double
Nosepiece

Beck Dissecting, 4 powers
Binocular Microscopesby Ross, Watson

and Beck, fn.im

I.S

l-t

5

o o
10 o

o o
5 o

7150
Also AcctsM.iics. C.iiiiiiets. .'hm! (")hi..-. t, /_/,

GLARKSON'S SECOND-HAND OPTICAL MART,
33S, niOH HOLBORN. LOSDON.

(( IpixiMte i;r,iy\ Inn K".,il I

To improve your Telescope, use

STEINHEIL'S
ASTRONOMICAL EYEPIECES.

In Stock, at Steinheil's list prices.

StcinheiKs Improved Huyghenian .. Ill, -each,

dj. Achromatic, of great

brilliancy .

.

. . 21,'- ,,

do. Monocentric . . 21 .,

STEINHEIL'S HIGH-CLASS ASTIIONOMICAL OBJECT
CLASSES AND TOLRIST TELESCOPES.

A. CLARKSON & CO.,
338. HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON.

(()j)[M>^i^c i;ray\s Inr. Road.)

SECOND-HAND

PRISM

FIELD GLASSES.
i;"-.s s< f.i 15
Zkiss nx £4 15
V.oiiRj ll« £4 15

GLARKSON'S,
s, //;;.'A lloli^^ru,

London.
The Second-hand Optical Mart, opposite (Iray's Inn Rd.

Coal Plant Sections.

Finest Series in London at
Reasonable Prices.

JAMES R. GREGORY & Co.,
Mineralogists, &c..

139, Fulham Road, South Kensington,

^ Phone, 3S41 Western. ® ^
Telegrams, ''''Meteorites, London"

TUITION BY
CORRESPONDENCE
lir MATRICULATION, B.i., B.Sc, ami

ilier UNIVKKSITY an 1 PROFESSIONAL
EXAMINATIONS, anil fur INDEPENDENT
STUDY.
Thk Staff consists of Graduattrs of Oxford,

Cambridge, London. Dublin, and Royal Universities.

Address—Mr. J. Charleston, B.A., P.urlin^ton

Cnrrcspi-MidenL-e College. P.irkbeck Bank Chambers.
I.,>nd>>ti. W.C.

MICROSCOPY.
New and interestina; OBJECTS prepared

NATURALLY, i.e , WITHOUT PRESSURE
fur dark y:round illumination.

Fresh Water and Marine Slides.— /'c/i'::('/r, Jiydro:.oii.

extended as in life, beautiful mnunts of Meihisac,

MolluS'-a, £^c.. Phyllirrhoc with entire anatomy vis-

ible, Fish pa7-asitcs. Jhikcs, &^c. To those who have
not seen the above they are a revelation of the beauty
to be found in the fauna of our own and tropical seas.

Insect Parts.— Head of Sand ll'asp with line mouth
inu.^r s. entire Spinv Fhtni Bug from Ceylon ; also the

rare \\"ild Bee-pirasite Styhps, young Trap-door
Spider, (S-V., (St-V.

Our lists contain besides the above, (ieo/ogica/.

Botanical^ Diatoms, &^c:., S^c.

SECOND-HAND.
Microscopes, &C.— Present stock includes instrument^

I y Watson. Ross, Zeiss, I'tlUschcr, &'l.

Objectives. —A large number in stock from 3-in. to

i',_,-tii, by leading makers.
Accessories.— Eyepieces, Polariscopes, Sclenite

stages, S.S. reflectors, Condensers, Spot len.ses, Nose-
jiieces and a fine large Microtome.

Full lists 0/ al'ozie, post free.

lUAUTCn Microscopes and Accessories, of alltlHUICU. ^j,„|,^ purcba-^ed .^r ex.-hnnt^ed.

CLARKE & PAGE,
Please Sote Sew Address:

23, Thavies Inn, Holborn Circus,
LONDON.

ASTRONOMICAL TELESCOPES.
.i.iii. Table .^tand with ' tve-pieces £4 10

S.iii. Garden Stand uilh 3 eye-pieces .. 8 10

y'-in. Garden Stand u itli 3 eve-pieces , 12 10

4:111. Garden Stand uiih 4 L-ve.pi.. es 20

SECOND - HAND LANTERNS.
Oil, Liinelifiht, Electric.

SECOND-HAND LANTERN SLIDES.
By all the Leading Makers.

AKso l^eiciilator.v, .let?, I.eii.-;e.-;, &c.

SECOND-HAND MICROSCOPES.
\Vats'>n's Ediiiburpjh Student, complete Xlfi

I'eck's Large London, complete .. . S 10

Swift's Discovery, complete .. 5 15

Watson's Standard, complfte .. 5 10

Lists on application.

BROADHURST, CLARKSON & CO.,
63, Farrlngdon Road, London, E.G.

I. .Tie 311 ye.irs is, l:arlleU\ l;uil<lih'.;s.

s;KI Ki"1' .^ I'HliHF sMAI 1

Crystallized & Crystalline Mineral Specimens

MICROSCOPIC SLIDES
AT 4d. EACH.

/,7./,r -G. H. RICHARDS & Co.,
Dealers in all kinds of British & rnrei^n

Mineral Specimens.

Sho-.v A'oiuji'i : 3, Beauchamp Place,

Brompton Road, South Kensington, London, S.W.

Collections or Single Specimens of

CHOICE MINERALS.
FOSSILS and ROCKS.

All kinds uf Cabinets, (jjass-cappcd Boxes, Card
'liays. Hammers, Blowpipe Cases, &c., &c.

ROCK SECTIONS. 9d. each.

4.000 CHOICE MICROSCOPICAL OBJECTS, in all

departments nf Nature, 6d. each.

niioon I CUAUI 11. John St.. Theobalds
KUoOtLL & OHAW, Road. London. W.C.

C,tt,l/0i;i<fS fra.

Telegrams

:

ALTRS," LONDON.
Telephone

:

li GERRAkD
iTABLISHED

Stevens' Auction Rooms,
38, KING ST., GOVENT GARDEN, LONDON, W.G.

Kvery Fkidav at 1'2.3U, Sales are held at the
Rooms of MicuoscoFEB AND Slides, Telescopes,
Slrveying Instruments, Kleci rical and Scien-
tific Apparatus, Cameras and Lenses, Lanterns
AND Slides, Cinematograihs and Films, in great

variety, Lathes and Tools, Etc.

Goods may be sent for inclusion in early Sales.

Settlements made one week after disposal.

Catalogues and all Pa}-ticutars Post F^ee.

Valuations fnr Probate or Transfer, and Sales con-
ducted in an\ part nf ilic Cnuntn.

^^The Whole
Star Sphere.

Hy \V. Peck, K.K.A.S.
Chart? & i,o2o lUustra-

: 1. Ills of Double Stars. Most
u-^eful for reference and
making Notes, marking

Tracks of Comets, etc.

Ffntains Catalogues of
T>oul>U% I'ariablc, and

Coloured Stars, Nebuhp, etc.

.\oxo Rtady. Trioe 5 - net.

NORTON'S STAR ATLAS
and Telescopic Handbook,

Covering the whole Star sphere, by A. P. Norton, B. A.

This neiu and handy Atlas is the latest and most
complete of its kind.

I'i.r beginners and sienera! use, its handiness is

1. iii.iri::,M.-,

^ -

GALL & INGLIS, LONDON and EDINBURGH.

THE SCIENTIFIC APPLIANCE
MANUFACTURING CO.

F..r eVL.viliin- ELHCTKICAL, GALVANIC,
MAGNETIC, OPTICAL aud SCIENTIFIC.
W'iics, Elionite, Lamps, Terminals, Coils, Bells,

Castings. Accumulators from 3s. 6d.

AVw 6o p^ge Electric Catalogue free.

X-Ray Coils, Static Machines, E,\perimental and
Li\eiitors' Work.

.Siemens' celebrated Obach and Hellesen Diy Cells

and many oiber batteries from qd.

Model Aeroplane Materials.
Wireless Telegraphic Materials.

PklSMS. LENSES. TELESCOPE PARTS,
OPTICAL MATERIALS. List jree.

I'ractical Mechanics and Electricians. Large Work-
shops. Repairs on the premises.

PROMPT! CHEAP! RELIABLE!
HENRY J* DALE has had vast experience;

uiite US-

IS, NEW OXFORD STREET, LONDON, W.C.

F. WIGGINS & SONS,
102, 103,104,Minories, LONDON, E.

Cuntractor.s to H.M.
Government.

LAMPS.
STOVES.

VENTILATORS,
ELECTRICAL WORK

AND ALL PURPOSES.

Largest Stock in the World. TeL No. 2248 Avenue.

ADVERTISEMENT RATES.
i I i

Whole Page - - - - 6 6 O
Half Page 3 5 O
Quarter Page- - - -1150U,
One-Eighth Page - - - O 1 8 6 , [^

One-Sixteenth Page - - O 1 O -^

Per Inch, Narrow Column O 7 O I

Half ,, ,, .. O 4 O'
ItlbLoLiiilb fur ^erici uf IiisL-rtioli^ .iiid Rates fur Special

Positions, when Vacant, on appljcalion to

The Advertisement Manager,

KNOWLEDGE OFFICE,
42, BLOOMSBURY SQUARE. LOSDOIS. W.C.
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Watsons Microscopes.
British made at Barnet, Herts, with 5 years' guarantee.

The long evenini^s will soon be with us and a reallv attractive

and intelligent hobliy or means of rccreali<in is wanted i>v nianv.

Have you ever tried a WATSONS' MICROSCOPE?
Vou have scientific tastes and inclinaiions or vou would not

read KuowUd^e, A Microscope is an ideal means of developing
such. The wealth of inlormation it reveals, the new world it

discloses, the never ending subjects wluch can be examined,
together with the comfortaltle use of it at the fireside render it

unequalled for home use.

Watsons make more than 20 different Models
At varying prices. They are noted for their permanent working

quality, and convenience of design.

It is important that a Microscope Stand is selected to which
additions can be made as required.

Watsons' "F" Edinburgh
Student's Microscope

forms an admiralilc base for future
additions. It is a stand of the highest
class that always gives pleasure and
satisfaction.

_ It is of convenient size, has very rigid

tripod fool, Watsons' Standard Lever
Fine -Adjustment; Diagonal Rackwork
for Coarse Adjustment. Large stage,
covered Ebonite.

PRICE.
Stand only

Mahogany Case

STAND "F" completely
tilted with Eyepiece, i"
and i/6" Parachromatic Ob-
jectives, in Mahogany Case 8 7 6

*F" Ed. Student's Microscoi'E,
WITH COMl-OCND SlUSTAGE.

Compound Substage and Mechanical
Stage can be added at any time.

Full particulars of Watsons' Microscopes are ^iven in their 168 page
Catalogue of Microscopes (2K). which with their booklet. " The choice

of a Microscope." will be sent free on request.

ASTRONOMICAL TELESCOPES.
All interested in Astronomy should send for Watsons' Catalogue

(6K) which j^ives information about their instruments and the

celeiirated Watson-Conrady Objectives, post free on request.

Watsons' Instruments may be purchased by progressive payments.

SECOND-HAND
ASTRONOMICAL TELESCOPES.

A list of Second-hand Telescopes is issued montiily. A copy wlli be
sent on application.

6 inch Equatorial by Gnihh, with Clockwork
on Iron Column. Electric Illumination to

Verniers, Telescope for Vernier frtim Eye
End; original cost, £290. In fine condition

4 inch Equatorial by Cooke &• Sons, on stout

Tripod Stand, with Struts. li inch Finder,

4 Astronomical and Solar and Pancratic Eye-
pieces, Clamps and Slow .Motions ; complete
with Packing Cases Cost £77 10s. Od. Price

24 inch Reflector Telescope by Gruhb, Equa-
tiirial Stand, Electrically controlled Clock.

Fitted with 6 inch Finder Telescope. Cost
£650 Price

SJ inch Reflector Telescope, with 2 Finders,

F^quatorial Mounting and Iron Stand. The
Mirror has recently been re-worked and the

performance is guaranteed. A bargain

£185

£50

£375

£35

For fullParticulars ofthe ahoz'c, also ofatany others^ 'with sundry accessories

amifittings^ apply to

W. WATSON & SONS, L°
(Established 1^37).

313, HIGH HOLBORN, LONDON, W.C.
Works: BARNET, HERTS.

Branch: 16, FORREST ROAD, EDINBURGH.
n<.nnt«- /2, Easy Row, BIRMINGuepois.

-^jj^ swanston Street, M
GHAM.
EUBOIRNE, AUSTRALIA.

DENT'S CLOCKS
WATCHES AND CHRONOMETERS

FOR SCIENTIFIC tSE.

Sidereal or Mean Time Clocks for
Observatories) £21 and upwards.

THREE GRAND PRIZES
ANP ONE GOLD MEDAL

FRANCO-BRITISH EXHIBITION.

The onI>- Grand Prize awarded
to a British Firm for Watches,
Clocks and Chronometers.

The only Grand Prize awarded
for Astronomical Regulators.
Chronographs, and Ship's
Compasses. TRADE MARK.

61, STRAND, and 4, ROYAL EXCHANGE, LONDON.
Telephone So. 61 City,

VOL' CAN OUTAIX A

SATISFACTORY TYPEWRITER
For £5.

All Makes—over 200 Machines to Select from.
CM or Write . . .

THE WHOLESALE TYPEWRITER Co., Ltd.,

22, GRAY'S INN ROAD, W.C. (Eleven Doors from Holborn .

COPYING AND DUPLICATING AT SPECIAL PRICES.

BEST

COCOAI

EARTH

GUARANTEED ABSOLUTELY PURE-SOLUBLE COCOAONLV
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Electrical

Measuring Instruments.

LIBERAL
jr'>ii*'"'""""'''™''iiiiia!i^>L

DISCOUNTS

TO

EDUCATIONAL

INSTITUTES.

Illustrated

List JB

I

FORMS A MOST INTERESTING AND LASTING XMAS Gin. |

The "SIMPLEX " BAROGRAPH,
(REGISTERBD No. 4f5S7!ll.)

Post Free.

BV Natlre s:iys : "'I'rii; i ,;t.i|. >^iu- in.il-.rs tli-.- -tlriil' i!i ^ .f a suitable inslrumenr of

any design a simple matter."

ISENTHAL & CO.
(Department 2),

85, Mortimep Street, London, W.
Contractors to the Admiralty, ll'aj; India, and Colonial Offices, &^c.

In Oak Case, glazed top and sides. Records on a Weekly Chart. OQ 1 Q C
Price, with a year's supply of Charts, Ink and Instructions, complete dwO I O

r^~ Special Illustrated List of Barographs and Thermographs
(covering: various patterns, from £3 lOs.). post free.

SOLE MAKERS:

PASTORELLI & RAPKIN, Ltd.
(ESTABLISHED 1750.)

ACTUAL MAKERS OF ALL KINDS OF METEOROLOGICAL INSTRUMENTS,

Contractors to fi.At. Government.

46, Hatton Garden, London, E.G.
STANDARD INSTRUMENTS OF ALL KINDS.

[Illustrated Price List Post Free.)

We pay carriage and guarantee safe deU\"ery within U.K. o all our Instruments.

LANTERN SLIDES
In all Branches of Natural Science.

From 6,'- per Dozen. See Catalogue " E " post free.

We have recently added to our Series of Slides

"PLANT ASSOCIATIONS"
From Xe"4;itives hy Mr. W. 1'.. Crvmi', JI.A.

"ARCHITECTURAL DETAIL"
By Mr. F. H. Crossi.ey. And many others.

l^T" For Particulars see our Supplementary List now in the Press.

SLIDES MADE AND PAINTED TO ORDER.

FLATTERS &
32, DOVER STREET / Close

V Univ(

GARNETT, Ltd.,

;jr) MANCHESTER, S.E.

Only Address. No connection with any other firm.

SECONDHAND
MICROSCOPES AND APPARATUS.
Secondhand ** Discovery ** Microscope l>y Swift, double

nosepiece, 2 eyepieces, ^ and ^ olijectives. in case. £5 10s.

Sec('nd-hand yV Oil Immersion by Qowlland, £2 2s.

., Aljbe Condenser and iiis diaphragm. £1 Is.

,, Centring Achromatic Condenser and iris diaphragm
in case by Zeiss, £2 10s.

,, Air Pump with bell cover on mahogany base, t8s. 6d.

rine case of 12 drawers to hold 6 dozen objecls, 2s. 6d.

A comprehensive selection of Microscopic Objects, including Geological,
Hutanical. Anatomical, Minerals, Diatoms. Insect parts, &c., at 6d. each.

The Largest Stock in London of Secondhand Microscopes and
Objectives by all the leading makers, comprising Outfits suitable
for Histology, Bacteriology, Botany, and all branches of Science.

Ca/a/o^ms post Jiee ou application.

MILLIKIN & LAWLEY, ILS^ndIn^^T.
Telephone—City 1706.

DELICIOUS COFFEE.

RED
WHITE

«BLUE
For Breakfast & after Dinner.

In making, use less quantity, it being much stronger
than ordinary Coffee.

Typewriters

MSS. Copied.

Bought, Sold, Repaired,

and Exchanged.

Hire . . lOs. a Month

or 27/6 a Quarter.

Dept.\TAYLOR'S, Ltd.,(

74, CHANCERY LANE, LONDON, W.C
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